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ABSTRACT 

Aspect and mood in Jicaltepec Mixtec 

Rachael A. Costello 

Master of Arts 

with major in 

Applied Linguistics 

The Graduate Institute of Applied Linguistics, June 2014 

 

Supervising Professor: Michael Boutin 

“The verb system of any language exists to expedite discourse in that language. 

Therefore, the place to look for the meaning of tense/aspect/mode forms is to their 

discourse functions” (Longacre 1989:414).  

This thesis has two closely related foci. First, it describes the morphological 

components of the system for expressing aspect and mood in Jicaltepec Mixtec, a Costal 

Mixtec language of Mexico. Four verb forms, differentiated primarily by tone, are 

identified. Prefixes, auxiliary verbs, and particles are also shown to play a role in 

expressing aspect and mood. Verbs of motion and position are shown to fit this same 

model of four verb forms. 

Second, this study investigates the meaning of each verb form by showing how it 

is used in discourse, based on analysis of a corpus of natural-language monologues. The 

perfective form expresses past-completed ideas both on the narrative storyline and in 

flashbacks; the imperfective form expresses habitual and progressive events and ongoing 

states as well as forming a secondary narrative storyline; the potential form expresses 



plans, predictions, obligations, and counterfactuality; and the subjunctive form is used 

primarily in imperatives, purpose clauses and subordinate clauses. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

One of the first clues we have about the nature of a discourse when reading or 

hearing it for the first time is its verbs. Verbs not only tell us what is happening, they also 

frequently change form or take affixes in order to tell us who did what to whom (or will 

do … or shou d do …)  and how that ha  ening re ates chrono ogica  y both to the other 

events of the discourse and to the s eaker’s and/or the audience’s  resent time.  erbs 

(and verbal auxiliaries) thus are important clues – often they are the most important clues 

– that allow an audience to determine if the situation that the speaker is describing is real 

or hypothetical, is ongoing or has ceased, is a unique situation or a habitually occurring 

one, happened in the past or will happen in the future, etc. A complex discourse will 

include a mixture of many different types of situations; for example, a past habitual state 

of affairs that led to a particular event and may hypothetically have consequences for the 

future (John would always tease Mary. Finally she blew up at him yesterday and now 

they may never speak to each other again). Verbs and auxiliaries are not the only source 

of these temporal, aspectual, and modal clues. Adverbs, adverbial phrases, and the 

s eaker and hearer’s shared rea -world knowledge also play a role. Moreover, each 

 anguage’s division of  abor is different  as more or less information may be marked on 

the verb, indicated by an auxiliary, put in an optional adverb, or left implicit. In order to 
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understand what is going on in a discourse  it is necessary to understand the  anguage’s 

ways of communicating information about tense, [viewpoint] aspect, and modality.
1
 

Looking at this from another perspective, however, it is clear that in order to fully 

understand a  anguage’s verba  tense/as ect/mood system  it is necessary to examine how 

that system is actually used in discourse. For example, English simple present tense can 

be used for habitual occurrences (Marcie goes to the farmer’s market every weekend), for 

stative situations that include the present moment (Jason supports this policy), for future 

plans (We fly to New York tomorrow morning), or even for narrating things that happened 

in the past (I was walking down the street yesterday and this man runs out of his house 

yelling like a maniac). Surprisingly, the simple present tense cannot be used for a 

situation in the present which is neither a habitual occurrence nor a stative situation (e.g. 

*I study for tomorrow’s test right now) except within one particular discourse genre: 

sportscasting.  

In this thesis, I examine verbs in Jicaltepec Mixtec discourse from both 

perspectives. First, I provide a description of the verb forms, prefixes, and auxiliary verbs 

which constitute  ica te ec  ixtec’s system for ex ressing as ect and moda ity 

grammatically,
2
 incorporating insights from those researchers who have studied other 

varieties of Mixtec as well as my own observations. Specifically, I propose the following 

additions to the descri tion of  ica te ec  ixtec’s verba  system in  rad ey (1970):
3
  

                                                 

1
 For a description of aspect see Comrie (1976). For the distinction between viewpoint aspect and situation 

aspect (i.e., Aktionsart) see Smith (1991). 
2
 Tense does not have a role in Jicaltepec Mixtec. 

3
  rad ey’s ana ysis of  ica te ec  ixtec is described in section  4.1. 
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 The category which  rad ey  abe s “incom  etive” is shown to com rise two 

tona  y and distributiona  y distinct verb forms  which I ca   “ otentia  mood” 

and “subjunctive mood.” 

 Several distinct verb forms which Bradley omitted are added to the 

descri tions of the motion verbs meaning ‘go’ and ‘come’. 

  rad ey’s “ reverb” category is separated into three categories: prefixes, 

adverbs, and particles. 

 Auxiliary verbs and their uses are described in greater detail. 

Second, having described what the components of the verbal system are, I analyze 

a diverse corpus of natural-language monologues to show how these components are 

employed in various genres of Jicaltepec Mixtec discourse to express aspectual and 

modal relationships. Analyzing a corpus of monologues in this way (as opposed to 

dialogues, which are necessarily rooted in the here-and-now) reveals some unexpected 

usages: perfective verbs are used in narrative to provide flashback information as well as 

being on the narrative mainline, imperfective verbs are frequently used to describe past-

completed states of affairs (including on the narrative mainline) in addition to their use in 

describing ongoing habitual and progressive events and states, and potential verbs are 

used to describe unrealized events, but also to describe habitual events in a procedural 

discourse. 

Section  1.1 of the present chapter introduces the works on Mixtec languages 

which are referred to in this thesis, and section  1.2 describes the theoretical framework 

around which this thesis is built. Chapter  2 describes how the data in this thesis were 
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gathered and analyzed. Chapter  3 presents an overview of Jicaltepec Mixtec grammar. 

Chapter  4 compares and contrasts the analyses that various linguists have given to the 

components of the aspect/mood system of different Mixtec languages. In chapter  5 I 

 resent my own mode  of  ica te ec  ixtec’s as ect/mood system and describe how it 

differs from that found in Bradley (1970). Chapter  6 describes in turn the discourse 

functions of each verb form as it is found in my corpus. In chapter  7 I address two special 

classes of Jicaltepec Mixtec verbs, motion verbs and position verbs, and explain why I 

analyze them as having the same four aspect/mood verb forms as the rest of the verbs in 

my corpus. My explanation is based on the model and the discourse functions described 

in preceding chapters. Finally, chapter  8 summarizes my findings and suggests 

implications of this study and directions for further research. 

1.1 Literature review: Mixtec languages 

A dissertation describing the Jicaltepec Mixtec language was written in 1965 by C. 

Henry Bradley. This description was published in 1970 under the title A linguistic sketch 

of Jicaltepec Mixtec.
4

 The ana ysis uses  har es  ockett’s structura ist theory and 

terminology, and classifies words primarily by their placement in the phrase and sentence. 

This approach led Bradley to classify adjectives as a kind of verb, and to group aspectual 

prefixes into the same category with preverbal adverbial particles. His description of the 

                                                 

4
 In citing  anguage data taken from  rad ey’s work  I wi   not use the a  habet  rad ey em loyed, but 

rather the one in which my own  anguage data is written. This wi   faci itate com arison between  rad ey’s 

ana ysis and my own. Readers who refer to  rad ey’s text direct y shou d find that the corres ondence 

between the two alphabets is fairly transparent. If any confusion arises, readers can refer to the phoneme 

charts in Bradley (1970:6-7). 
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verbal system does not address several distinctions, both between classes of verbs and 

between aspect/mood categories.  

Bradley went on to co-edit, along with Barbara Hollenbach, a series of four 

volumes titled Studies in the syntax of Mixtecan languages (1988-1992). These books 

contain syntactic sketches of eight varieties of Mixtec, and are structured very similarly 

to A linguistic sketch of Jicaltepec Mixtec.  

In 1996 Monica Macaulay published A grammar of Chalcatongo Mixtec. More 

than twice as many  ages in  ength as  rad ey’s A linguistic sketch of Jicaltepec Mixtec, 

it provides a fairly comprehensive description of the Chalcatongo Mixtec language built 

on a generative grammar framework. Many of the phenomena she describes in 

 ha catongo  ixtec’s verba  system have c ear cognates in  ica te ec  ixtec. 

Bickford & Marlett (1988) examine data from three varieties of Mixtec and 

propose a binary modal distinction between realis and irrealis verb stems with further 

aspectual subdivisions depending on the verb class. Several papers by other authors 

examine motion and arrival verbs, each in a different variety of Mixtec, investigating 

aspectual and modal distinctions as well as other semantic features (Kuiper and 

Merrifield 1975, Macaulay 1985, Williams 1996, among others).  

Several nontechnical grammars of Mixtec written in Spanish (Ferguson de 

Williams 2007, Towne 2011, Zylstra 2012, Erickson de Hollenbach 2013) also have 

some descri tions of each  anguage’s as ect/mood system. Though they use the  anguage 

of tense (“pasado,” “presente,” “futuro”) to  abe  the verb stems  their descri tions ref ect 
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analyses proposed in the publications mentioned above. More importantly, these 

grammars include descriptions and examples that demonstrate how verbs of each 

category are employed in the language.  

1.2 Literature review: Linguistic theory and methodological basis 

Because there is no standard terminology universally used to describe aspect and 

mood in Mixtec, I have made my own choices from the vocabulary on offer. My choice is 

based on A an Timber ake’s (2007) artic e “As ect  tense  mood” in vo ume 3 of 

Language typology and syntactic description, edited by Timothy Shopen. This is a recent, 

standard work on the topic and has the advantage of describing all three closely-related 

categories rather than describing on y as ect or on y mood. The term “mood” as it is used 

in this thesis refers to language-specific grammatical categories expressed by verb 

inflection – that is, by the form of the main verb or of the auxiliary verb and by verb 

 refixes. “ oda ity” refers to the subjective attitude of the s eaker  which is ex ressed 

by means of verb inf ection ( a mer 1986:21). Likewise  the term “as ect” is used to 

refer to language-s ecific inf ectiona  categories (what is common y ca  ed “grammatica  

as ect”)  rather than to the interna  tem ora  structure of individua   redications (what is 

common y ca  ed “ exica  as ect”). When I refer to the internal temporal structure of 

individua   redications  I em  oy the term “Aktionsart.”  

Myhill states that studies of tense and aspect usually aim at describing the 

semantics of language-specific forms by means of introspective analysis, under the 

assumption that “[T]he use of a  articu ar verba  form is associated with one or more 
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universal conceptual categories, and the object of the investigation is then the 

determination and characterization of the conceptual categories associated with particular 

verb forms in  articu ar  anguages” (1992:53).  e argues that this a  roach is incom  ete; 

data-driven discourse analysis is also needed in order to objectively show where and how 

these categories are used in a given language. The present study is designed to do that. 

 owever  there are  imits to any researcher’s abi ity to corre ate surface forms to non-

language-specific, objectively-codable features in such a way that would allow results 

and terminology to be compared objectively from one language to another.  

These limits are inherent in the nature of the features being studied. Absolute 

tense is a feature that can be objectively evaluated with reference to the real world: one 

can ask  “Did this situation occur or fail to occur in the past? Does this situation currently 

exist? Is it being  redicted to occur or not occur in the future?”  owever  the s eaker 

may use a re ative tense  and in order to eva uate the s eaker’s usage  the researcher must 

know what time frame the s eaker’s usage is re ative to. Likewise  the realis/irrealis 

moda ity distinction can be objective y eva uated: “Did the s eaker be ieve that the state 

of affairs described in this c ause has actua  y taken   ace?” Within irrea is  however  

modality distinctions are made based only on the speaker’s attitude: command  wish  

permission, fear, doubt. Aspect, by its nature, cannot be coded without reference to the 

morphology and semantics both of the verb itself and of the other verbs in its immediate 

context. That is, a perfective verb can be used to describe either a past action or a future 

one; a state of affairs that currently exists may be named with a verb in the progressive, 

the habitual, or the imperfective aspect depending on the way in which the speaker 
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chooses to portray it. Of these three features, aspect and mood are the key features for 

Mixtec verbs and they are what this thesis explores. Thus, although I attempt to provide 

quantitative data to show the relationships between form and function, the reader should 

be aware that there is as much art as science involved in drawing these correspondences. 

The art consists in understanding the meaning and flow of the discourse as a whole and 

the world which it describes.  

The concepts I use in describing the flow of the discourses in my corpus come 

from the work of Robert E. Longacre, and have recently been presented in Longacre and 

Hwang (2012). The broadest of these concepts is that of genre, which refers to the type of 

text under consideration. Genre is an important concept to take into consideration 

because conventions often vary from one genre to another. For example, in English, a 

series of actions is likely to be related in the past tense in narratives, while in a procedural 

discourse it would be related in the present tense, and in hortatory discourse the same 

series of actions would be related either using imperative verbs or verbs with modal 

auxiliaries such as should and ought. Embedding is the intermingling of genres; it is 

important to take into consideration because in natural speech, one discourse type often 

occurs within another type. For example, there may be a predictive, descriptive, or 

narrative section of a hortatory speech. 

Two other concepts which are particularly important to describing narrative 

discourse are described in Longacre (1981) under the names “s ectrum” and “ rofi e.”  

‘ rofi e’ describes the sha e of the narrative as a who e. Narratives often begin with an 

expository section, describing the participants and environment or situation. This is 
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followed by a series of events in which tension builds, leading to a climax of tension after 

which a crucial event occurs which allows the story to be brought to a resolution. Either 

the climax or the crucial event may serve as the peak of the narrative, which is often 

marked by unusual features in the text.  

‘S ectrum’ describes the kinds of information found in discourse. Longacre and 

 wang (2012) use the term ‘sa ience’ to refer to the same  henomena, and this is the 

term I use in this thesis. The terms refer to the relative foregrounding or backgrounding 

of information in a discourse. A salience scheme may include such categories as mainline, 

background activities, flashback, setting, irrealis, and author commentary.
5
 ‘ ain ine’ 

(also called eventline or storyline) describes the central sequence of events related in the 

story. ‘ ackground activities’ refers to events that are not main ine but are going on  

usua  y simu taneous y with some main ine event. ‘F ashback’ refers to events that 

occurred prior to the mainline time frame. ‘Setting’ usua  y describes unchanging states 

of affairs. Irrealis is reflected in the use of negatives and modals to describe events and 

states of affairs that are not actualized. Author commentary takes a step back from the 

narrative itself and provides evaluation.  

Salience is a particularly important concept for this thesis because there is often a 

high degree of correlation between a particular morphological aspect/mood category and 

a salience band, just as, for example, there is a high correlation in English between the 

past progressive and the backgrounded activity narrative salience band (e.g. I was 

                                                 

5
 Longacre’s sa ience scheme was bui t on the discourse work in  rimes (1975) and the transitivity work in 

Hopper and Thompson (1980) (Longacre 1996:23). 
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cooking dinner when she called and told me the news). This thesis does not  ro ose a fu   

sa ience scheme for  ixtec    a Longacre and  wang, complete with a relative ranking 

of salience bands. I simply make use of this terminology in describing what each verb 

aspect/mood category does in Mixtec discourse.  
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2 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

I collected about two dozen oral texts from several adult native speakers of 

Jicaltepec Mixtec. Each speaker was informed verbally in Mixtec of the nature and 

purposes of the research and was given the opportunity to ask questions, and was also 

given an informed consent statement written in Spanish. (All of the speakers were 

bilingual to some degree.) All participants whose recordings are used in this thesis signed 

the informed consent statement to indicate that they consented to participate in the 

research, and further indicated whether they wished to participate under a pseudonym or 

under their own name, and if under their own name, whether or not they wished for the 

linguistic data that they provided to be identified with their name. 

All of the texts were recorded as .WAV format computer files in order to be able 

to do sound wave analysis. The texts were elicited with various questions and prompts in 

order to obtain a variety of discourse types. Of these, I selected ten texts (30:43 total 

recording time) for transcription and further analysis. These ten texts represent seven 

different male and female speakers ranging in age from under 20 to about 50 years old. 

Table 1 describes and categorizes the ten selected texts. The reference numbers found on 

examples in this thesis and the text numbers found in the appendices correspond to the 

reference numbers listed in Table 1. 
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Table 1: Text types and descriptions 

Discourse 

type 

Subcategory Description of content Notes Reference 

number 

Narrative:     

 Folktale Mary and Joseph being 

chased by demons and 

being helped by animals 

 2 

 Folk history how Jicaltepec was 

founded by traders 

traveling regularly from 

Chalcatongo 

Most of the verbs 

in this text 

represent habitual 

actions. 

10 

 Firsthand  narrative of experience in 

an automobile accident 

 6 

 Secondhand narrative of someone e se’s 

automobile accident 

 8 

Procedural:     

 Old custom how women used to make 

cotton into clothes 

 3 

 Recipe how to make chipil tamales  5 

Hortatory:     

 Hortatory encouraging young 

relatives to study and do 

well in school 

Contains some 

customary elements 

(what is actually 

the case) 

7 

Hypothetical:  Eliciting question:   

 Expectation 

vs. reality 

Before you became 

president of the youth 

group, what did you expect 

it to be like? 

Contains some 

narrative elements 

(what actually 

happened) 

9 

 Hypothetical 

action  

What would you have done 

if you had been mayor 

during  ast year’s 

earthquake? 

Contains some 

hortatory elements 

(what should be 

done) 

4 

 Counter-

factual 

scenario 

What would Jicaltepec be 

like now if the paved road 

leading to Pinotepa had 

never been built? 

Contains some 

customary elements 

(what used to be 

done) 

11 

Once the texts were recorded, the next step was to transcribe them. I used the 

computer program SayMore to segment the sound files and then worked together with a 

native speaker to transcribe them segment-by-segment. The line numbering in multi-line 

examples and in the texts found in the appendices reflects the breaks made in the sound 
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file where the speaker paused, rather than being a direct representation of phrasal or 

clausal boundaries. An improvement to this procedure would have been to resegment the 

sound files in such a way as to reflect syntactic structure. Unfortunately, time constraints 

did not allow for this. 

Speech was rapid on most of the recordings and occasionally unclear or confused 

by background noise to the extent that in one case we had to return to ask the narrator 

what he was trying to say. An improvement to this procedure would be to return to each 

narrator after segmenting the sound files, and to record them as they carefully and clearly 

repeated what they said in each segment. Unfortunately that was not possible; 

nevertheless, I am confident that the transcriptions we produced are accurate. We left out 

of the transcri tions most of the s eakers’ fa se starts and hesitations; where it seemed 

better to  eave them in I used sus ension  oints (…) to mark the s eaker’s transition from 

one thought to another. Aside from that, I did not punctuate the transcriptions. Neither 

did I mark tone in the transcriptions, saving tone analysis for a later stage in the process.  

As we transcribed the texts, we also did a free translation into English. I translated 

the texts myself from Mixtec into English, and my assistant translated them from Mixtec 

into Spanish. I then compared the Spanish to the English to ensure that the English 

trans ation ref ected a native s eaker’s understanding of the  ixtec texts. When I found 

discrepancies or ambiguities, I discussed the differences with my assistant to find the 

most accurate translation.  

In the Mixtec language, many distinct complete thoughts are often strung together 

using ta ‘and’. The free trans ations ref ect this  and thus contain many run-on sentences. 
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Periods indicate sentence breaks. I included other punctuation in the free translations to 

the extent it seemed useful to clarify the meaning and flow of the texts.  

Once the free translations were done, I exported the transcriptions and translations 

from SayMore and imported them into Fieldworks Language Explorer (FLEx) for 

glossing. I went through each text and provided a gloss for each word or morpheme. 

Since Mixtec is a tonal language, it has many tone pairs, and also many homophones. In 

some cases, the meaning was perfectly clear from the context, but where it was not I 

worked together with my assistant to determine the correct gloss.  

The next step was to do enough tone analysis to determine which form each verb 

was in. I made a list of all the verbs that appear at least once in at least one form in the 

corpus, and then recorded my assistant speaking each verb in all its forms, followed by a 

pronominal subject (usually ra ‘3M’ unless the verb selected for a different pronoun) as a 

frame. I knew from the beginning that most Mixtec verbs have four distinct forms: one 

(the perfective form) usually used in dialogue for talking about past events, one (the 

imperfective form) for talking about ongoing activities, one (the potential form) for 

talking about events that have not occurred, and one (the subjunctive form) for giving 

direct commands. Some verb roots were preceded by a prefix or particle; some were 

followed by an adverb, or seemed to form a compound with the following word. In these 

cases, I recorded the other element together with the verb in all possible forms, in order to 

compare the verb root with the combination of root + other element, and determine 

whether floating tones were involved.  
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For comparing pitches, I used the program Speech Analyzer 3.1. I only found one 

preverbal particle,  a ‘not’  to affect the tone of the fo  owing verb.  

Having clearly distinguished the forms of each verb segmentally and tonally, my 

assistant and I returned to the corpus of texts. I went through the recordings myself first, 

listening carefully to each verb spoken and comparing it to the recordings of each verb 

made with my assistant, and I marked on the transcription what form I thought each verb 

was in. This was, on occasion, very difficult to judge due to the rapid or unclear speech of 

some speakers. My assistant also listened to the recordings and judged the form of each 

verb. I marked each case where my assistant´s judgment differed from mine. Then I went 

through the recordings with her again, focusing on the verbs where her ear and my ear 

did not agree, or the aspect we had marked did not fit the expectations I had or the 

patterns I was seeing. This removed many of the discrepancies, though some remain and 

in some cases the recording is not clear enough to be sure which form of a particular verb 

was used.
6
  

A special procedure was required to distinguish subjunctive verbs from other verb 

forms. Very few subjunctive forms of verbs in my text corpus can be audibly 

distinguished from the imperfective form of the same verb, because the two forms have 

the same low-tone pattern and all of the same segments. Only two-stem verbs have 

different segments for their subjunctive form than for their imperfective form. (Two-stem 

verbs are described in section  3.4.) In order to distinguish which of the low-tone verbs 

                                                 

6
 In those cases in which the identification of the verb form is very uncertain, I have marked the 

grammatical glosses with a question mark (?). 
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represented a use of the subjunctive form and which represented a use of the imperfective 

form, I asked my native-speaker helper for a grammaticality judgment as to which form 

(subjunctive or imperfective) of a two-stem verb would be grammatical in each context. 

An example of how this worked is described below. 

(1)        taꞌa =yo   a   ꞌ =yo  
IPFV.want also=1PL.INCL SBJV.study=1PL.INCL 
‘We al o wa t to  t dy’7  7.17 

In (1), saku ꞌ  is a one-stem verb, and from its tone pattern, it could be either an 

imperfective verb or a subjunctive verb. By replacing saku ꞌ  with the two-stem verb 

chito/koto ‘to know’  I cou d determine whether an im erfective verb is grammatica  in 

this context, or whether a subjunctive verb is necessary. 

(2)        taꞌa =yo    t =yo    
IPFV.want also=1PL.INCL SBJV.know=1PL.INCL 
‘we al o wa t to   ow’  7.17 

(3)        taꞌa =yo      to=yo 
IPFV.want also=1PL.INCL IPFV.know=1PL.INCL 
  ‘we al o wa t to   ow.’ 

Because k t , the subjunctive form, is grammatical in this context and chito, the 

imperfective form, is ungrammatical, this context requires a subjunctive verb. Therefore, 

I consider saku ꞌ  in (1) a subjunctive form in spite of the fact that it is superficially 

indistinguishable from the imperfective form saku ꞌa.  

                                                 

7
 All examples in the text of this thesis that come from my corpus are identified by a corpus reference 

number. The corpus reference number consists of two numbers separated by a period. The number to the 

 eft of the  eriod corres onds to the text’s number as shown in Table 1. The number to the right of the 

period corresponds to the line number(s) in which the cited example occurs. Those examples that are not 

identified by a corpus reference number do not come from my corpus. 
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Although there were only about 20 instances of superficially-distinguishable 

subjunctive verbs in the corpus (a few more if the directional auxiliaries are counted as 

se arate subjunctive verbs)  this  rocess revea ed about four times as many ‘hidden’ 

subjunctive verbs, for a total of about 100. This process was not perfect. I discovered that 

a few subjunctive forms are homo honous not with the verb’s im erfective form but 

rather with its perfective form. Additionally, there was no adequate two-stem verb that 

could substitute for the copula, so I could not determine if any of the copulas are in the 

subjunctive form. However, in my analysis I found that the subjunctive form is used 

consistently in particular grammatical structures, so when I found a copula or an 

apparently perfective verb in a structure in which a subjunctive verb is called for, I was 

able to deduce that the verb was almost certainly a subjunctive form. 

The result of the described process was a 4,583-word corpus of glossed texts 

including 958 verbs. The process of creating this corpus brought answers to the first 

question of this thesis: In what ways does Jicaltepec Mixtec overtly mark aspect/mood 

categories in the verb phrase? The analysis of the verbs of this corpus in their 

grammatical and discourse context brought some answers to the second question of this 

thesis: How do speakers of Jicaltepec Mixtec employ these overtly-marked aspect/mood 

categories in various types of discourse? 

The first step of my discourse analysis was to distinguish matrix from subordinate 

clauses throughout the corpus. As I did so, I asked myself questions such as the following 

in order to help myself observe the relationship between syntactic structure and choice of 

verb forms: 
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 Is there any consistent difference between matrix and subordinate clauses, or 

between the first and second verbs in a verb compound or auxiliary + main 

verb construction, in terms of which aspect/mood forms are used? 

 Is there a pattern of verb forms that might itself be an indication that 

apparently coordinate clauses are in fact super- and sub-ordinate? 

 Are there forms that are found in only matrix clauses or only subordinate 

clauses? 

 In an auxiliary + main verb construction, a compound verb, or a sentence with 

a matrix and a subordinate c ause  does one of the two verbs serve as a ‘bare’ 

or infinitive form while the other form carries the aspect/mood information? 

Or, do the aspectual/modal meanings of the two forms combine additively? 

The next step was to identify the genres of text to be found in the corpus. This 

included identifying embedding of one genre into a text of another genre. It also included 

identifying the major sections within a genre (such as the introduction, episodes, and 

conclusion of a narrative).  

Also, I examined the salience structure within each text. As I did so, I asked 

myself questions such as the following to help me explore the relationship between 

discourse structure and choice of verb forms: 

 What verb forms constitute the mainline in each genre and section? 

 What verb forms are used to provide the offline, supporting details? 
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 What different kinds of supporting information are provided by verbs in each 

respective aspect/mood? 

The process of exploring the relationships between syntactic and discourse 

structure and verb form was cyclical. As I asked myself the questions listed above, they 

led to further observations and exploratory questions. These analytical steps allowed me 

to observe carefully how each aspect/mood verb category is used in different grammatical 

and discourse structures in the corpus, and to form hypotheses about their use which 

could then be tested across the whole corpus.  

Exceptions to the rule are to be expected in natural language data, and they help 

the student to derive successively more accurate rules and a deeper understanding of the 

way the language works. As I considered the exceptions to my general observations, I 

took into account other  ossib e factors that cou d affect the s eaker’s choice of verb 

form, such as tense-aspect-modality information coming from adverbs, adverbial phrases, 

and other non-verbal elements in the clause, and Aktionsart (the intrinsic lexical 

semantics of the verb phrase, independent of aspect/mood morphology). I also took into 

account the cases where the positive identification of the verb form was tentative.  

Some of the conclusions of this analysis are clear, with few exceptions; others are 

more tentative because the data are less clear or because the conclusions are drawn from 

fewer data points. I include quantitative information as well as examples in my thesis so 

that the reader will be able to judge for him- or herself the strength of the evidence. 
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3 OVERVIEW OF THE GRAMMAR OF JICALTEPEC MIXTEC 

3.1 The Mixtec language(s) 

A member of the Otomanguean language stock, Mixtec is not a single language 

but rather a group of languages – more specifically, a dialect continuum – which is 

indigenous to the southern Mexican states of Oaxaca, Guerrero, and Puebla. Hardly any 

two villages speak Mixtec in exactly the same way; indeed, minor differences are often 

noticeable even from one neighborhood to another. This phenomenon gives rise to very 

different estimates of the number of Mixtec languages. Lewis, et al. (2013) lists 52 

mutually unintelligible varieties of Mixtec.
8
  exico’s Instituto Nacional de las Lenguas 

Indigenas (INALI) lists 81.
9
 A   of the  anguage data used in this thesis come from native 

s eakers of  ixtec as it is s oken in Santa  ar a  ica te ec, a village in the municipality 

of Pinotepa Nacional in Oaxaca state.
10

 Jicaltepec Mixtec (ISO 639-3: mio) is classified 

in Lewis  et a . (2013) as  inote a Naciona   ixtec  and c assified by INALI as “mixteco 

de Oaxaca de la costa oeste central” ‘ ixtec of the west-centra  Oaxacan coast’ 

(2008:145). I refer to it throughout this thesis as JM.  

                                                 

8
 See http://www.ethnologue.com/subgroups/mixtec for a list of these varieties. 

9
 See  age 84 (segunda secci n) – 3 (tercera secci n) (PDF page 132-47) of 

http://www.inali.gob.mx/pdf/CLIN_completo.pdf for this list. 
10

 The Jicaltepec population is 1,822 according to 2010 census information found in (INEGI 2012) Censo 

de Poblaci n y Vivienda 

http://www3.inegi.org.mx/sistemas/ResultadosR/CPV/Default.aspx?texto=santa%20maria%20jicaltepec,%

20santiago%20pinotepa%20nacional,%20oaxaca. 

http://www.ethnologue.com/subgroups/mixtec
http://www.inali.gob.mx/pdf/CLIN_completo.pdf
http://www3.inegi.org.mx/sistemas/ResultadosR/CPV/Default.aspx?texto=santa%20maria%20jicaltepec,%20santiago%20pinotepa%20nacional,%20oaxaca
http://www3.inegi.org.mx/sistemas/ResultadosR/CPV/Default.aspx?texto=santa%20maria%20jicaltepec,%20santiago%20pinotepa%20nacional,%20oaxaca
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Although distinguished from each other by phoneme inventories, different 

pronoun/classifier systems, and many grammatical and lexical differences, the Mixtec 

languages also have a number of important commonalities.  

In terms of phonology, Mixtec languages are tonal. Lexical tone occurs in all 

word categories, and grammatical tone occurs in verbs where it conveys aspectual 

information. Most varieties of Mixtec have three phonemic tone levels, governed by 

extensive and complex tone sandhi rules. There is also a phonemic distinction between 

oral and nasal vowels.  

In terms of morphology, content words in Mixtec consist of two syllables, known 

as a couplet. To these couplets may be added derivational prefixes, inflectional prefixes, 

suprasegmentals, and both proclitics and enclitics. Couplets may also join to produce 

compound words. Compounds display varying degrees of morphophonemic change and 

varying degrees of semantic compositionality, making it difficult to state definitively 

which should be considered compound words and which are simply idiomatic phrases. 

Function words are usually monosyllabic.  

Most Mixtec verbs can be inflected, resulting in three or four aspectual/modal 

forms (depending on the language variant). In the majority of verbs, this inflection is 

accomplished by means of a tone change and/or the addition of a prefix. A significant 

number of verbs, however, also mark this inflection by a segmental difference in the root. 

The verbs which show this difference in the root are known as two-stem verbs.  
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In terms of syntax, basic word order is verb-subject-object, but subjects and 

objects are frequently fronted to clause-initial position as a focus or topicalization device. 

Within NPs, quantifiers precede nouns, while adjectives follow the noun they modify.  

Sections  3.2 and  3.3 describe the phonology of JM and the way that the language 

is represented orthographically in this thesis. Section  3.4 describes the two-stem verb 

phenomenon. Section  3.5 covers inflectional and derivational morphology and 

compounding. Section  3.6 describes pronouns, section  3.7 describes noun phrases, and 

section  3.8 describes prepositional phrases and locative noun phrases. Section  3.9 covers 

word order and clause types. Section  3.10 briefly describes auxiliary verbs, and 

section  3.11 rounds out the chapter by discussing clause combinations. 

3.2 Jicaltepec Mixtec phonology and orthography 

The data in this study are presented orthographically. Two orthographies are in 

common use in Jicaltepec: one is employed by government agencies such as the Instituto 

 aciona  de  ducaci n  ara  du tos (INEA) and the bilingual school system; the other is 

used by the Christian denomination Iglesia Cristiana Interdenominacional. Differences 

between the two orthographies are minor; in this thesis I employ the alphabet that is used 

by the government agencies, but word divisions represent the grammatical structure of 

the language, rather than following orthographic conventions.  

Table 2 shows the consonant phonemes of JM in the International Phonetic 

Alphabet (IPA), the church orthography, and the government orthography.  
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Table 2: Consonant phonemes and orthographic symbols 

  IPA church orthography government orthography 

Voiceless plosives  p p p 

  t t t 

  tʲ ti ti 

  k c or qu k 

  kʲ qui ki 

  kʷ cu ku 

  Ɂ h ꞌ 

Prenasalized plosives 
 m

b mb mb 

  ⁿd nd nd 

  ⁿdʲ ndi ndi 

  ᵑg ng nk 

 * ⁿkʷ  ncu nku 

Fricatives  β v v 

  s s s 

  ʃ x x 

  h j j 

Affricate  tʃ ch ch 

Prenasalized affricate * ⁿʧ nch nch 

Nasals  m m m 

  n n n 

       

Trill * r r r 

Flap   r r 

Approximant  j y y 

Lateral approximant  l l l 

Phonemes marked with an asterisk * occur very rarely 

Both orthographies handle vowels in the same way. JM has five oral vowel 

phonemes and five nasal vowel phonemes, as shown in Table 3.  
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Table 3: Vowel phonemes and orthographic symbols 

  IPA church orthography government orthography 

close front oral i i i 

 nasal   in in 

mid front oral e e e 

 nasal   en en 

open central oral ɐ a a 

 nasal ɐ  an an 

mid back oral o o o 

 nasal   on on 

close back oral u u u 

 nasal   un un 

Vowels that follow a nasal consonant (m, n, or  ) are always nasal, so nasalization 

is not explicitly expressed in the orthography when there is a nasal consonant in syllable-

initial position. When an underlying oral vowel is separated from a following nasal vowel 

only by a syllable boundary or a glottal stop, the oral vowel is nasalized. Vowel-initial 

enclitics also become nasalized when they cliticize onto morphemes which end in a nasal 

vowel. The letter n representing nasalization is restricted to word-final position. When the 

letter n appears word-initially or word-medially, it represents either a nasal consonant or 

prenasalization of a plosive consonant.  

Each orthographic vowel represents a syllable except that the letter i represents 

palatalization when it appears between k, t, or nd and another vowel, and the letter u 

represents labialization when it appears between k and another vowel. The maximal 

syllable template is (C)V(C) with both the onset and the coda being optional. The only 

consonant that can appear in the coda is the glottal stop ( ꞌ ), and this consonant cannot 

appear in the onset. Syllables with a glottal stop in the coda appear only in the 
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penultimate syllable. Stress falls on the penultimate syllable of polysyllabic content 

words; monosyllabic words (and the few bisyllabic function words) do not take stress. 

Some sample words are found in Table 4, which shows both the underlying forms 

written in IPA (minus tone) and the spelling in the orthography that will be followed in 

this thesis. 

Table 4: Sample words written in IPA and orthographically 

IPA  orthography gloss 

/i.kɐ/ ika fussy 

/i.kɐ / ikan there 

/tʃɐ Ɂ.n / chaꞌnu old 

/koɁ.o/ koꞌo plate 

/t Ɂ. / tuꞌun word 

/kɐ.ɐ/ kaa metal 

/kɐ .ɐ / kaan to inject  

/sɐ.ⁿdu.kɐ Ɂ.n / sandukaꞌnu to praise  

/ɐ.i/ rai man 

/ɐ Ɂ.ɐ /  aꞌan woman 

/ oɁ. e/  oꞌ e mud 

/kʷɐɁ.ɐ/ kuaꞌa red 

/ti.ʃɐ.
m
be/ tixambe butterfly 

/jɐ.ᵑga/ yanga slow 

One final note is necessary regarding the orthography. The speakers in my corpus 

employed many Spanish loan-words. Some of these loan-words are written in italics in 

this thesis. They employ the standard Spanish orthography except that word-final o is 

written as u to ref ect  ixtec s eakers’  ronunciation. Loan-words which have been 

further adapted to Mixtec phonological processes are not italicized and are written in 

Mixtec orthography. 
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3.3 Grammatical tone 

JM is a tonal language. It has been analyzed as having three phonemic level tones, 

each of which has a high and a  ow a  o hone ( rad ey 1970:13).   ’s com  icated tone 

sandhi processes make it difficult to accurately represent pronunciation, as this can vary 

significantly in different contexts. That is why, in spite of the crucial role that tone plays 

both in determining lexical meaning and in indicating the aspectual/modal form of verbs, 

neither the church orthography nor the government orthography represents tone on more 

than a handful of words.  

For the purposes of this thesis, it is necessary to have some way to show the 

grammatical features which are expressed by tone on JM verbs. In order to avoid 

obscuring this grammatical tone, I have chosen not to represent surface tone, which is the 

result of the layering of grammatical tone onto lexical tone plus the effects of tone sandhi 

caused by the surrounding words. Rather, I represent grammatical tone only (not lexical 

tone), on verbs only (not on other parts of speech), and only to the extent necessary to 

make clear the aspectual/modal form of the verb.  

Imperfective verbs bear a low tone which is historically derived from the elision 

of the segments of the imperfective prefix y - ‘IPFV’   eaving behind only the low tone to 

indicate imperfective aspect on verbs.
11

 De ending on the verb’s  exica  tone  this  ow 

tone may be heard on the first syllable or the first and second syllable of the word. For 

                                                 

11
 Bradley (1970:28-29) claims that some incompletive (potential) verbs have a low tone on the first 

syllable, but I do not have any data that support this claim. 
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consistency’s sake  however  im erfective as ect is a ways indicated by a grave accent on 

the penultimate vowel of a verb, as shown in Table 5.  

Table 5: Sample imperfective verbs 

orthography gloss 

k an IPFV.inject 

k ꞌin IPFV.grab 

nd o IPFV.remain 

nakund ꞌa IPFV.knead 

nduku e IPFV.slow.down 

Perfective verbs have a mid or high tone
12

 which is derived from the elision of the 

segments n and i of the perfective prefix n  ‘PFV’ and the interaction of the 

su rasegmenta  high tone with the verb’s  exica  tone. The surface manifestation of this 

grammatical tone varies in both pitch and location, and a more precise description must 

be left until the tone system has been more fully analyzed. Perfective verbs are indicated 

by an acute accent on the penultimate vowel of the verb. In those instances in which a 

perfective verb retains the n  prefix, the tone marking will still appear on the penultimate 

vowel of the verb root rather than on the prefix, which is written separate from the root in 

JM orthography. Some perfective verbs are shown in Table 6. 

Table 6: Sample perfective verbs 

orthography gloss 

k an PFV.inject 

k ꞌin PFV.grab 

nd o PFV.remain 

nakund ꞌa PFV.knead 

nduku e PFV.slow.down 

                                                 

12
 Bradley (1970:28-29) claims that some completive (perfective) verbs have a low tone on the first syllable, 

but the one verb he uses to support this claim, seta ‘throw’  has a high tone on the first sy  ab e in my data  

and I find no other examples in my data of a perfective verb having a low tone on the first syllable.  
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The tone pattern of potential verbs varies, sometimes being the same as perfective, 

and sometimes being different. Potential verbs are written without any tone markings at 

all, as seen in Table 7. Nearly all potential verbs have the mid-tone irrealis prefix, which 

distinguishes them from perfective and imperfective verbs. The irrealis prefix may be 

 ronounced [kʷɐ], [wɐ]  or [βɐ]  but for consistency’s sake it is always written as va- in 

this thesis.  

Table 7: Sample potential verbs 

orthography gloss 

va-kaan IR-POT.inject 

va-kiꞌin IR-POT.grab 

va-ndoo IR-POT.remain 

va-nakundaꞌa IR-POT.knead 

va-ndukuee IR-POT.slow.down 

Subjunctive verbs do not follow a single consistent tone pattern either. The 

majority of verbs in my corpus follow the same tone pattern in the subjunctive form as in 

the imperfective form. For one-stem verbs that follow this pattern, the subjunctive form 

and the imperfective form are homophonous. (See section  3.4 for a description of one-

stem and two-stem verbs.) For a much smaller number of verbs, the tone pattern in the 

subjunctive form is identical to that of the perfective form or is distinct from both 

perfective and imperfective. In this thesis, verbs in the subjunctive form are written with 

either a grave accent on the final two syllables, or an acute accent on the final two 

syllables, depending on the actual pronunciation of the verb in isolation. The direction of 

the accent marks indicates whether the verb is higher or lower pitched, but use of two 

accent marks instead of one is solely for the purpose of making subjunctive verbs visually 
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distinct from imperfective and perfective verbs. Sometimes subjunctive verbs take the 

irrealis va- prefix. Some subjunctive verbs are shown in Table 8. 

Table 8: Sample subjunctive verbs 

orthography gloss 

k  n SBJV.inject 

k ꞌ n SBJV.grab 

nd   SBJV.remain 

nakund ꞌ  SBJV.knead 

nduku   SBJV.slow.down 

The verb ‘go’ has an im erative form which has different segments from its 

subjunctive form. The imperative form of ‘go’ is written with two acute accents as seen 

in Table 9. 

Table 9: Im erative ‘go’ 

orthography gloss 

ku ꞌ n IMP.go 

3.4 Verb stems 

In this section I explain the difference between one-stem and two-stem verbs. 

One-stem verbs are verbs that distinguish one aspectual/modal form from another only by 

tone. As the examples in Table 5, Table 6, Table 7, and Table 8 illustrate, tone is the only 

factor that distinguishes among the perfective, imperfective, and subjunctive forms of the 

majority of JM verbs. Potential verbs have the va- prefix in addition to the tonal 

difference to set them apart. All of the examples given in these tables are one-stem verbs. 

Two-stem verbs are irregular verbs in which not only a tonal difference but also a 

segmental difference is involved in the distinction between verb forms. One form is used 
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in perfective and imperfective forms, and the other is used in potential and subjunctive 

forms. This segmental difference is not the result of affixation or regular phonological 

processes, although it may have originated historically with a ch- prefix which over time 

fused with the verb root. Some two-stem verbs are shown in Table 10.  

Table 10: Sample two-stem verbs 

meaning Perfective Imperfective Potential Subjunctive 

to sleep k xi k xi va-kusu k s  

to spill ch ti ch ti va-kati k t  

to be drunk ch ni ch ni va-kuni k n  

to walk ch ka ch ka va-kaka k k  

to kill ch ꞌni ch ꞌni va-kaꞌni k ꞌn  

to die ch ꞌi ch ꞌi va-kuvi k v  

to drink ch ꞌi ch ꞌi va-koꞌo k ꞌ  

Most JM two-stem verbs begin with ch- in the perfective and imperfective forms 

and with k- in the potential and subjunctive forms, but there are many verbs that begin 

with ch- or with k- which do not vary in the way that this category of verbs does. Also, 

there are a few two-stem verbs that show a difference in some other part(s) of the word to 

distinguish between forms, while leaving the initial consonant the same. As can be seen 

by comparing the two-stem verbs in Table 10 with the one-stem verbs in Table 11, no 

systematic phonological rule can be created to determine which verbs mark inflection 

with this segmental difference and which verbs do not. The perfective and imperfective 
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forms of the verb cannot be derived from the potential or subjunctive form, nor vice 

versa, due to the unpredictability of vowel changes.
13

  

Table 11: Sample one-stem verbs 

meaning Perfective Imperfective Potential Subjunctive 

to enter k ꞌvi k ꞌvi va-kiꞌvi k ꞌv  

to say k ti k ti va-kati k t  

to want or feel k ni k ni va-kuni k n  

to be born k ku k ku va-kaku k k  

to fall k ꞌni k ꞌni va-keꞌni k ꞌn  

to count k ꞌvi k ꞌvi va-kaꞌvi k ꞌv  

to pour out k yo k yo va-koyo k y  

Two-stem verbs are a characteristic feature of Mixtec languages. They appear in 

every one of the grammars cited in this thesis, and probably originated very early in the 

development of the language family.  

3.5 Morphology 

3.5.1 Inflectional Morphology 

Jicaltepec Mixtec has no inflectional morphology aside from the aspect/mood 

morphology discussed in section  3.3. It has no agreement marking on verbs, and it has no 

case marking on nouns or pronouns. Neither does JM mark grammatical number in any 

consistent way. A handful of verbs and adjectives take only plural subjects, but this 

characteristic is part of the inherent semantics of the words themselves rather than being 

                                                 

13
 Derivational prefixes are added to the irrealis (k-) stem rather than to the realis (ch-) stem to create 

derived verbs. In that sense, the irrealis stem (potential and subjunctive forms) can be said to be more basic. 

The derived verbs have the same segments in all four aspects/moods. (Realis and irrealis are discussed in 

section  5.1.) 
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indicated by plural morphology. The noun phrases in  (4) and  (5) include adjectives with 

inherent number. 

(4) iin yuu l ꞌ  
one rock small(SG) 
‘a  mall ro  ’ 

(5) uvi yuu kuati 
two rock small(PL) 
‘ ome  mall ro   ’14 

The following examples show verbs with inherent number. The verb in  (6) can 

take either a singular or a plural subject (here it happens to take a plural subject), while 

the verb in  (7) can only take a plural subject.  

(6)     d =ndo! 
SBJV.stand=2PL 
‘Sta d  p!’ 

(7) kuiteku=ndo! 
SBJV.stand(PL)=2PL 
‘Sta d  p!’ 

Even nouns in JM do not obligatorily indicate number. An exact number may be 

indicated in the NP by quantifiers as in  (4) and  (5) above and in  (8) below. 

(8) oko  taꞌa         
twenty exactly person 
‘twe ty people’  10.77 

Plural number may also be indicated in the NP by placing a noun classifier proclitic 

before the noun and placing the corresponding pronominal clitic at the end of the phrase, 

                                                 

14
 Uvi can mean either ‘two’ or ‘some’. 
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preceded by ta ‘and’; in this use  shown in example  (9), ta is g ossed as ‘  ura ’. One 

classifier,  i=, seen in example  (10), is inherently plural and does not need to be repeated.  

(9) ma ri=luku=an=ta_ri  
DET 3L=luku=DD=PL_3L 
‘t e l   -b rd ’ 2.33 

(10)   = aꞌa  
3PL=woman 
‘wome ’ 

The noun classifiers are shown in Table 12. 

Table 12: Noun classifiers 

gloss class singular plural 

3M human male ra=  

3F human female  a=  i= 

3PL human male and female   i= 

3N human, animal, inanimate ru=  

3L animal ri=  

3D small/young/cute  

people or things 

ve=  

The lack of any indications of plurality, however, does not mean that the NP is 

necessarily singular; rather, it is unspecified for number until some morpheme occurs that 

indicates either a singular or plural reading. In one story in my corpus, ru=kuiꞌna ‘the 

demons’ are mentioned eight times before it becomes c ear (by the use of a first-person 

plural exclusive pronoun in dialogue) that ru=kuiꞌna refers to a plural entity. 

3.5.2 Derivational morphology 

JM verbs may be formed by the addition of one or more monosyllabic prefixes to 

a disyllabic root. Among the most common of these prefixes are sa- ‘CAUSATIVE’ which 
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verbalizes non-verb roots and increases the valency of verb roots, and ndu- ‘INCHOATIVE’ 

(derived from nduu ‘become’) which verba i es adjectives. These two prefixes show a 

fairly consistent lexical component of meaning which is added to the lexical meaning of 

the root. Other verbal derivational prefixes do not have a lexical meaning that can be 

discerned synchronically. In this thesis, none of the derivational prefixes are given a 

separate gloss from the root they are attached to; rather, the derived verb is glossed as a 

whole. The addition of a prefix occasionally causes the grammatical tone which marks 

aspect/mood to be manifested on the first rather than the penultimate syllable of the verb, 

but since these effects have not yet been fully analyzed and are irrelevant to the topic of 

this thesis, grammatical tone is marked on the penultimate syllable regardless of prefixes. 

Some JM nouns are also formed by the addition of a monosyllabic prefix to a 

disyllabic root. For example, many animal names are formed by the addition of the prefix 

ti- (probably derived from kiti ‘anima ’). As is the case with verba  derivationa   refixes  

these nominal derivational prefixes often do not have a lexical meaning that can be 

discerned synchronically and only the meaning of the derived noun as a whole is given in 

the gloss. 

3.5.3 Compounding 

Compounding is a very productive means of deriving new lexical items in JM. 

However, the line between what is and is not a compound is unclear, as the meaning of 

some frequently occurring word-pairs is clearly derivable from the meaning of the 

component parts, while the meaning of other word-pairs is more idiomatic. In this thesis, 
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compounds with idiomatic meaning are written with the components connected by an 

underscore ( _ ).  

Compound verbs may be formed from the combination of verb + noun as in  (11), 

verb + adverb  (12), or verb + verb  (13). 

(11)  ata_  aꞌa 
sing_foot 
‘to da  e’ 

(12)  doo_ ꞌ   
remain_INTNS 
‘to be left be   d’ 

(13) kuni_kati 
want_say 
‘to mea ’ 10.51 

Regardless of the components from which a compound verb is formed, idiomatic 

compounds are glossed as a single unit and grammatical tone is always marked on the 

penultimate syllable of the (first) verb. 

Nouns are also frequently formed by compounding. Nouns labeling different 

classes of people are formed by a classifier + adjective compound, such as  (14) 

through  (16) below. 

(14) ra=l ꞌ  
3M=small(SG) 
‘boy,   marr ed male’ 

(15)   =kuati 
3PL=small(PL) 
‘g rl  / g rl  a d boy ’  6.27 
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(16)  a=  aꞌ   
3F=old 
‘marr ed woma ’ 

These compounds can in turn be combined with a proper name to serve as an 

identifying characteristic as in  (17), or the classifier + name alone can serve as an 

honorific as in  (18). A non-honorific classifier may be joined to a name as well, as in  (19). 

(17)  a=  aꞌ   Verna 
3F=old Bernarda 
‘Mr . Bernarda / married woman Ber arda’ 

(18)  a=Verna 
3F=Bernarda 
‘M . Ber arda’ 

(19) ru=Miliu 
3N=Emilio 
‘Em l o’ 8.10 

Nicknames may be formed by joining a proper name with an NP that in some way 

characterizes or caricatures the person named, as in  (20). 

(20) Juan_t    _paꞌla 
Juan_belly_flabby 
‘J a  flabby-belly’ 

Generic descriptive names may be formed in the same way. The first noun in the 

compound refers to the general category, while the second noun modifies the first noun, 

providing a more specific reference. Some examples are in  (21),  (22), and  (23). 

(21)     _     
person_town 
‘  d ge o   people / M xte  ’ 
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(22) suvi_yuva 
tamal_chipil 
‘chipil tamale ’ (tamales made with chipil leaves) 5.1 

(23) t o o_  ꞌ   
ant_earth 
‘eart  a t’ (a  pe  e  of a t) 

A specific part of an object may be named by joining a body-part noun to the name of the 

object, as in  (24). 

(24) y ꞌ _ta  ꞌ   
mouth_ocean 
‘ ea  ore’  10.45 

The more lexicalized these compounds are, the more prone they are to contraction. 

 uꞌu ta uꞌun above is usually pronounced yu ta uꞌun. 

3.6 Pronouns 

3.6.1 First- and second-person pronouns 

First- and second-person pronouns occur in both free and enclitic forms. All 

forms occur in all syntactic environments,
15

 except that enclitic forms cannot occur in 

sentence-initial position.  

                                                 

15
 Clause structure is discussed in section  3.9. 
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Table 13: First- and second-person pronouns 

gloss reduced enclitic enclitic free 

1SG =i / =e =yu yuꞌu 

1PL.INCL =o =yo  

1PL.EXCL  =ndi ndiu / ndiuꞌu 

2SG =un / =on =kun  

2SG.IFML =o
16

  yoꞌo
17

 

2PL  =ndo ndioꞌo 

The reduced enclitic forms are the most common in normal speech, while the full 

enclitic forms are more common in careful speech. Because fronting to sentence-initial 

position marks focus, either a free form or an enclitic form cliticized onto maa ‘se f’ or 

onto a quantifier must be used when the pronoun is in focus. There is no case marking; 

the same pronominal forms are used regardless of the syntactic function of the referent. 

This is seen in the following four examples. In  (25), =ndo ‘2PL’ is the subject of the verb 

sa  ni ‘IPFV.think’; in  (26) it is a possessor; in  (27) it is the subject of a verbless 

attributive clause; and in  (28) it is the secondary object of a transitive verb.  

(25)  ax      aꞌa=ndo 
IPFV.think good=2PL 
‘Yo  t      orre tly.’ 7.14 

(26) estudiu=ndo 
studies=2PL 
‘yo r  t d e ’ 7.50 

(27) ni  kuati=ndo  
still small(PL)=2PL 
‘Yo  are  t ll  mall.’ 7.53 

                                                 

16
 It is possible that this form does not constitute a distinct 2SG.IFML pronoun, but rather reflects a special 

usage of the 1PL.INCL pronoun.  
17

 It is possible based on comparison with closely related Mixtec languages (e.g., Stark Campbell, et al. 

1986:153) that this form is the free form of the 2SG pronoun rather than constituting a distinct 2SG.IFML 

pronoun. If that is the case, these two rows should be merged. Further investigation is necessary to clarify 

this issue. 
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(28) ch ꞌa  maestro tarea chi=ndo 
IPFV.give teacher homework OBJ=2PL 
‘T e tea  er g  e  yo   omewor .’  

3.6.2 Third-person pronouns 

JM third-person pronouns, listed in Table 14, are enclitics. Most of them 

correspond in form and referent to the noun classifiers listed in Table 12. The generic 

pronoun =chi may be used to refer to a member of any of the classes of concrete referents, 

and it is used for abstract referents as well; it is g ossed sim  y ‘3’.  

Table 14: Third-person pronouns 

class singular gloss plural gloss 

human male =ra =3M =ra_ta_ra =3M_PL_3M 

human female   a =3F   i =3F.PL 

human plural respect      i / 

  i ta  i 

=3PL  

human, animal, or inanimate =ru =3N =ta_ru =PL_3N 

animal =ri =3L =ri_ta_ri =3L_PL_3L 

small/young/cute  

people or things 

=ve =3D =ve_ta_ve =3D_PL_3D 

any =chi =3 =chi =3 

As is the case with first- and second-person pronouns, the third-person pronouns 

are not case-marked, they are found in all syntactic environments, and they may be focus-

fronted by cliticizing onto maa ‘se f’ or onto a quantifier. In  (29), =ra ‘ 3M’ serves as a 

possessor; in  (30) it is the subject of an intransitive verb k  i ‘IPFV.s ee ’  and in  (31) it 

occurs twice, once as subject and again as object of a transitive verb ni-k ꞌan ‘PFV-s eak.’ 

(29)  a  ꞌ =ra 
wife=3M 
‘    w fe’  2.18 
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(30)   x =ra 
IPFV.sleep=3M 
‘He wa   leep  g.’ 2.15 

(31)   -  ꞌa =ra  chi=ra 
PFV-speak=3M OBJ=3M 
‘He  po e to   m.’ 2.15 

3.7 Noun phrases 

The constituent order of noun phrases is: (quantifier) (article) (classifier) noun 

(adjective phrase) (relative clause) (discourse deictic particle or possessor NP) 

(pluralizer). 

The discourse deictic particle identifies participants as previously mentioned or 

recoverable from discourse context. It may appear in its full form, =kan, or be shortened 

to =an as in  (32).  

(32) ma ri=luku=an=ta_ri  
DET 3L=luku=DD=PL_3L 
‘t e l   -b rd ’  2.33 

The noun luku ‘s ecies of bird’  receded by the c assifier ri= ‘3L ’ and fo  owed 

by the =ta_ri to indicate plural number, is discussed in section  3.5.1. Example  (33) 

shows the adjective phrase ndaꞌvi jaan ‘very  oor’ modifying the noun  ivi ‘ erson(s)’. 

(33)        daꞌ   jaan 
person poor very 
‘ ery poor per o /people’ 8.31 

Example  (34) shows a possessive pronoun  i ‘3F.PL’ embedded within the 

possessor NP ii  i ‘their husbands’.  xam  e  (35) shows a quantifier iin ‘one’ fo  owed 
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by the classifier + noun combination  a= aꞌan ‘3F woman’ which is modified by the 

relative clause cha y so  urru ‘who is riding a donkey’. 

(34)  aꞌma    =   
cloth husband=3F.PL 
‘t e r    ba d ’  lot e ’ 3.1 

(35) iin   a= aꞌa  cha y  o  burru  
one   3F=woman REL IPFV.be.seated.atop donkey 
‘a woma  w o    r d  g a do  ey’ 2.96 

All of the forms that serve as classifiers can also serve as proclitic pronouns that 

constitute the head of a noun phrase. These pronouns cliticize onto whatever follows in 

the phrase, such as an adjective or a relative clause. The relativizer is often null following 

such pronominal heads, just as it often is following a noun head. Two words that are not 

classifiers but can also serve as the head of a noun phrase in this way are the generic 

proclitic pronoun cha= ‘3’ and nu= which is a contracted form of the noun nuun ‘  ace’. 

All of these proclitic pronouns are shown in Table 15. 

Table 15: Proclitic pronouns 

gloss class singular plural 

3M= human male ra=  

3F= human female  a=  i= 

3PL= human male and female   i= 

3N= human, animal, inanimate ru=  

3L= animal ri=  

3D= small/young/cute  

people or things 

ve=  

3= any cha=  

place= locations nu=  

To see how these proclitics function, compare the relative clauses in  (36) and  (37), 

which both have the same referent. In  (36) the head of the relative clause is the 
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compound noun  i_kuati ‘young  eo  e’  which is inherent y   ura . The re ativi er is 

null, so the head is followed immediately by the verb phrase  ndi iti chata ‘IPFV.be.in path 

back’ which describes the head of the c ause. In  (37), the head of the relative clause is the 

proclitic ru= ‘3N=’ which is not inherently plural. As in  (36), the relativizer is null, and 

so the pronoun is immediately followed by the verb phrase (the same as in  (36)), and 

plural number is indicated explicitly by adding the enclitic =ta_ru ‘ PL_3N’ at the end. 

(36)   _kuati   d  iti chata  
young_people IPFV.be.in path back 
‘t e yo  g people [w o were]    t e ba   [of t e tr   ]’ 6.37 

(37) r =  d  iti chata=ta_ru 
3N=IPFV.be.in path back=PL_3N 
‘t o e [who were]    t e ba   [of t e tr   ]’ 6.32 

The most common use of the proclitic pronouns is in combination with the 

discourse deictic particle =kan to form deictic pronouns as seen in  (38). 

(38) ru=kan=ta_ru 
3N=DD=PL_3N   
‘t o e o e ’  10.60 

3.8 Prepositional phrases and locative NPs 

JM has very few true prepositions. One true prepositional phrase nda xini camion 

 ‘onto the truck’s cab’ is found in example  (39). 

(39) nda xini cami n 
until head truck 
‘o to t e tr   ’   ab’ 8.14 
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Most of the words which function as prepositions in JM originated as body-part 

nouns, and synchronically it is often unclear whether these locative phrases should be 

analyzed as locative noun + possessor or as prepositional phrases.
18

 Two such words are 

tichi ‘be  y’ in  (40) and xini ‘head’ in  (41).  

(40)   ta ndik=e tichi caseta   
IPFV.arrive back=1SG belly cab 
‘I got ba     to t e  ab (of t e tr   )’  6.38 

(41)  d o=ta_ru    x =ta_ru   xini yuku  chaa=kan  
IPFV.remain=PL_3N IPFV.sleep=PL_3N head mountain new=DD 
‘T ey  tayed to  leep o  top of New Mo  ta  .’  10.20 

The word iti ‘ ath’ in  (42) is another word that has a basic meaning as a concrete noun 

but is commonly used with an abstract, prepositional meaning.  

(42)   _kuati   d  iti chata  
young_people IPFV.be.in path back 
‘t e yo  g people [w o] were    t e ba   [of t e tr   ]’ 6.37 

These locative NPs are frequently used in conjunction with position verbs, which are 

described in section  3.9.8.3. 

3.9 Clause types 

This section describes word order in JM clauses. JM has no passive construction, 

no agreement morphology, and no case marking. One particle, chiꞌin or chi, is optionally 

                                                 

18
 See Hollenbach (1995:177-182) for a description of the process of semantic and syntactic shift from noun 

to preposition for two body-part nouns in Mixtecan languages. 
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used to mark non-subject arguments. It is a so used as a  re osition meaning ‘with’ to 

introduce non-arguments. 

3.9.1 Zero-valency 

A few verbs relating to the natural world do not take any arguments;
19

 for 

example, taan ‘to quake’ in  (43). In this example kivi ‘day’ is the head noun and cha is a 

relativizer while t an forms the entirety of the relative clause. 

(43) kivi cha t a    
day REL PFV.quake 
‘t e day t ere wa  a  eart q a e’ 4.2 

3.9.2 Intransitive clauses 

The basic word order for intransitive clauses is VS, as seen in  (44) and  (45); 

in  (44) the subject is a noun phrase, and in  (45) it is an enclitic pronoun.  

(44)  d a ma r =teꞌ a= a   chata yuu  
IPFV.sit DET 3L=mantis=DD back rock 
‘T e ma t   wa    tt  g o  a ro  .’  2.57 

                                                 

19
 Most descriptions of atmospheric and meteorological conditions do not fall into this category. The former, 

like (a) below, are usually described using an attributive clause with or without a noun phrase, and the latter 

employ an intransitive verb as in (b). 

 

(a) iꞌni jaan 

hot very 

‘It is very hot.’ 

 

(b) k un savi 

IPFV.fall rain 

‘It is raining.’ 
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(45) ta      =ri   tichi  ma  nduta 
and IPFV.descend=3L belly DET water 
‘A d  t de  e ded   to t e water.’    2.64 

3.9.3 Transitive clauses 

The basic word order for transitive clauses is VSO, as seen in  (46) and  (47). 

(46) ta  a daꞌy   ꞌa  ma r =teꞌ a= a   chi ma r =   ꞌ a= a  
and IPFV.deceive DET 3N=mantis=DD OBJ DET 3N=demon=DD 
‘A d t e ma t   de e  ed t e demo  ’  2.77 

(47) ta   ta ndiko=ta_ru tiaka 
and IPFV.buy again=PL_3N fish 
‘A d t ey bo g t f       ret r .’  10.13 

3.9.4 Ditransitive clauses 

Ditransitive clauses have a basic word order of VSO1O2. Examples of ditransitive 

sentences are  (48) and  (49). The primary object is the theme (i.e., the entity that 

undergoes a change of location or possession) which occurs closer to the verb than the 

secondary object. Either, neither, or both objects may be marked with chi/chiꞌin. In  (48), 

only the secondary object  ivi saku ꞌa medio su erior=kan ‘ eo  e who study [at the] 

high schoo ’ is marked with chi, while in  (49), both the primary object =chi ‘3
rd

  erson’ 

and the secondary object maa=ndo ‘se f 2PL’ are marked with chi.  

(48)    ꞌa  taꞌa =ta_r   iin  beca  chi         a   ꞌa  medio superior=kan  
IPFV.give also=PL_3N one scholarship OBJ people IPFV.study high school=DD 
‘T ey al o g  e a    olar   p to people w o  t dy [at t e]   g     ool’ 7.40-41 

(49) va-  ꞌ a=ra chi=chi chi maa=ndo  
POT-give=3M OBJ=3 OBJ self=2PL 
‘He w ll g  e  t to yo .’ 
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3.9.5 Non-basic word order 

Frequently, non-verbal elements are fronted to preverbal position. Subjects or 

objects may be fronted to preverbal position in a focus or marked topic construction. 

Left-dislocation indicates a marked topic construction, such as is seen in  (50), with the 

fronted topic uvi uni com a eru=ta_ru ‘a few of their com anions’  eaving behind a 

pronoun trace =ta_ru ‘ PL_3N’ in the object  osition of the c ause cha ch chi ma 

ru=ndikaꞌa=an chi=ta ru ‘the  ions had a ready eaten them’. 

(50) uvi uni  ompa er =ta_ru cha        ma r = d  aꞌa=a  chi=ta_ru      
two three companion= PL_3N already IPFV.eat DET 3N=lion=DD OBJ= PL_3N 
‘a few of t e r  ompa  o   – t e l o    ad already eate  t em’  10.38 

Focus fronting does not leave behind a pronoun trace. Elements may be focused 

simply because they are new information, as in  (51), or because they are the most salient 

element in the sentence, as in  (52).  

(51) ma chixi=yu   ta=chi  ch=i 
DET aunt=1SG PFV.buy=3 OBJ=1SG 
‘It wa  my a  t w o bo g t  t for me.’ 

(52)   aꞌa ndicha kuii    aꞌa  ri   d     nu= a a=kan  
many true INTNS foot 3L IPFV.lie.around place=dusty=DD 
‘T ere were lot  a d lot  of t e r footpr  t   mpr  ted    t e d  t.’ 2.48 

Elements may also be fronted to provide contrastive focus as in  (53) where the 

numbers ocho ta nueve ‘eight and nine’ are fronted in the second c ause to contrast with 

the numbers seis, siete ‘six  seven’ in the first c ause. 
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(53)  a   ꞌ   ru=COBAO=kan seis, siete;  ocho ta nueve   ꞌ    ru=COBAO20  
not IPFV.take  3N=COBAO=DD  six  seven  eight and nine IPFV.take 3N=COBAO 
‘COBAO doe  ’t a  ept   xe  a d  e e  ; e g t  a d    e  are w at COBAO a  ept .’ 7.13  

When a fronted element has the discourse deictic particle and leaves no pronoun 

trace, as in  (54), it may be either a marked topic construction or a focus construction, 

depending on the context.  

(54) ru=Hugo=kan        xita ta ru=Angel=kan       pelota 
3N=Hugo=DD IPFV.eat tortilla and 3N=Angel=DD IPFV.play soccer 
‘H go wa  eat  g tort lla , a d A gel wa  play  g  o  er.’ 

3.9.6 Questions 

The question word or phrase in content questions is always fronted, regardless of 

syntactic function. This is seen in the position of the time adverbial  aa hora ‘what time’ 

in  (55). Question words also trigger the focus construction in answers, as seen in the 

fronting of the time adverbial ka i u chanaꞌan ‘six o’c ock in the morning’ in  (56). 

(55)  aa hora    ꞌ=un  soko 
what time PFV.go.and.return=2SG well 
‘W e  d d yo  go to t e well?’ 

(56) ka      chanaꞌa     ꞌ=in 
hour  six morning PFV.go.and.return=1SG 
‘I we t at   x o’ lo      t e mor   g.’ 

Yes/no questions are indicated by the sentence-initial question particle a, as 

in  (57). 

                                                 

20
 COBAO is the acronym for the name of a high school; the numbers referred to in this example are grades. 
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(57) a  d  a=kun ndatu 
Q PFV.request=2SG permission 
‘D d yo  a   for perm    o ?’ 

If a particular element is questioned, that element is fronted, as seen in  (58) where 

the questioned element is the object ma siꞌi=kun ‘your mother’. 

(58) a chi ma   ꞌ =     d  a=kun ndatu 
Q OBJ DET mother=2SG PFV.request=2SG permission 
‘Wa   t yo r mot er of w om yo  a  ed perm    o ?’ 

3.9.7 Commands 

Direct commands use the subjunctive verb form, as discussed in section  6.1.1. In 

direct commands, a 2SG subject is implied, as seen in  (59), but 2PL subjects are overt as 

in  (60). 

(59)        xita 
SBJV.eat tortilla 
‘Eat tort lla !’ 

(60)      =ndo xita 
SBJV.eat=2PL tortilla 
‘Eat tort lla !’ 

Mitigated commands use the potential verb form, and express both singular and 

plural subjects explicitly, as illustrated in  (61). 

(61) va-kach=un  xita 
IR-POT.eat=2SG tortilla 
‘Eat tort lla !’ 
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3.9.8 Stative clauses 

3.9.8.1 Attributive clauses 

Attributive clauses are clauses in which an adjective functions as the clause 

predicate. Clauses whose predicate is an adjective follow the pattern predicate adjective + 

subject as in  (62) where the predicate is ndaꞌyu ‘muddy’ and the subject is ma nduta=kan 

‘DET water=DD’. There is no difference in form between adjectives which function as the 

predicate of an attributive clause and adjectives which have an attributive function within 

an NP. If a speaker wishes to describe a state of affairs that does not exist at reference 

time, the copula kuu ‘to be’ in either  erfective as ect (for  ast states of affairs) or 

potential mood (for future states of affairs) is added to the end of the sentence as in  (63) 

and  (64). 

(62)  daꞌy  ma nduta=kan  
muddy DET water=DD 
‘t e water wa  d rty’  2.78 

(63)  daꞌ   xaan=ra     
poor very=3M PFV.be 
‘He   ed to be  ery poor.’ 

(64) suku jaan ra_l ꞌ =ya  va-kuu 
tall very 3M_little(SG)=this  IR-POT.be 
‘T    boy w ll be  ery tall.’ 

3.9.8.2 Equative clauses 

Equative clauses follow the pattern predicate nominal + copula + subject, as 

in  (65). 
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(65) rai ndicha ta rai ndoo     ma ra=Jo  =kan  
man true and man clean IPFV.be DET 3M=Jo  =DD 
‘Jo   wa  a   pr g t a d r g teo   ma .’  2.12 

3.9.8.3 Locative clauses 

Locative clauses employ a special set of position verbs which exist only in the 

imperfective form. These position verbs often function in conjunction with locative NPs 

as seen in  (66), where the position verb s ndi ‘IPFV.be.hori onta ’ works together with the 

locative NP chata ma ru=caballu=kan ‘the back of the horse’.  

(66)    d   iin ma ra   aꞌ   kan chata ma ru=caballu=kan  
IPFV.be.horizontal one DET 3M old DD back DET 3N=horse=DD 
‘a ma  wa    tt  g o  t e  or e’  ba  ’  8.5 

3.9.8.4 Existential clauses 

Existential clauses contain the irregular verb  yo/va-koo ‘to exist  to reside  to be 

 resent’. Some existentia  c auses are shown in  (67) and  (68). 

(67)  yo ma  a=Mar a kan cha    = a   aꞌa  tivaa  
IPFV.exist DET 3F=Maria DD COMP IPFV.be=3F woman young 
‘T ere wa  Mar a, w o wa  a yo  g woma .’  2.3 

(68)  a   ꞌ =ndo ta ni  yo tiempu  
SBJV.study=2PL and still IPFV.exist time 
‘St dy w  le t ere     t ll t me!’  7.29 
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3.9.8.5 Possessive clauses 

Possession is usually expressed by an existential clause employing the verb of 

existence  yo/va-koo rather than by a verb of possession.
21

 The possessor may be found in 

a prepositional phrase headed by chi ‘with’ as in  (69), or in a possessed NP like 

 uꞌun=kun ‘money 2SG’ in  (70).  

(69) cha kuati=yo  yo tiempu chi=o  a   ꞌ =yo  
COMP small=1PL.INCL IPFV.exist time with=1PL.INCL SBJV.study=1PL.INCL 
‘W en we are small, we have time to  t dy.’  7.30 

(70)  aꞌ    x ꞌ  =      yo 
none money=2SG IPFV.exist 
‘Yo   a e  o mo ey.’ l terally: ‘No e of yo r mo ey ex  t .’ 

3.10 Auxiliary verbs 

A few independent verb forms can also serve as auxiliary verbs. An auxiliary verb 

does not have its own subject, but shares the subject of the main verb that immediately 

follows it. This is seen in  (71) in which kech ꞌa ‘IPFV.begin’ does not form a se arate 

clause but rather serves as an auxiliary to the main verb jand ꞌyu ‘IPFV.muddy’. 

(71) ta  e   ꞌa  a d ꞌyu=ri chi ma nduta=kan 
and IPFV.begin IPFV.muddy=3L OBJ DET water=DD 
‘A d  t bega  to m ddy t e water.’  2.64 

Auxiliary verbs are described further in section  5.2. 

                                                 

21
 Rarely, possession may be expressed by the possessor being the subject and the possessee the object of 

the verb kumi ‘to take care of’. 
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3.11 Clause combinations 

3.11.1 Coordinated 

Independent clauses are most commonly combined with a coordinating 

conjunction such as ta ‘and’ as seen in  (72). 

(72)   aꞌ   tiempu    a   =ndi  ꞌya ta yoni      y ꞌa   ꞌya 
old time IPFV.wander=1PL.EXCL here and no_one person IPFV.pass.by here 
‘ “For a lo g t me we  a e bee  wa der  g aro  d  ere, a d  o o e  a  pa  ed  ere.” ’ 2.46 

3.11.2 Subordinated 

Clauses may also be combined using a subordinating conjunction at the beginning 

of the subordinate clause, such as vati ‘because’ in  (73).  

(73)  ꞌya=    e   ꞌa  yo=ta_ru vati  yo nduta 
here=just IPFV.begin IPFV.exist=PL_3N because IPFV.exist water 
‘Here t ey bega  to l  e be a  e t ere    water.’ 10.48 

3.11.3 Juxtaposed 

Frequently two independent clauses are juxtaposed, meaning that they are neither 

separated by a pause into two separate sentences, nor connected by a conjunction. In one 

common pattern, the first clause in this construction expresses a state, and the second 

clause expresses an activity that takes place during the state. This can be seen in 

example  (74) where nd a ma ru titi=an ‘the iguana was sitting’ is simu taneous with 

ch chi=ru ‘it ate’. In another common  attern  one of the c auses contains a motion verb  
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such as v chi ‘IPFV.come’ in  (75), which expresses the direction of motion, while the 

other clause often expresses the manner of motion (in this case chinu ‘IPFV.run’). 

(74)  d a   ma ru=titi=an        =ru  
IPFV.be.sitting DET 3N=iguana=DD IPFV.eat=3N 
‘T e  g a a  at eat  g.’  2.93 

(75)   ꞌ          ma ru=caballu=kan       =ru 
strong  IPFV.run  DET  3N=horse=DD  IPFV.come=3N 
‘t e  or e wa   om  g r     g fa t’   8.6
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4 THE MIXTEC ASPECT/MOOD SYSTEM: A REVIEW OF THE 

LITERATURE 

 rad ey’s A linguistic sketch of Jicaltepec Mixtec was one of the first modern 

linguistic descriptions of any variety of Mixtec. Later linguists have studied many other 

Mixtec languages, casting more light on the language family as a whole. Though some of 

these Mixtec varieties are far from being mutually intelligible with Jicaltepec Mixtec, 

many of the insights which they have  rovided into  ixtec’s verba  system a   y equa  y 

to  ica te ec  ixtec.  ecause  rad ey’s A linguistic sketch of Jicaltepec Mixtec is the 

oldest of these publications, it does not incorporate any of these other insights. 

Unfortunately, in their attempt to improve upon previous descriptions and analyses, later 

linguists have chosen their own divergent sets of labels for phenomena which are 

essentially the same. This proliferation of terminology obscures the fact that the 

stems/aspects/moods and prefixes/preverbs of many different varieties of Mixtec had the 

same historical origin and are cognate with each other.  

This chapter describes and compares the competing systems and sets of 

terminology that have been used to describe aspect and mood in various varieties of 

Mixtec. Table 16 shows how each  inguist’s set of termino ogy re ates to the others and to 

my own terms. The first row of Table 16 shows the authors’ name(s) and year of 

publication, while the second row shows the variety of Mixtec (i.e., the name of the town 

where it is spoken). 
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Table 16: Grammatical terms used by various authors 

Costello 

(2014) 

Bradley 

(1970) 

Bradley & 

Hollenbach 

(1988, 1990, 

1991, 1992) 

Macaulay 

(1996) 

Bickford & 

Marlett 

(1988) 

Alexander 

(1980), Erickson 

de Hollenbach 

(2013), Ferguson 

de Williams 

(2007), Towne 

(2011), Zylstra 

(2012) 

Jicaltepec Jicaltepec                

        

            

     -

             

            

          

               

        
22

 

Chalcatongo Santiago 

     , Santo 

Domingo 

Nuxa   

          

               

            

          

         

         , 

Zacatepec 

verb verb verb verb verb verbo 

position verb – position verb 

(Coatzospan) 

stative – estativo / verbo de 

estado 

adjective stative verb stative verb adjective  --  adjetivo  

perfective 

aspect 

completive completive completive  perfective pasado (pretérito 

in Alexander 

1980) 

imperfective 

aspect 

continuative continuative realis imperfective  presente 

imperfective 

(progressive) 

– continuative/ 

incompletive 

progressive progressive 

aspect 

incompletivo / 

progresivo / en 

proceso 

imperfective 

(habitual) 

– continuative/ 

habitual 

habitual 

(“iterative” in 

Macaulay 

(1985)) 

habitual 

aspect 

habitual 

potential 

mood 

incompletive 

aspect 

potential aspect potential 

aspect 

irrealis mood futuro 

subjunctive 

mood 

– –  (na deontic 

mood marker) 

– – 
23

 

imperative 

mood (motion 

verbs only) 

– imperative imperative  imperative 

                                                 

22
 Alacatlatzala Mixtec is described in Zylstra (1991), Ayutla Mixtec in Hills (1990), Coatzospan Mixtec in 

Small (1990), Diuxi-Tilantongo Mixtec in Kuiper & Oram (1991), Jamiltepec Mixtec in Johnson (1988), 

Ocotepec Mixtec in Alexander (1988), Silacayoapan Mixtec in Shields (1988), and Yosond a Mixtec in 

Farris (1992). 
23

 Erickson de Hollenbach (2013) posits a subjunctive particle (partícula subjuntiva) that forms part of the 

imperative mood (modo imperativo). 
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The caveat must be made that although the morphemes, and categories, listed in 

Table 16 are historically related, they probably do not correspond perfectly with each 

other but are used in somewhat different ways in different Mixtec languages.
 
 

4.1 Jicaltepec Mixtec 

 rad ey’s descri tion divides a   verbs into three categories: the one “equationa  

verb” (kuu ‘to be’)  “active verbs ” and “stative verbs” ( rad ey 1970:44). “Stative verb” 

is apparently his label for adjectives, as adjectives are nowhere mentioned in the book.
24

 

“Stative verbs” do not inf ect for as ect. For “active verbs ”  rad ey identifies three 

verba  as ects  which he  abe s “incom  etive ” “continuative ” and “com  etive” as 

shown in Figure 1. Continuative aspect is identified by a low tone on the first syllable, 

but the other two aspects may have either high or low tones on the first syllable (Bradley 

1970:28).  

 

Figure 1: Verb aspects in Bradley (1970) 

                                                 

24
 JM adjectives do not inflect for aspect/mood as verbs do. Adjectives have the same form whether they 

modify a noun within an NP or function as the predicate of an attributive clause. Attributive clauses require 

a copula to indicate some aspects/moods (see  3.9.8.1).  
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Bradley divides “active verbs” into four grou s ( rad ey 1970:27). In one of these grou s  

verbs have exactly the same phonological segments in all three aspects. The only element 

which distinguishes one verb aspect from another is tone. A second set of verbs has only 

tone to distinguish between the completive and continuative aspects, but there is a 

segmental as well as a tonal change that signals incompletive aspect. (These are the two-

stem verbs I describe in section  3.4.)
 
Bradley describes a third set of verbs as having a 

distinct phonological form in the continuative aspect, while the completive and 

incompletive forms are distinguished from each other only by tone. An examination of 

his chart, however, shows that all of the completive forms require the prefix cha- except 

the com  etive form of the verb ‘come’. This cha- is an inchoative prefix which changes 

stative position verbs into change-of-state verbs. In section  7.2 I provide a more complete 

description of the behavior of this third set of verbs, and in section  7.1 I discuss the verbs 

of motion (‘come’ and ‘go’)  which have unique features unaddressed by  rad ey. The 

fourth group of verbs which Bradley identifies has a segmentally distinct form for each 

one of the three aspects. Only one of these verbs appear in my corpus and thus they are 

described only briefly in footnote 45. 

Later on in his description, Bradley identifies a class of nine monosyllabic 

function words as “ reverbs” ( rad ey 1970:41).  e describes three of these words (s  

‘just now’, ni ‘sti  ’, and cha ‘a whi e ago’) as “tem ora .” Another two (n  ‘com  etive’ 

and kua ‘incom  etive’) he identifies as “as ectua .” Two more are “hortatory” and 

“negative” (na ‘ et’s’ and  a ‘not’ respectively) and could be considered modality 

markers. “Restrictive” t  ‘yet’ a  ears on y in combination with  a ‘not’ to mean ‘not 
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yet’ and cou d be considered to have some as ectua  or moda  meaning. Fina  y  “plural 

marker” ka is irrelevant to the topic of this thesis and appears to have dropped entirely 

out of the  anguage since the time  rad ey’s sketch was written. 

The final item of interest in A linguistic sketch of Jicaltepec Mixtec as concerns 

the expression of tense, aspect, and modality categories is auxiliaries, which are 

mentioned as preceding and modifying main verbs. No further analysis is given. I 

describe JM auxiliaries in section  5.2. 

4.2 Chalcatongo Mixtec 

In  acau ay’s (1996) ana ysis  each verb has two distinct stems: the “ otentia ” 

stem and the “rea is” stem. Though more than ha f of the disy  abic verbs in her sam  e 

had “ otentia ” forms which were identica  to their “rea is” forms  she a   ied the 

distinction to a   verbs.  e  fu  y  she a so described how each stem was used: “the 

potential stem is used to express future time, imperative, counterfactual, conditional, and 

various moda  senses” (Macaulay 1996:45), whi e “rea is as ect is used to describe 

actions which are underway at the time of the speech event, are habitual, or have already 

been finished at the time of s eaking (in which case the com  etive  refix is added)” 

(Macaulay 1996:46). A small number of verbs,
25

 in addition to the potential and realis 

stems  have a “stative a ternant” – a semantically and phonologically related verb with a 

                                                 

25
 These correspond to the JM verbs which Bradley analyzes as having three distinct forms. 
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stative meaning and usually with an initial nd- sound.  acau ay’s system is shown in 

Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2: Verb aspects in Macaulay (1996) 

The “ otentia ” stem in  acau ay’s ana ysis of  ha catongo  ixtec corres onds 

in both form and function to “incom  etive as ect” in  rad ey’s ana ysis of   . 

 acau ay’s “rea is stem ” when it is bare  corres onds to  rad ey’s “continuative 

as ect ” and when su   emented by a com  etive  refix corres onds to  rad ey’s 

“com  etive as ect.”  rad ey did not have any c assification corres onding to 

 acau ay’s “stative a ternants ” and c assified   ’s cognate nd- verbs as “continuative.” 

Like Bradley, Macaulay makes only passing mention of the verbs which are used 

as auxiliaries in Chalcatongo Mixtec. However, she goes into some depth about a topic 

which Bradley does not touch at all: the special features of verbs of motion and arrival. I 

discuss  acau ay’s ana ysis of these verbs together with several other articles addressing 

the same topic in section  4.3. 

Other e ements of   ’s as ectua  system a so have cognates in  acau ay’s 

analysis of Chalcatongo Mixtec. The particle n  which  rad ey  abe s the “com  etive 
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as ect  reverb” corres onds to  acau ay’s “com  etive  refix” ni, although it seems to 

be obligatory with completive aspect in Chalcatongo Mixtec and optional in JM. 

Likewise  ha catongo  ixtec’s “tem ora   refix” a corres onds to   ’s cha “tem ora  

 reverb.”  rad ey’s “hortatory  reverb” na corres onds to  acau ay’s “deontic mood 

 refix” na. 

4.3 Other varieties of Mixtec 

For the purpose of this thesis, the change in labeling is the most significant 

difference between A linguistic sketch of Jicaltepec Mixtec and the series of syntactic 

sketches edited by Bradley & Hollenbach in Studies in the syntax of Mixtecan languages 

(1988-1992). Figure 3 below shows the Mixtec verb system as described in these 

volumes. 

 

Figure 3: Verb aspects in Bradley & Hollenbach (1988-1992) 

The  abe s “continuative as ect” and “com  etive as ect” remain the same  but the form 

that in the JM sketch is  abe ed “incom  etive” is in these books  abe ed “ otentia .” The 

 abe  “incom  etive” is used in some of the sketches to describe a se arate as ect which 
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is described as meaning “a ready begun” (Kui er and Oram 1991:331)  “is in the  rocess 

of” (A exander 1988:197)  and “an action has been initiated and is sti   in effect” (Sma   

1990:401). Only a small class of verbs (verbs of motion and verbs bearing a prefix 

derived from a motion verb) has this aspect. Some languages are identified as having a 

distinct “habitua ” as ect for verbs of motion. There is a se arate “im erative” form of a 

few verbs  but for most verbs  commands are ex ressed using the “ otentia ” form. A   

eight varieties of Mixtec described in these sketches share with JM the same basic 

structures for grammatically expressing aspect and modality, namely:   

 Tone and some segmental changes indicate verbal aspect.  

 Some languages have aspectual prefixes.  

 Directional prefixes/auxiliaries and other auxiliary verbs have aspectual 

meaning.  

  onosy  abic  reverba  “markers” ( rad ey’s (1970) “ reverbs”) may  rovide 

additional temporal, aspectual, or modal information. 

Bickford & Marlett (1988) examine data from three varieties of Mixtec other than 

those in the Bradley & Hollenbach volumes, and they come up with an analysis that is 

quite similar to the analysis proposed by Macaulay for most verbs, except that all the 

terms they use are different. Their analysis is shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4: Verbal mood and aspect in Bickford & Marlett (1988) 

What  acau ay and  rad ey &  o  enbach  abe  “ otentia  as ect ”  ickford &  ar ett 

 abe  “irrea is mood ” and they  ro ose that the  rimary distinction between Mixtec verb 

forms is a moda  one between “rea is mood” and “irrea is mood.” There is no “rea is 

mood” verb form in  ickford &  ar ett’s mode , however; within realis mood there is an 

aspectual distinction and thus realis verbs are either “im erfective as ect” or “ erfective 

as ect” (what  acau ay 1996 refers to as “rea is as ect” and “com  etive as ect” 

respectively). For verbs of motion, Bickford & Marlett simply subdivide imperfective 

as ect further into “ rogressive as ect” and “habitua  as ect ” as shown in Figure 5. They 

make no mention of there being imperative forms which are distinct from the irrealis 

mood forms.  
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Figure 5: Motion verbs in Bickford & Marlett (1988) 

Several papers, beginning with Kuiper and Merrifield (1975), focused on the 

semantics of verbs of motion and arrival which would be translated into English as go, 

come and arrive. Kuiper and Merrifield claim that all of these verbs are “momentary” 

(i.e., punctiliar) and therefore, unlike most Mixtec verbs, they only have two forms: 

potential and completive. They distinguish verbs describing “round-trip” motion as one 

set of verbs and verbs describing “one-way” motion as a distinct set of verbs. Their 

analysis is shown in Figure 6.  
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Figure 6: Motion verbs in Kuiper and Merrifield (1975) 

Macaulay (1982) acce ts Kui er and  errifie d’s ana ysis for both motion verbs 

and arrival verbs, but in Macaulay (1985) she revises her earlier assessment, and presents 

a reana ysis of both her own and Kui er and  errifie d’s data. She  ro oses that a   of 

the motion verbs inherently refer to round-trip motion, and the “one-way” verbs are 

simply the potential and progressive aspects of the round-trip verbs. Thus, the motion 

verbs have, not fewer forms than other verbs, but more: completive, habitual, progressive, 

and potential, as shown in Figure 7. Finally in Macaulay (1996) she revises her 

assessment still further, and adds an imperative form which is distinct from the potential 

form. This analysis is shown in Figure 8.  
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Figure 7: Motion verbs in Macaulay (1985) 

 

Figure 8: Motion verbs in Macaulay (1996) 

Williams (1996) applies the analysis of Macaulay (1985) to his own data and 

provides further support for her analysis of motion verbs. In regard to verbs of arrival, 

Williams demonstrates that they have not only potential and completive forms, but a 

habitual aspect form as well, and one verb of arrival can be made progressive by the 

addition of a  refix which is derived from the  rogressive form of the verb ‘to go’. 
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Wi  iams’ observations are shown in Figure 9. Lastly, the treatment of motion and arrival 

verbs in the Bradley & Hollenbach volumes (1988-1992) is shown in Figure 10. 

 

Figure 9: Motion verbs in Williams (1996) 

 

Figure 10: Motion verbs in Bradley & Hollenbach (1988-1992) 

4.4 Discourse uses of Mixtec verb forms  

The ways in which verbs of each aspect/mood are used in discourse are described 

in some detail by Bickford & Marlett (1988), and also by Erickson de Hollenbach (2013), 
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Ferguson de Williams (2007), Towne (2011), and Zylstra (2012) in their nontechnical 

grammars. These  atter four use the  anguage of tense (“pasado,” “presente,” “futuro”) to 

label the verb stems, but it is clear from their descriptions that objective temporal 

relations are not the only significant factor in determining which verb form is appropriate 

in a given context. The variety of  ixtec described in Wi  iams’ grammar is one of those 

analyzed by Bickford & Marlett, so that between the six publications, seven varieties of 

Mixtec are discussed. Although the terminology they use to label the grammatical 

categories is different, their descriptions are largely the same, so I will discuss their 

findings, not author-by-author, but category-by-category.  

Presente, which I refer to as imperfective, is used for actions and states that are 

ongoing at the moment of speech. It is used for past actions or states that lasted for some 

considerable time (Towne 2011:63), and for background material in narrative (Bickford 

& Marlett 1988:5). It is also used for habitual activities, although Bickford & Marlett 

(1988:7-8) point out that a habitual situation can also be described with a perfective verb 

when the “interna  structure” of the situation is “irre evant to the discourse.” Towne 

(2011:63) points out that many state and position verbs appear almost always in the 

imperfective form.  

Pasado (or, in my terminology, perfective) verbs most commonly describe 

completed past actions or states. Zylstra (2012:86) says that perfective verbs can 
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sometimes refer to “an action that wi   end at a s ecified future time”
26

 (my translation). 

According to Bickford &  ar ett  “ erfective forms are frequent y used for the basic   ot 

 ine of a narrative” ( ickford &  ar ett 1988:5). 

Futuro verbs, which I call potential, refer to purposes and unrealized events. 

These events are most frequently in the future relative to the moment of speech, but they 

can be in the past as well. Bare irrealis verbs serve as imperatives, or prefixes and 

pronoun enclitics can be added to modify the force of the imperative. 

In addition to constructions involving a single verb per clause, there are more 

complicated constructions involving compound verbs and auxiliary verbs. Erickson de 

Hollenbach (2013) provides a detailed description of these constructions. Based on her 

analysis, the aspect/mood of the auxiliary verb governs the verb phrase and plays a role in 

selecting the form of the main verb. For example, directional auxiliaries are formed by 

shortening the verbs of movement. The verbs of movement  in  rickson de  o  enbach’s 

analysis, have five distinct forms (futuro, incompletivo, habitual, pasado, imperativo, and 

subjuntivo). The main verb which follows the directional auxiliary is always in futuro 

(Erickson de Hollenbach 2013:158), and the aspect/mood of the directional auxiliary 

determines the aspect/mood of the entire verb phrase. The incompletivo (progressive) 

form of two of these auxi iaries creates a  rogressive as ect verb  hrase that doesn’t 

necessarily have any directional meaning (Erickson de Hollenbach 2013:181). Other 

auxi iaries with as ectua /moda  meaning such as ‘to be ab e’  ‘to begin’  and ‘to finish’ 

                                                 

26
 “A veces los verbos de tiempo pasado se refieren a una acción que se terminará en un punto definido en 

el futuro” (Zy stra 2012:86). 
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which occur in negative-polarity clauses are always followed by a main verb in futuro 

(potential), while in affirmative clauses the main verb usually matches the aspect/mood 

of the auxi i ary. The exce tion is the “pasado” form of “to begin” which can be fo  owed 

by a main verb in either “pasado” or “presente” ( rickson de  o  enbach 2013:271-75). 

Harris (1995), who analyzes Santago Nuyoo Mixtec, is the only author I have 

found who analyzes the salience bands in narrative discourse in any variety of Mixtec 

(a though he does not use the term ‘sa ience’).  e describes the event ine as being 

characterized by verbs in the perfective aspect, with the exception of the imperfective 

verb kuaꞌan ‘go’ and  in some cases  quote formu as.  ackground information is 

conveyed using imperfective verbs, and events that occurred prior to storyline are 

described using perfective verbs in pre- or post-posed dependent clauses. Dialogue and 

narrator comments may use any aspect.  

In this thesis, I follow the example set by Bickford & Marlett (1988) and the 

authors of the nontechnical grammars in providing a general characterization of the 

meaning of each verb form and in describing how they are employed in specific 

constructions. However, these works include almost no discussion of the influence of 

discourse genre and discourse structure on the choice of verb form. Some researchers 

have noticed that there is an influence: Erickson de Hollenbach (2013:130) noted that 

“future” verbs are used when describing the steps of a process. Bickford & Marlett 

(1988:5) point out the use of perfective verbs for plot line and imperfective verbs for 

background material in a narrative. Williams (1996:305-6) concludes by saying,  
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[T]his study has highlighted the need to study various discourse genres in order to 

determine the semantic features of motion and arrival verbs. T[ezoatlán]M[ixtec] 

data reveal uses in narrative discourse which are different from conversation and 

which give us a fuller understanding of these verbs. 

In this thesis, I try to take discourse genre and discourse structure as well as grammatical 

structure into account to the extent that it is relevant to characterizing the way in which 

the verb forms are used. The analysis found herein is directly relevant to one variety of 

Mixtec, but many of my findings should be relevant to other varieties of Mixtec as well.
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5 THE JICALTEPEC MIXTEC ASPECT/MOOD SYSTEM 

This chapter describes my model of JM aspect/mood verb forms in section  5.1, 

addresses auxiliary verbs in  5.2, and analyzes Brad ey’s “ reverbs” in  5.3.  

5.1 The basic model 

Most JM verbs have four basic forms, rather than the three forms described in the 

models covered in the previous chapter. My model is shown in Figure 11. 

 

Figure 11: Verb mood and aspect in Costello (2014) 

Following Bickford & Marlett (1988), I divide the verb forms into two moods: 

realis (consisting of perfective aspect forms and imperfective aspect forms) and irrealis 

(consisting of potential mood and subjunctive mood forms). The semantic distinction 

corresponds to the phonological distinction in two-stem verbs between the ch- initial 

forms (the realis forms) and the k- initial forms (the irrealis forms). The  abe s ‘rea is’ and 
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‘irrea is’ are good as a genera  characteri ation  but there are exce tions; an irrea is 

situation such as a presupposed hypothetical condition may sometimes be described with 

a perfective or imperfective verb. Examples of this are found in sections  6.3.2 and  6.4.5.  

Perfective aspect verb forms are used for referring to states of affairs as past and 

completed. A full description of their use in my corpus is found in section  6.3.  

Imperfective aspect verb forms are used for habitual or progressive activities and 

for ongoing states of affairs. For most verbs, the imperfective form can take both a 

progressive and a habitual meaning. However, depending on the Aktionsart of the 

individual word, in some cases the imperfective form can only be understood to have a 

habitual meaning, and in other cases the imperfective form can only be understood to 

have a stative or progressive meaning. Imperfective verbs are also used in many places 

where a perfective or potential form would be predicted. The use of imperfective verb 

forms in my corpus is described in section  6.4.  

Potential verb forms are used for some purposes that are more mood-like, such as 

to express obligation and mitigated commands, and they are also used for purposes that 

are more aspect-like, such as to describe procedures or make predictions. These uses are 

described in section  6.2. I follow Timberlake (2007:326) in labeling potential a mood.  

Verbs in the subjunctive mood are employed in purpose clauses; in the clausal 

complements of verbs of possibility, feeling, and desire; and to express direct and indirect 

commands (except in the case of the handful of verbs that have a separate imperative 

form). The uses of the subjunctive form in my corpus are elaborated in section  6.1. 
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Although Bradley (1970) does not recognize this fourth verb form and many other 

Mixtec languages do not have it, demonstration of its existence is found in the 

phonological description in section  3.4 and in the clearly defined set of discourse uses 

described in section  6.1.  

5.2 Auxiliaries 

5.2.1 Motion auxiliaries 

The verbs of motion ‘go’ and ‘come’ are the source of the most common auxi iary 

verbs, the directional auxiliaries. My analysis of the verbs of motion is found in 

section  7.1. As directional auxiliaries, the motion verbs add to the meaning of the main 

verb a semantic component of directional motion toward or away from a reference point.  

When used as directional auxiliaries, some forms of the motion verbs may be 

abbreviated as shown in Table 17 and Table 18 (with the abbreviated forms following the 

full form). Note that the irrealis forms (potential, subjunctive, and imperative) in Table 18 

do not distinguish between one-way and round-trip motion; only the realis forms in Table 

17 make this distinction. 

Table 17: Directional auxiliaries: Realis forms 

meaning perfective imperfective 

to go ?
27

 ku ꞌan / ku = 

to go and return ch ꞌan / ch = ch ꞌan / ch = 

to come  v chi 

to come and return k chi k chi 

                                                 

27
 A perfective auxiliary ku = may exist, but I do not have any evidence for it in my corpus. 
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Table 18: Directional auxiliaries: Irrealis forms 

meaning potential subjunctive imperative 1PL imperative 

to go va-kuꞌun / va-ku= k ꞌ n / k = ku ꞌ n koꞌo 

to come va-kichi k ch  naꞌa – 

Directional auxiliaries select for the subjunctive form of the main verb. The 

aspect/mood of the directional auxiliary determines the aspect/mood of the clause. 

Examples of this are found in  (76) and  (77). 

(76) k chi   x k =ta_ru 
IPFV.come.and.return SBJV.sell=PL_3N 
‘T ey wo ld  ome  ell.’ 10.25 

(77) ta    ꞌa =ta_ru    =x   =ta_ru  
and IPFV.go.and.return=PL_3N IPFV.go.and.return=SBJV.sell=PL_3N   
 
   aa  d ꞌ    a= d  o=ta_ru  
  what all 3=IPFV.carry=PL_3N 
‘A d t ey wo ld go to  ell w ate er t ey were  arry  g.’ 10.10 

In  (77), there are two juxtaposed clauses. The motion verb ch ꞌan 

‘IPFV.go.and.return’ is the main verb of the first c ause  and the corres onding directiona  

auxiliary ch = is joined to the main verb   k  ‘SBJV.se  ’ in the second c ause. This 

pattern of two juxtaposed clauses with a motion verb in the first and the corresponding 

directional auxiliary in the second is a common pattern with the directional auxiliaries in 

my corpus. 

5.2.2 Progressive aspect auxiliary 

The imperfective aspect forms of the two one-way motion verbs, v chi 

‘IPFV.come’ and ku ꞌan ‘IPFV.go’, generally express progressive meaning when they are 
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used in dialogue. As auxiliaries, they give progressive meaning to the main verbs they 

precede. Keꞌni ‘to fa  ’ is a verb that on y a  ows a habitua  reading of its im erfective 

form  so the  rogressive idea ‘it is fa  ing’ cannot be ex ressed by k ꞌni alone. One of the 

imperfective one-way directional auxiliaries must be employed to express this idea, as 

in  (78). 

(78)         k ꞌn =ru 
IPFV.come SBJV.fall=3N 
‘It    fall  g (toward  t e  pea er).’ 

In  (78) v chi has both directional meaning (expressing that the motion of the 

object is towards the speaker rather than away) and aspectual meaning (forcing a 

progressive reading of a verb for which a progressive reading is otherwise impossible).  

The im erfective form of ‘go (one-way)’ can be employed to express progressive 

aspectual meaning even in cases where no motion or directional meaning is possible. One 

example is the two-stem verb koto/chito ‘to know’. In the  erfective form  ch to means 

‘found out’. In the im erfective  ch to means ‘knows’  and in the  otentia   va-koto means 

‘wi   know’ or ‘wi   find out’. When the  rogressive auxi iary ku ꞌan is added, ku ꞌan 

k t  means ‘be in the  rocess of  earning’. Another exam  e of the  rogressive auxi iary 

is shown in  (79). 

(79) keta  iin uvi cientu uni cientu kuiya ta ku ꞌan=s ma   ꞌ a 
PFV.arrive one two hundred three hundred  years and IPFV.go= IPFV.change manner 
 
  cha   ꞌa =ta_ru    a=t ꞌ  _     
  REL IPFV.speak=PL_3N 3=Mixtec 
‘Two or t ree    dred year  pa  ed a d t e way t at t ey  po e Mixtec  ept   a g  g.’  10.65 
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The verb s ma ‘IPFV.change’ in  (79) clearly is not occurring in space. It is 

occurring in time, progressively. In this usage, ku ꞌan is no longer serving as a directional 

auxiliary, but as a purely aspectual auxiliary, which makes it an im ortant  art of   ’s 

aspect/mood system.
28

  

5.2.3 Other auxiliary verbs 

There are several other verbs that might be considered aspect/mood auxiliaries 

which have been grammaticalized to varying degrees. All of these potentially auxiliary 

forms that I have identified up to this point are shown in Table 19. 

Table 19: Possible auxiliary verbs 

Verb Basic 

meaning 

Auxiliary 

meaning 

Form of main verb Additional information 

kechaꞌa to begin to start to same form as 

auxiliary 

This auxiliary is common in the 

narrative genre but otherwise rare. 

kuni to 

desire/feel 

to be about 

to 

irrealis
29

 There is no inherent component of 

desire or intention in the auxiliary, 

e.g. kuni keꞌni ‘I near y fe  !’ 

ndoo to remain to continue 

to 

probably 

imperfective – 

inadequate evidence 

Identification as an auxiliary is 

tentative – there is only one 

example in the corpus. 

nduku to seek to try to irrealis  

The use of kechaꞌa ‘to begin’ as an auxi iary is described in section  6.4.6.1. None of the 

other verbs appears more than once in my corpus as an auxiliary, so I do not have enough 

                                                 

28
 Note that in the case of ku ꞌan k t  ‘be in the  rocess of  earning’ the main verb is in the subjunctive 

form, while in the case of ku ꞌan s ma ‘continue changing’ the main verb is in the im erfective form. This 

may ref ect the fact that ‘knowing’ is a not-yet-fully-attained goal in the former case, while in the latter 

case ‘changing’ is an ongoing  rocess. 
29

 When kuni and nduku are used as auxiliaries, two-stem verbs make it clear that the main verb is in an 

irrealis form, but due to tone sandhi, it is unclear whether the irrealis form is potential or subjunctive. 
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data for further analysis. In all of these auxiliary + verb combinations (progressive and 

directional auxiliaries included) it is the aspect/mood of the auxiliary which governs the 

clause and therefore determines its distribution.  

The verb kuu ‘to be  ossib e’ can a  ear immediate y  receding another verb in 

the same way as an auxiliary verb does, as seen in  (80).  

(80)          =ndo primaria 
IPFV.be.possible SBJV.exit=2PL elementary.school 
‘Yo   a  grad ate from eleme tary    ool.’ 7.6 

However, it is better to analyze kuu as a verb that can either take a clausal complement 

such as k  =ndo primaria ‘you graduate from e ementary schoo ’ in  (80), or take no 

arguments at all, as seen in  (81). 

(81) a     
Q IPFV.be.possible 
‘I   t po   ble?’ 

5.2.4 Auxiliary vs compound  

‘ om ound verb’ is a category in  ixtec with very fu  y boundaries. 

Example  (82) seems to be an auxiliary + verb combination with the auxiliary having a 

meaning that is clearly distinct from its meaning as a main verb.  

(82)     _ eꞌ   
want_fall 
‘to  early fall’ 
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On the other hand, the meanings of the compounds in  (83) and  (84) are more 

straightforward, being composed of the meanings of their component words.  

(83) kuni_kati  
want_say 
‘to   g  fy’30   

(84)  d   _  ꞌ  
seek_steal 
‘to try to  teal’ 

In contrast, the compound in  (85) clearly has a non-compositional, idiomatic meaning. 

(85)  d   _t ꞌ   
seek_word 
‘to a  ’ 

However, for verb + verb compounds just as for verb + noun, verb + adverb, and verb + 

adjective compounds and for auxiliary verb + main verb combinations, it is the (first) 

verb of the two which determines the c ause’s discourse ro e. Therefore  for the  ur oses 

of this thesis, a careful differentiation between auxiliary + verb and verb compound 

constructions is not necessary.  

5.3  rad ey’s ‘ reverbs’ 

In section  4.1 I mention a set of nine monosyllabic morphemes that Bradley 

(1970:41)  abe s “ reverbs.” These are ka, va, ni, sa, n , cha, ta,  a, and na. One, ka 

                                                 

30
 This use of kuni probably reflects a calque of the Spanish idiom querer_decir ‘to want to say’ which 

means ‘to signify’. 
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‘  ura ’  a  ears to have com  ete y disa  eared from the  anguage. I ex  ain my ana ysis 

of the other eight ‘ reverbs’ in this section.  

5.3.1 The prefixes 

The two ‘ reverbs’ which are easiest to describe are the as ectua   refixes.    

[high tone] indicates perfective aspect. It is falling out of use in JM. Only three of the 

perfective verbs in my corpus have a n  prefix; in the rest, perfective aspect is indicated 

only by tone. Va (which Bradley wrote as   ) indicates irrealis mood, and potential verbs 

rarely if ever appear without it.  

5.3.2 The adverbs 

Three of the ‘ reverbs ’  a ‘not’, cha ‘just  a ready’, and ni [ ow tone] ‘sti  ’  are 

adverbs.  a is the sim  e negator ‘not’ which can negate verbs as in  (86) or adjectives as 

in  (87). 

(86)  a  a  ꞌ   ma r =   ꞌ a    =   
not PFV.find DET 3N=demon OBJ=3PL 
‘T e demo   d d  ot f  d t em.’  2.108 

(87)  a   daꞌ  =ta_r  
not poor=PL_3N 
‘T ey are/were  ot poor.’ 11.19 

Cha and ni function in ways which are more complex than are indicated by 

 rad ey’s (1970:41) g osses of ‘a whi e ago’ and ‘sti  ’ res ective y. When used with a 
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perfective verb, cha means the action has already been completed and can be translated 

‘a ready’ as seen in  (88) or with English past perfect as seen in  (89). 

(88) cha    a    maa       at     chiki =kan 
already PFV.become.accustomed self people IPFV.work fields=DD 
‘T e people w o wor     t e f eld  are already a    tomed to  t.’  7.59 

(89) cha   y ꞌa=ndi  ian     =yu 
already PFV.pass=1PL.EXCL there IPFV.feel=1SG 
‘We  ad already pa  ed t ere, I t    .’ 6.3 

When used with an imperfective verb, cha means the action is already underway as 

in  (90). 

(90) taxi cha    da ru=camión=kan 
still already IPFV.stand 3N=truck=DD 
‘T e tr    wa  already  ta d  g  t ll.’  8.11 

When cha is used with a  otentia  verb  it means ‘just about to’. 

(91) cha  va-ke=i cha va-ku=ndeꞌ=i 
already IR-POT.exit=1SG already IR-POT.go=POT.see=1SG 
‘I wa  abo t to get o t to go  ee.’   6.31 

Cha can also be used before adjectives, as seen in  (92). 

(92) ta ta_cha cha  aꞌ  =yo 
and when already big(PL)=1PL.INCL 
‘Once we are grow ’  7.16  
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The adverb ni ‘sti  ’ is semantica  y incom atib e with  erfective as ect  but it can 

combine with imperfective forms and potential forms.
31

 With imperfective forms it 

means ‘sti  ’ (the action is sti   ongoing) as in  (93). 

(93) ni   x =ra 
still IPFV.sleep=3M 
‘He     t ll  leep  g.’ 

It a so means ‘sti  ’ when it modifies adjectives such as kuati in  (94). 

(94)  d        kuni=ndo  cha ni kuati=ndo 
SBJV.become.happy SBJV.feel=2PL COMP still small(PL)=2PL 
‘Be  appy t at yo  are  t ll  mall!’ 7.49 

With potential verbs ni means the action remains to be completed, with the strong 

implication that it must be completed first before the next action in the sequence can be 

initiated, as in  (95). 

(95) ni  va-kut=i 
still IR-POT.bathe=1SG 
‘I  t ll  eed to bat e f r t.’ 

The ‘ reverb’ ta ‘yet’ is more difficu t to c assify. Ta only appears following  a 

‘not’ to mean ‘not yet’. I have no evidence of it  receding any  art of s eech except verbs, 

but because of its close link with  a and its semantic similarites to cha and ni I consider 

ta to be an adverb as well. It does not appear in my corpus. 

                                                 

31
 I have no evidence as to whether or not ni ‘sti  ’ can combine with subjunctive forms. 
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5.3.3 The particles 

The fina  two ‘ reverbs’ sa and na are even more difficu t to c assify.  rad ey’s 

translation of sa as ‘just now’ is accurate when sa + verb are in sentence-initial position, 

as in  (96). 

(96) sa y ꞌa  sa y ꞌa   =an 
just PFV.pass just PFV.pass 3PL=DD 
‘J  t  ow,    t  ow t ey pa  ed by!’ 2.99 

When sa + verb is in the middle of a series of (structurally, if not semantically) 

independent clauses, sa emphasizes that the action follows the preceding one, as in  (97), 

where sa is trans ated ‘then’. 

(97) na   t   jiꞌna ra=Angel ta sa va-kuꞌun=yo 
DNT SBJV.arrive first 3M=Angel and then IR-POT.go=1PL.INCL 
‘Let A gel get  ere f r t, a d t e  we w ll go.’ 

I analyze sa as a preverbal particle. 

Lastly, there is na, which is also a preverbal particle. In this thesis it is glossed 

DNT ‘deontic mood’. Na precedes only subjunctive verbs (with or without the va- prefix) 

and the adverb of negation  a.  rad ey (1970:41) ca  ed it the “hortatory  reverb” and 

trans ated it ‘ etꞌs’. Macaulay (1996:76) labeled the cognate particle in Chalcatongo 

 ixtec the “deontic mood  refix.”  

The uses of na echo the uses of the subjunctive form discussed in chapter  6. It is 

used to form polite imperative (second person) and jussive (third person) commands, as 

we   as when restating someone’s command in an indirect quote  as in  (98). 
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(98) kech ꞌa  k t=i   na  nd y =ru 
IPFV.start IPFV.say=1SG DNT SBJV.get.up=3N 
‘I  tarted to say she should get  p.’ 6.31 

Another use of na is to indicate that the clause that it introduces sets a condition, as 

in  (99). 

(99) na   t   jiꞌna ra=Angel ta sa va-kuꞌun=yo 
DNT SBJV.arrive first 3M=Angel and then IR-POT.go=1PL.INCL 
“Let A gel get  ere f r t, a d t e  we w ll go.” 

Na is especially common in introducing a purpose clause, as in  (100). 

(100) a tu  aa  iin  cha=   ꞌa maestru chi=ndo cha na   a   ꞌ =ndo,  
whether  if  what  one  3=IPFV.give  teacher OBJ=2PL COMP  DNT  SBJV.study=2PL  
 
   a   ꞌ =ndo!  
   SBJV.study=2PL 
‘Or  f t ere     omet   g t at t e tea  er g  e  yo  to  t dy,  t dy!’  7.25 

Na is im ortant in   ’s as ect/mood system because it combines on y with subjunctive 

verbs.
32

 Since most subjunctive verbs are homophonous with another form of the same 

verb, the presence of na may be the only overt factor that distinguishes the verb as 

subjunctive. 

                                                 

32
 The subjunctive verb form may be linked to the particle na in another way. Erickson de Hollenbach 

(2013:136-37) claims that the segments of the cognate particle na in  agda ena  e asco  ixtec disa  ear 

in sentence-initia   osition   eaving on y the  artic e’s tone  which then attaches it se f to the following 

futuro [potential] verb and changes the tone of the verb. The origin of the subjunctive as a distinct verb 

form in JM may be explained by a similar process in which na lost its segments and its tone became 

attached to the potential verb form.  
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6 DISCOURSE FUNCTIONS  

This chapter describes the discourse function of each of the four aspect/mood verb 

forms shown in Figure 11 (see section  5.1). I begin in  6.1 with a discussion of the 

discourse functions of verbs in the subjunctive mood because the use of the subjunctive 

form is determined by its syntactic position as well as its discourse function. I continue 

in  6.2 with a description of the discourse functions of verbs in potential mood which is 

the other irrealis mood form (see Figure 11). Section  6.3 describes the discourse function 

of verbs marked for perfective aspect, and section  6.4 concludes the chapter with a 

description of the discourse function of verbs marked for imperfective aspect. 

6.1 Discourse functions of verbs in subjunctive mood 

Subjunctive verbs are used in a clearly-defined set of discourse contexts, which 

are discussed in the following sections. Section  6.1.1 describes the use of subjunctive 

verbs in direct commands, section  6.1.2 describes the use of subjunctive verbs in indirect 

commands, and section  6.1.3 describes the use of subjunctive verbs in expressing purpose. 

The use of subjunctive verbs in subordinate clauses with a matrix verb of feeling or 
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desire is described in  6.1.4, and in subordinate clauses with a matrix verb of possibility 

in  6.1.5. Other uses are discussed in  6.1.6.
33

 

6.1.1 Subjunctive forms in imperative clauses 

In imperative clauses, verbs occur in the subjunctive form. This makes 

subjunctive forms the mainline verb form of hortatory texts, as can be seen in  (101) 

which is taken from the hortatory text in Appendix E. 

(101) chakan,   a   ꞌ =ndo  ta  ni   yo  tiempu 
thus SBJV.study=2PL and still IPFV.exist time 
‘t   ,  t dy w  le there is still time’  7.29 

In narrative texts, subjunctive forms are found in dialogue indicating direct 

commands. This is seen in  (102).  

(102)   t  chi=ndi  tu  yoo_cha  y ꞌa   ꞌya 
SBJV.say OBJ=1PL.EXCL if anyone  IPFV.pass here 
‘ “Tell us if anyone passed by here!” ’  2.40 

6.1.2 Subjunctive forms in indirect commands 

The second function of subjunctive verbs, closely related to the first, is indirect 

commands – commands which originate from a person other than the speaker, and/or 

                                                 

33
 As mentioned in chapter  2, I was not able to distinguish the subjunctive form from the imperfective form 

of the copula kuu. Also, some verbs in my corpus which are labeled as perfective are probably actually 

subjunctive verbs. These probable subjunctive verbs are not included in the following analysis, but they fit 

with the patterns described in this chapter. 
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which are directed at a person other than the immediate audience. Examples of this usage 

are nd k  ‘SBJV.seek’ in  (103) and k =sat ꞌ n ‘SBJV.go=SBVJ.reach’ in  (104). 

(103) va-kat=i  chi ma     =an  na   d   =      ꞌ a 
IR-POT.say=1SG OBJ DET  people=DD DNT SBJV.seek=3PL manner 
 
 cha  a    y ꞌ  =   
 REL not IPFV?.be.afraid=3PL 
‘I wo ld have said to t e people t at t ey   o ld try to  ot be afra d.’ 4.3-4 

(104) cha   t =ru cha  na  k = at ꞌ    ma  r =   ꞌ a= a  
because IPFV.say=3N COMP DNT SBJV.go=SBVJ.reach DET 3N=demon=DD 
 
 chi ma  a=maria 
 OBJ DET 3F=Maria 
‘be a  e  t  a d t at t e demo     o ld go  at    p w t  Mar a.’  2.107 

6.1.3 Purpose clauses 

The third usage that characterizes subjunctive forms is in purpose clauses. In all 

but two examples in my corpus in which the subjunctive is used to express purpose, the 

purpose clause is closely tied with a single preceding clause or noun. No purpose 

conjunction is necessary; rather, it is the subjunctive form of the verb in the second clause 

that indicates that the second clause is a subordinate clause of purpose. Section  6.1.3.1 

describes subordinate purpose clauses with clausal antecedents, and section  6.1.3.2 

describes subordinate purpose clauses with nominal antecedents. Section  6.1.3.3 covers 

constructions ex ressing the  ur ose of directiona  motion (‘go’ and ‘come’)  and 

section  6.1.3.4 covers other grammatical constructions expressing purpose. 
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6.1.3.1 Purpose clauses with a clausal antecedent 

When purpose clauses have a clausal antecedent, the two clauses may be joined 

either by juxtaposition or by the coordinating conjunction ta ‘and’. One of the following 

always appears in connection with the subjunctive verb in purpose clauses which modify 

a clausal antecedent: the irrealis prefix va-, the deontic particle na, or a directional 

auxiliary. Na indicates greater intentionality than va-; na is a particle which may have 

scope over more than one following subjunctive verb. Because directional auxiliaries and 

na both select for subjunctive verbs, and the prefix va- selects for irrealis (subjunctive 

and potential) verbs, these three play an important role in indicating the subordination of 

the purpose clause to the clause which precedes it. Since for a majority of verbs the 

subjunctive verb form is homophonous with the imperfective form, the presence of na, 

va-, or a directional auxiliary serves to indicate that the verb is subjunctive (and therefore 

subordinate) and not imperfective.  

The clause containing the subjunctive verb describes the purpose of the action 

described in the preceding clause. In  (105) the matrix verb saku ꞌ  ‘SBJV.study’ is in the 

subjunctive because it is an imperative (see  6.1.1), and it is followed by the purpose 

clauses na kut ꞌv =ndo ‘so that you may  earn’ and ta n ꞌ n taꞌan ndo iin ti u  uꞌu cha  a 

vee jaan ‘and a so may obtain a  itt e job that is not too  aborious’. The two verbs in these 

clauses, kut ꞌv  ‘SBJV. earn’ and n ꞌ n ‘SBJV.obtain’ are in the subjunctive because they 

describe the purpose of the matrix verb saku ꞌ  ‘SBJV.study’. 
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(105)  a   ꞌ =ndo  na    t ꞌ  =ndo  ta    ꞌ    taꞌa = do 
SBJV.study=2PL DNT SBJV.learn=2PL and SBJV.obtain also=2PL 
 
  iin  t     l ꞌ    cha   a  vee  jaan   at   =ndo 
  one job little(SG) REL not heavy INTNS SBJV.work=2PL 
‘St dy  o t at yo  may lear  a d al o may obta   a l ttle  ob to wor  t at     ot too labor o  .’ 
7.63-64 

6.1.3.2 Purpose clauses with a nominal antecedent 

The final verb sat    ‘SBJV.work’ in  (105) does not represent the purpose of the 

verbs kut ꞌv  ‘SBJV. earn’ or n ꞌ n ‘SBJV.obtain’ but rather the  ur ose of the noun ‘job’. 

There are several other examples where the purpose clause appears to express the 

purpose of a nominal antecedent rather than of a verbal one. These fall into two types: 

juxtaposed purpose clauses with a verbless matrix clause, and relative clauses of purpose. 

The clearest example of the former is shown in  (106). 

(106)  aꞌa  jaan            _Kaan   ꞌya     =ta_ru 
good INTNS town Jicaltepec here SBJV.reside=PL_3N 
‘J  altepe    llage  ere [wa ]  ery good for t em to l  e    .’ 10.46 

The matrix clause in  (106) is an attributive c ause  ‘ ica te ec vi  age here (was) 

very good’ with the  ur ose of the vi  age ex ressed in the juxta osed subordinate c ause  

which is  itera  y ‘they reside’ or more idiomatica  y ‘for them to  ive in’. The c ause 

sat   =ndo ‘SBJV.work=2PL’ in  (105) is an example of a relative clause expressing the 

purpose of its head noun (in this case, ti u ‘job’).  ased on the exam  es in my cor us  it 

appears that purpose clauses with a nominal antecedent do not require a va- prefix or na 

deontic particle. 
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6.1.3.3 Purpose of motion 

One special case of subjunctive verbs expressing purpose is with verbs of motion. 

There are a number of clauses in the corpus containing verbs of motion which are 

followed by a clause containing a subjunctive verb expressing the purpose of the motion. 

In the exam  es be ow  ‘to se   what they came carrying’ in  (107) and ‘to chase  os  and 

 aria’ in  (108) are, respectively, the reasons for the agents to go where they went. 

(107) ta     ꞌa  ndiko=ta_ru   a-x   =ta_ru 
and  IPFV.go back=PL_3N IR-SBJV.sell=PL_3N 
 
    a=  a=ta_ru      =ta_ru 
  3=IPFV.carry=PL_3N  IPFV.come=PL_3N 
‘a d t ey wo ld go ba   to  ell w at t ey  ame  arry  g.’ 10.23 

(108) ta     ꞌa  ndiko=ru   a- d   =ru 
and  IPFV.go back=3N IR-SBJV.chase=3N 
 
  chi  ma  ra=Jo  =an  chi  ma  a=Mar a 
  OBJ DET 3M=Jose=DD OBJ  DET 3F=Maria 
 ‘a d t ey we t ba   to   a e Jo   a d Mar a.’  2.54 

It seems that this same meaning is expressed in a compressed form by means of 

the directional auxiliaries. Directional auxiliary verbs select for a subjunctive 

complement, like xiko ‘to se  ’ in  (109). 

(109)   ꞌ a_ a  mani ch =x   =ta_ru   d ꞌ     at _  ꞌ a=ta_r  
formerly only IPFV.go.and.return=SBJV.sell=PL_3N all things=PL_3N 
‘Formerly, t ey    t we t to  ell all t e r t   g .’  11.22 
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Frequently, the directional auxiliary + subjunctive verb form is found in a 

juxtaposed clause following a clause with a verb of motion. The result is that 

directionality is doubly marked, as in  (110). 

(110) ta     ꞌa =ta_ru  ch =x   =ta_ru  
and  IPFV.go.and.return=PL_3N IPFV.go.and.return=SBJV.sell=PL_3N 
 
  aa   d ꞌ     a= d  o=ta_ru  iti  y ꞌ _ta  ꞌ    tikan 
  what all 3=IPFV.carry=PL_3N path seashore there 
‘a d t ey would go to  ell w ate er t ey were  arry  g to t e  ea  ore t ere.’  10.10 

Here both ch ꞌan and ch = indicate habitual, round-trip going.  

6.1.3.4 Other purpose clauses 

There are a couple of examples in my corpus where the subjunctive verb seems to 

be used to express purpose, but it has no single clear clausal or nominal antecedent. An 

example of this is shown in an excerpt from the hortatory text in  (111) –  (115). A series 

of commands are given (‘do’ and ‘ask’ in  (112) are subjunctive verbs) and a predicted 

resu t is given ‘it [the homework] wi   turn out we  ’ (ex ressed with a  otentia  verb va-

kee vaꞌa ‘IR-POT.exit good’ in  (114)),
34

 and finally in  (115) the subjunctive is used in an 

independent c ause to ex ress the  ur ose of the series of actions: ‘that way your grades 

wi   turn out we  ’.
35

 (Line number breaks in this example bear no relation to the syntactic 

structure of the passage.) 

                                                 

34
 Predictions are expressed with verbs in the potential form, as described in  6.2.1. 

35
 The compound verb kee vaꞌa ‘to turn out we  ’, which appears twice in this passage, is probably a calque 

of the Spanish idiom salir bien ‘to turn out we  ’. 
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(111) tu  d o tarea tu  d o    ꞌ  = do 
if IPFV.remain homework if IPFV.remain OBJ=2PL 
‘If yo  are g  e   omewor ,’ 7.20 

(112)  a  ꞌ =ndo tarea=ndo  d   _t ꞌ  = do 
SBJV.do=2PL homework=2PL SBJV.ask=2PL  
‘do yo r  omewor . A  ’ 7.21 

(113) chi      cha ch to   ꞌ   
OBJ people REL IPFV.know a.little.more 
‘people w o   ow a l ttle more’ 7.22 

(114) yoso   ꞌ a       a  ꞌ =ndo tarea=ndo  
what manner IPFV.be.possible SBJV.do=2PL homework=2PL  
 
  ta va- ee_ aꞌa=    
  and IR-POT.exit_good=3 
‘ ow to do yo r  omewor , a d  t w ll t r  o t well’ 7.23 

(115) takan  a-   _ aꞌa   al   a    =ndo  
thus IR-SBJV.exit_good grade=2PL 
‘T at way yo r grade  w ll t r  o t well.’ 7.24 

6.1.4 Matrix verb of feeling or desire 

The fourth usage which is characteristic of subjunctive verbs in my corpus is in 

the object complement of verbs of feeling or desire. The most common superordinate 

verb in this category is kuni ‘to fee   to want’. An exam  e this usage is in  (116). 

(116) vati        ma r =   ꞌ a= a     = d   =ru 
because IPFV.want DET 3N=demon=DD SBJV.go=SBJV.chase=3N 
 
  chi  ma  a=maria=kan 
  OBJ DET 3F=Maria=DD 
  
 ta   a d y _  ꞌ  =ru     ꞌ  = a  chi   eꞌe= a 
  and SBJV.cause.harm=3N OBJ=3F OBJ child=3F 
‘be a  e t e demo   wa ted to go   a e Mar a a d  a  e  arm to  er a d to  er  o ’ 2.24-25 
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Here the object complement is formed by two subjunctive-verb clauses joined by 

ta ‘and’. The first subjunctive-verb clause contains the directional auxiliary k = ‘SBJV.go’ 

and a main verb. The directional auxiliary selects for the subjunctive form of the main 

verb, nd k  ‘SBJV.chase’  but it is the matrix verb k ni ‘IPFV.want’ which selects for the 

subjunctive form of the directional auxiliary as well as the subjunctive form of the other 

object complement verb, the compound sand y   uꞌun ‘SBJV.cause.harm’.  

There are a few instances in the corpus where a matrix verb of emotion other than 

kuni ‘IPFV.want’ selects for a subjunctive verb in the subordinate clause. Those verbs are 

kiꞌin kuenda ‘to we come  acce t’  kana_ini ‘to dare’  and  ossib y yuꞌvi ‘to be afraid’.
36

 

6.1.5 Matrix verb of possibility 

The verb kuu ‘to be  ossib e’ a so seems to se ect for subjunctive com  ements  as 

seen in  (117), where k u se ects for the subjunctive form of ‘go’ in the first clause, and 

for the subjunctive form of the motion auxiliary in the second clause. 

(117)  d ꞌ    a          ꞌ  =ndo,       k = a   ꞌ =ndo 
all there IPFV.be.possible SBJV.go=2PL IPFV.be.possible SBJV.go=SBJV.study=2PL 
‘To all of t o e yo   a  go, yo   a  go  t dy.’ 7.48 

 a kuu ‘to not be  ossib e’ a so se ects for subjunctive. This  attern contrasts with 

that of the cognate verb kuu in Magdalena Mixtec, which selects for a complement verb 

in the same aspect/mood as itself, while  a kuu selects for a future (i.e., potential) verb 

(Erickson de Hollenbach 2013:271-72). My own recordings of the conjugation of kuu + a 

                                                 

36
 This word may not be a verb but rather an adjective meaning ‘afraid’. 
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complement verb seem to indicate that combinations other than kuu + subjunctive are 

possible in JM. This is an area for further investigation. 

6.1.6 Other uses 

The five discourse usages of subjunctive verbs described above (imperative, 

indirect command, purpose clauses, complement clauses following a matrix verb of 

feeling or desire, and complement clauses following the matrix verb kuu ‘to be  ossib e’) 

describe all but nine of the occurrences of subjunctive verbs in my corpus – that is, about 

90% of them. The remaining nine usages are somewhat puzzling, but they share the 

common trait that they all describe hypothetical situations. Eight of the nine are 

associated with the conjunction tu ‘if’. The sentence in  (118), for example, has a series of 

three coordinated clauses describing hypothetical situations, and the first verb is 

imperfective while the following two are subjunctive.  

(118) ta   aꞌa  jaan tu  ax      aꞌa= do 
and good INTNS if IPFV.think good=2PL 
 
  ta  t ꞌ =ndo gana  ta   a   ꞌ =ndo 
  and SBJV.put.in=2PL desire and SBJV.study=2PL 
‘a d  t wo ld be good  f yo  t      orre tly a d wor   ard a d  t dy’ 7.14 

The second and third actions are arguably the purpose of the first, but the syntax 

of the sentence leaves this indeterminate. In fact, since none of the three verbs are two-

stem verbs, they all sound the same as imperfective verbs. This, too, is an area for further 

investigation, because all four verb forms appear in if-clauses in my corpus in seemingly 

unpredictable ways. 
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6.2 Discourse functions of verbs in potential mood 

Potential verbs cover most of the semantically irrealis discourse uses which are 

not covered by the subjunctive verb. The use of potential verbs to express plans and 

predictions is discussed in  6.2.1. Their use in procedural discourse is described in  6.2.2.
 37

 

The use of verbs in the potential form to express mitigated commands and obligation is 

described in  6.2.3 and  6.2.4 respectively. Finally, section  6.2.5 discusses the use of 

potential verbs in hypothetical and counterfactual scenarios. The scenarios presented in 

if-clauses are semantically irrealis, but realis verb forms, particularly imperfective verbs, 

are employed more frequently than the potential form. 

6.2.1 Plans and predictions 

The most common use of the potential form is to express plans and predictions; 

that is, to talk about the future, whether the time spoken of is in the future relative to the 

speaker at the time of speaking, or in the future relative to some reference point 

mentioned in the discourse. In  (119), the event referred to with the potential verb va-ndoo 

‘IR-POT.remain’ is  redicted to resu t from fo  owing the instruction given – a result that 

is still unrealized at speech time. 

                                                 

37
 Use of the potential verb form in procedural discourse is common in Mixtec languages. 
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(119) kundichi  a   ꞌ =ndo, chakuaa  a   ꞌ =ndo, 
morning SBJV.study=2PL nighttime SBJV.study=2PL 
 
takan ta va-ndoo=chi xini tu maa=ndo 
thus and IR-POT.remain=3 head ? self=2PL  
‘St dy by mor   g,  t dy by   g t, t     t w ll rema      yo r  ead .’ 7.26 

In  (120), the speaker is narrating a past event. She speaks of her plans at the 

reference time using the potential form, while the indirect command is in the subjunctive 

form and the narrative mainline (kech ꞌa k t=i ‘IPFV.begin IPFV.say=1SG’) uses the 

imperfective form. 

(120) ta  e   ꞌa   t=i na  d y =ru ni 
and IPFV.begin IPFV.say=1SG DNT SBJV.get.up=3N TAG38 
 
  ti cha va-ke=i cha va-ku=nd ꞌ=i 
  because already IR-POT.go.out=1SG already IR-POT.go= SBJV.see=1SG 
 
   aa_kaa      r =  d   iti chata=ta_ru ni 
  how IPFV.feel 3N=IPFV.be.in path back=PL_3N TAG 
‘a d I  tarted to  ay   e   o ld get  p, be a  e I wa  abo t to get o t to go  ee  ow those in the 
ba   felt’ 6.31-32 

In the following text, the first potential verb va-javaꞌa ‘IR-POT.do’ ex resses 

obligation, but the meaning of the second and third potential verbs shades into plan or 

prediction – expressing the expectation that the speaker had had of what would happen if 

she became presidenta ‘ resident’. 

                                                 

38
 The discourse particle ni ‘TAG’ is not inc uded in the free trans ations in this thesis  in order to avoid 

interrupting the flow of discourse. The particle marks interaction between the speaker and the hearer, 

equiva ent to the  ng ish tag questions ‘you know?’ and ‘right?’ 
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(121)   a …  cha  d =i    =i  presidenta si   aꞌa   a= a  ꞌ=i 
COMP… COMP PFV.remain=1SG IPFV.be=1SG president  AF much 3=PFV.do=1SG 
 
  ni va- a aꞌ=i 
  still IR-POT.do=1SG 
 
talento   va- a aꞌ=i va-tinde=i   chi   d ꞌ       tivaa 
fundraiser IR-POT.do=1SG IR-POT.help=1SG OBJ all  person young 
 
  ta_cha     =ta_ru     _iti=ta_ru 
  when IPFV.want=PL_3N  SBJV.go.out_path=PL_3N 
 
si  a-t  ꞌ      ma=i pasaje=ta_ru ta va-  ꞌ  = d   ni 
AF IR-SBVJ.pay self=1SG fare=PL_3N and IR-POT.go=1PL.EXCL TAG 
‘t at … w e  I be ame pre  de t t ere wa  a lot to do t at I wo ld  a e to do. I wo ld do 
fundraisers, I would help all the young people, when they wanted to take a trip, I would pay their 
fare a d we wo ld go.’  9.4-5 

The final potential verb va-kuꞌun ‘IR-POT.go’ in  (121) is somewhat puzzling, as the 

most natural interpretation is that it is a purpose clause tied to the previous clause va-

ti ꞌv  ma=i pasaje=ta_ru ‘I wou d  ay their fare’  in which case subjunctive might have 

been expected, but the subjunctive and potential forms are reversed from what is 

predicted. This could be an error in the data, or it could reveal further complications in 

the interaction of potential and subjunctive forms that cannot be explored here for lack of 

sufficient data in my corpus. 

The potential verb form can also express a plan or prediction within a relative 

clause such as in  (122). 

(122) hora cha va-keta=ndi iin tope 
time REL IR-POT.arrive=1PL.EXCL one speedbump 
‘w e  we were abo t to arr  e at a  peedb mp’  6.5 
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6.2.2 Procedural 

The use of potential forms in procedural discourse may be somewhat unexpected, 

as the subjunctive form is used to give instructions in imperative clauses (see  6.1.1), and 

the imperfective form is used to describe habitual activities (see  6.4.1). Nevertheless, the 

potential form is used as the mainline verb form for describing procedures both past (no 

longer being followed) and present (still being followed from time to time). 

Appendix D contains the entire text of a procedural discourse describing how 

women used to s in thread to make their husbands’ c othes. The first two c auses set the 

scene by employing perfective verbs. The next ten mainline clauses, 3.3-3.11, employ 

potential verbs to describe the cotton-harvesting and spinning procedure. The discourse 

wraps up in 3.12-3.14 using perfective and imperfective verbs in explaining that the 

women did this because store-bought thread was not available. 

The other procedural text in my corpus follows a similar model to give a recipe. It 

begins with an introduction in which the  otentia  verb indicates the s eaker’s intention 

and the imperfective verb indicates that the procedure described is still habitually 

followed. 

(123) va- aꞌ=in   ꞌ a cha  a  ꞌa=ndi suvi_yuva 
IR-POT.speak=1SG manner REL IPFV.do=1PL.EXCL tamal_chipil 
‘I w ll  pea  abo t t e way t at we ma e chipil tamale .’ 5.1 

Then the procedure is described step-by-step using potential verbs in every mainline 

clause, as is seen in  (124). 
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(124) va-  ꞌ=in chiki ti va-ku=ku s=e yuva 
IR-POT.go=1SG field because IR-POT.go=SBJV.pick=1SG chipil 
 
  ta va-kich=i ta va-suk=i  daꞌa=    
  and IR-POT.come=1SG and IR-POT.pluck leaf=3  
‘I w ll go to t e f eld be a  e I w ll go p    chipil, a d I w ll  ome a d I w ll pl     t  lea e .’ 
5.2-3 

6.2.3 Mitigated commands 

The potential form can indicate a mitigated direct command. It is found in 

dialogue within narrative as in  (125), and is also used once in the hortatory text as shown 

in  (126). All other (unmitigated) direct commands in the corpus are in the subjunctive 

form (see  6.1.1).  

(125)  a va-kati=un chi=ru nda iti    ꞌa =ndi 
not IR-POT.say=2SG OBJ=3N where path PFV.go=1PL 
‘Do  ot tell   m which way we we t.’  2.31 

(126) so va-t ꞌ=un gana39 ta na k   taꞌ=   iti_nuun 
but IR-POT.put.in=2SG desire and DNT SBJV.go.out also=2SG path_face 
 
  chi  estudiu=kun  
  with studies=2SG   

‘B t wor   ard,  o t at yo  w ll al o do well w t  yo r  t d e .’ 7.3 

6.2.4 Obligation 

Verbs in the potential form are also used to express obligation. Since obligation 

and command are semantically closely related, it should not come as a surprise that in 

                                                 

39
 The phrase tiꞌi gana ‘work hard’ ( itera  y: ‘ ut in desire’) is a ca que of the S anish idiom  chale ganas 

‘give it a   you’ve got’. 
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some cases it is difficult to ascertain which is being expressed. In example  (127), either 

free translation is equally plausible in context.  

(127) so va-t ꞌ=un gana ta na k   taꞌ=   iti_nuun 
but IR-POT.put.in=2SG desire and DNT SBJV.go.out also=2SG path_face 
 
  chi  estudiu=kun  
  with studies=2SG    
‘B t yo    o ld wor   ard  o t at yo  w ll al o do well w t  yo r  t d e .’ /  
‘B t wor   ard,  o t at yo  w ll al o do well w t  yo r  t d e .’  7.3 

In other places in the corpus, the context makes clear that what is being expressed 

is not a mitigated command, but rather a sense of obligation, as va-kuꞌva ‘IR-POT.give’ 

in  (128) illustrates. 

(128) iin  cha=nini  jaan     =chi   d ꞌ    a= d ꞌe=yo   cha  
one 3=necessary INTNS IPFV.be=3 all 3=IPFV.see=1PL.INCL COMP 
 
       _  ꞌ    d ꞌ       _taꞌa =yo 
 IPFV.need all person_sibling=1PL.INCL 
 
  si  t ꞌan=chi   cha va-  ꞌ a=yo  iin   daꞌa     ꞌ  =    
  AF IPFV.be.fitting=3 COMP IR-POT.give=1PL.INCL one hand OBJ=3PL 
‘O e of t e mo t  mporta t of all t e t   g  we  ee    t at all of o r fellow-people have needs, so 
we o g t to g  e t em a  a d.’  4.13-14 

6.2.5 Hypothetical and counterfactual  

The potential form may be used to refer not only to states of affairs that are 

unrealized because they are in the future, but also to states of affairs that were unrealized 

in the past – that is, counterfactuals.  
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(129)   ꞌ a  cha   t=i    ꞌ a cha va- a aꞌ=i talento 
manner REL IPFV.say=1SG earlier COMP IR-POT.do=1SG fundraiser 
   
  si  a  a  ꞌ=i=chi ni 
 AF not PFV.do=1SG=3 TAG  
‘ ow I  a d before t at I wo ld do f  dra  er , I d d ’t do t em’ 9.9 

The example above uses the potential form va-javaꞌa ‘IR-POT.do’ in an ex  icit y 

counterfactual way, since the speaker states that the action never took place. However, it 

could be argued that the potential form is used here because it refers to a plan that the 

speaker had had. The example in  (130) is clearer. 

(130) tu_cha y ꞌ      agente     =ya kivi cha t a  
if 1SG PFV?.be mayor town=this day REL PFV.quake 
 
si cha=  ꞌ a_     va-kat=i  chi ma     =an … 
AF 3=first IR-POT.say=1sg OBJ DET person=DD 
‘If I  ad bee  t e mayor of t    tow  o  t e day t ere wa  a  eart q a e, f r t t   g, I wo ld 
 a e  a d to t e people …” 4.1-3 

The potential form va-kati ‘IR-POT.say’ is used to s eak about what the s eaker 

would have done if the situation had existed in the given time frame. The situation ‘If I 

had been the mayor’ is itse f counterfactua  within the given time frame ‘on the day there 

was an earthquake’  but it seems to be em  oying a  erfective verb form k u ‘PFV?.be’. 

Similarly, the potential verb form is used to refer to hypothetical states of affairs 

in which the speaker does not know whether the state of affairs has been or will be 

realized, or not. This hypothetical use is found in conditional clauses such as  (131).  
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(131) tu_cha  yo   aa iin   ꞌ a cha  a-t  dee_t       ꞌ  =   
if IPFV.exist what one manner REL IR-POT.help_work OBJ=3PL 
 
  a  va- o o_ aꞌa ndiko  eꞌe=   
  whether IR-POT.repair again house=3PL 
‘If t ere were a y way to  elp t em, to repa r t e r  o  e ’ 4.7 

Unlike the subjunctive form, which appears in clearly-defined categories of uses, 

the uses of the  otentia  form b end into one another. The sentence’s grammar does not 

make ex  icit whether the idea being ex ressed is an ‘ought to do’  ‘wi   do’  or ‘wou d 

have done’. The hy othetica  text in Appendix C illustrates this well. The prompt was the 

question  “What wou d you have done  if you had been mayor when the earthquake 

ha  ened?” – clearly setting up a past-counterfactual scenario. Lines 1-12 retain a sense 

of contrafactuality, while the phrase t ꞌan=chi ‘it is fitting’ in  ine 14 suggests the 

emphasis in lines 13-17 is on what one ought to do in the given situation. Finally lines 

18-20 seem to be speaking of what the speaker would do in that situation, based on the 

use of the imperfective form of the verb of possibility k u ‘IPFV.be.ab e’ in the final 

sentence chakan k u cha k u savaꞌ=i ‘That is what I cou d do’. The  otentia  is the 

mainline verb form throughout the whole text, and the parts run seamlessly into each 

other with on y these subt e  eri hera  c ues as to where ‘wou d have done’ turns into 

‘ought to do’ and then ‘wou d do’. 

One of the texts in my cor us was e icited with the  rom t “What do you think 

this town wou d be  ike if the  aved road which  eads to it had never been bui t?” The 

state of affairs the text is describing is clearly counterfactual, but it is also habitual, and 

the first five clauses describing it use imperfective verbs. There follows a section in 
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which the speaker describes how things used to be before the road was built, and when he 

returns to describing the hypothetical state of affairs, he employs two potential verb 

forms. One of these is shown in  (132). 

(132) ni ituhun  eꞌe  aꞌa  aꞌ  ,  aꞌ   va-koo 
not.even one house good none none IR-POT.exist 
“Not e e  o e good  o  e,  o e, t ere wo ld be  o e.” 11.12 

6.3 Discourse functions of verbs in perfective aspect 

Perfective verbs make reference to events (and sometimes states) which are 

viewed as past and completed.
40

 These may include the events of a story as it is told, 

prior events, or even hypothetically completed events. Perfective verbs are unique in that 

in dialogue they are used consistently and predictably for these purposes, but in 

monologue, and particularly on the narrative mainline, they are often replaced by 

imperfective verbs. Section  6.3.1 describes how perfective verbs are used in the dialogues 

embedded within my cor us’s narrative texts. Section  6.3.2 describes how they are used 

in the non-narrative texts in my corpus. Section  6.3.3 describes how perfective verbs are 

used in narrative texts. 

                                                 

40
 Hopper (1979:216) provides a table of common discourse properties associated with perfective and 

imperfective aspect. 
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6.3.1 Perfective in dialogue 

Within dialogue, perfective verbs are most often used to refer to completed, past-

time events. The passage below in  (133) through  (139) illustrates this. Every perfective 

verb within the quote refers to a completed, past-time event. 

(133) ta   t  ma r =teꞌ a= a  yoni y ꞌa  ꞌya vati 
and IPFV.say DET 3L=mantis=DD no_one PFV.pass.by here because 
‘a d t e ma t    a d, “No o e pa  ed by  ere be a  e’  2.68 

(134) y ꞌ    aꞌ    d a=yu  siki yuu  ꞌya 
1SG long.time IPFV.be.sitting=1SG atop rock here 
 
   d ꞌ=un   ꞌ a cha   a nduta  ꞌya 
  IPFV.see=2SG manner REL IPFV.appear water here 
 
  ti  daꞌy  ndicha_kuii nduta ikan vati 
  that muddy purely water there because 
‘I  a e bee    tt  g o  t    ro   for a lo g t me. Yo   ee  ow t e water  ere loo  , t at the 
water there    all m ddy? T at’  be a  e’    2.69 

(135)      savi ta  aꞌ   jaan savi      
PFV.fall rain and big(SG) INTNS rain PFV.fall 
‘It ra  ed, a d  t ra  ed a lot,’     2.70 

(136) ta  d ꞌ  nduta=kan  a d ꞌy  savi 
and all water=DD PFV.muddy rain 
‘a d t e ra   m dd ed all of t e water,’    2.71 

(137) ta vitin  d ꞌ=un ti iti ndia_kuii cha     ndiko 
and now IPFV.see=2SG COMP dry purely already IPFV.be again 
 
   aꞌ   viko  yo 
  none cloud IPFV.exist 
‘a d  ow yo   ee t at [ t]    all dry aga  ; t ere are  o  lo d ,’ 2.72 

(138) ta   aꞌ        savi  ꞌya jo yoni      y ꞌa  ꞌya 
and  long.time PFV.fall rain here but no_one people PFV.pass.by here 
‘a d  t wa  a lo g t me ago t at  t ra  ed  ere b t  o people  a e pa  ed  ere,”’ 2.73 
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(139) k ti ma r =teꞌ a= a  chi ma r =   ꞌ a= a  
IPFV.say DET 3N=mantis=DD OBJ DET 3N=demon=DD 
‘ a d t e ma t   to t e demo  .’   2.74 

The perfective verb y ꞌa ‘PFV. ass.by’ in  (133) and  (138) refers to an event (someone 

passing by) that the mantis denies took place. The verb jand ꞌyu ‘PFV.muddy’ in  (136) 

may also be considered an event. The other perfective verb, k un ‘PFV.fa   [rain]’, in  (135) 

and  (138) would have taken place over a significant period of time, but it is viewed as a 

single completed event. In contrast, the verbs k u ‘IPFV.be’ and  yo ‘IPFV.exist’ in  (137) 

are in the imperfective form because they describe states of affairs that continue to hold 

at speech time. Likewise, nd a ‘IPFV.be.sitting’ is in the im erfective form because the 

mantis remained in that position for the entire period of time under discussion. 

Perfective can also appear in dialogue in a relative clause as seen in  (140) where 

y ꞌa ‘PFV.pass.by’ occurs in a re ative c ause modifying ra rai ‘3M man’. 

(140) a tu yoni  yo iin ra=rai y ꞌa  ꞌya 
whether if no_one IPFV.exist one 3M=man PFV.pass.by here 
 
  chi iin  a= aꞌa  y so  burru 
 with one 3F=woman IPFV.be.seated.atop donkey 
‘“Wa  t ere a ma  w o pa  ed by  ere w t  a woma  [w o wa ] r d  g a do  ey?”’ 2.38 

In contrast, y so ‘IPFV.be.seated.ato ’ is im erfective in  (140) because the woman 

remained in that position for the duration of the time frame the speaker has in view. 

However, an imperfective verb in dialogue can also occasionally refer to a past-

completed event as seen in  (141) with y ꞌa ‘IPFV. ass.by’. 
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(141)   ꞌt  chi=ndi tu yoo_cha y ꞌa  ꞌya 
SBVJ.say OBJ=1PL.EXCL if anyone IPFV.pass.by here 
‘ “Tell us if anyone passed by here!” ’ 2.40 

This may be a case of the same kind of alternation between perfective and imperfective 

forms as is found in narrative (see  6.3.3.2), or it may be an instance of the unpredictable 

verb forms in if-clauses. 

The perfective form in dialogue can also refer to future or hypothetical events that 

are viewed as completed. This is illustrated in  (142). 

(142) tu  y ꞌa iin ra= d   _t ꞌ   chi=ndi  ꞌya 
if IPFV.pass one 3M=IPFV.ask OBJ=1PL here 
 
 a va-kati=un chi=ru ndaa iti    ꞌa =ndi 
not IR-POT.say=2SG OBJ=3N where path PFV.go=1PL.EXCL 
‘“If  omeo e pa  e  by  ere a    g for   , do  ot tell him w     way we we t.”’ 2.30-31 

The protagonists in this story are fleeing from pursuers. When the speaker says ndaa iti 

ku ꞌan=ndi ‘where we went’ he is referring to a direction in which he has not yet gone.  

6.3.2 Perfective outside of narrative 

Where perfective verbs appear in my non-narrative texts, they fulfill the same 

sorts of roles that perfective verbs fulfill in dialogue. Most frequently, they refer to 

completed, past-time events as in  (143). However, imperfective verbs may also be used 

for the same purpose, as seen in  (144). This seems to reflect the same alternation between 

perfective and imperfective verb forms as is found on the narrative mainline (described 

in  6.3.3.2 and  6.4.6.1). 
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(143) ta  ax  =i ti t  doꞌo jaan    =chi ni 
and PFV.think=1SG COMP trouble INTNS IPFV.be=3 TAG 
‘A d I t o g t t at  t wo ld be a lot of tro ble.’ 9.10-11 

(144) ti  ax  =i ti   aꞌa jaan t  doꞌo     =chi 
COMP IPFV.think=1SG COMP much INTNS trouble  IPFV.be=3 
‘Well, I t o g t t at  t wo ld be a lot of tro ble.’ 9.2 

The procedural narrative in Appendix D describes an old custom which is no 

longer followed. It uses perfective verbs in the introduction (3.1 and 3.2) and the final 

summary (3.14) to refer to the past habitual activities which are described in the 

intervening sentences using potential verbs. This use of perfective verbs indicates that 

this custom is seen by the speaker as completed and past relative to speech time, while 

the use of the potential form reflects typical procedural discourse (see section  6.2.2).  

Another use of perfective verbs is to refer to hypothetical, future, or 

counterfactual events as if they were completed. In example  (145), the perfective form 

saku ꞌa=yo ‘PFV.study=1PL.INCL’ shows that the speaker views it as necessary to have 

already studied in order to understand. 

(145) ta  a       t   _ini=yo tu  a  a   ꞌa=yo 
and not IPFV.be.possible SBVJ.understand=1PL.INCL if not PFV.study=1PL.INCL 
‘a d we  a  ot   der ta d  f we d d  ot  t dy’ 7.18 

6.3.3 Perfective in narrative 

Within the narrative texts in my corpus (excluding direct quotes), perfective verbs 

can appear in several salience bands. When they appear in the author-comments salience 

band in narrative, they refer to events that are completed relative to the time of speech, 
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just as they do outside of narrative. When they are negated, they belong to the irrealis 

salience band but still refer to events that are hypothetically (not) completed relative to 

the time of speech. All other perfective verbs correspond to one of two salience bands: 

storyline (mainline) or flashback.  

6.3.3.1 Flashbacks 

Those perfective verbs which constitute flashbacks can be identified as such in the 

texts from their context. There are several ways that they can be identified as flashbacks: 

they may refer back to an event which occurred recently on the storyline, as in 

example  (146); they may appear in a subordinate clause, as in  (147); and they may be 

preceded by the adverb cha ‘a ready’ as in  (148).  

(146) ta  a d ꞌ  _ aꞌa  ma r =teꞌ a= a  chi ma r =   ꞌ a 
and PFV.deceive DET 3N=mantis=DD OBJ DET 3N=demon 
‘a d t e ma t    ad de e  ed t e demo  ’   2.85 

(147) ta chakan t  o=ta_ru sivi ma   eꞌe     _Kaan 
and thus IPFV.put=PL_3N name DET this town_accustomed 
 
  vati  ꞌya_     a =ta_ru 
 because right.here PFV.become.accustomed=PL_3N 
‘a d  o t ey  alled t e  ame of t    [pla e]       aa  be a  e t ey  ad be ome a    tomed 
 ere.’  10.53 

(148) tichi  ikan_ni cha y ꞌa=ndi ian     =yu 
belly right.there already PFV.pass.by=1PL.EXCL there IPFV.feel=1SG 
‘ t wa  r g t aro  d t ere t at we  ad already pa  ed, I t    ’  6.3 

Imperfective verbs can be used in flashbacks instead of perfective verbs as 

illustrated in  (149).  
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(149) y ꞌvi=ta_ru vati uvi_uni  ompa er =ta_ru 
IPFV.be.afraid=PL_3N because a.few companion=PL_3N 
 
  cha        ma r = d  aꞌa=a  chi=ta_ru 
  already IPFV.eat DET 3N=lion=DD OBJ=PL_3N 10.37-38 
‘T ey were afra d be a  e a few of t e r  ompa  o   – the l o    ad already eate  t em.’ 

It may be that an imperfective verb was used here because the action referred to is a 

repeated one, since imperfective is used for habitual actions; but there are not enough 

data to come to a firm conclusion. 

6.3.3.2 Storyline 

Perfective verbs that appear in main clauses and are not in a context that requires 

them to be interpreted as flashback are storyline verbs. However, perfective verbs are not 

the only verb form that appears on the storyline. Imperfective verbs appear on the 

storyline also, and in fact are more common on the storyline in my texts than perfective 

verbs. This is best understood as representing a secondary storyline: events described by 

storyline imperfective verbs are less critical to the narrative than those described by 

perfective verbs. The concept of a secondary storyline was introduced by Longacre and 

applied to Totonac, Aguacatec, Kickapoo, and Biblical Hebrew (1989:437). (See also 

Longacre (1996:27) for a discussion of this distinction.) 

The narrative in Appendix A illustrates interaction between primary storyline 

(perfective verbs) and secondary storyline (imperfective verbs). The first perfective verb, 

ch ꞌan ‘PFV.go.and.return’ in 8.1  cou d arguab y be considered either storyline or 

flashback, but in either case, it serves to create the past-time frame of reference for the 
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narrative. Lines 2 through 7 are not on the storyline, but rather set the stage by describing 

the scene in which the action is about to take place. The verb ndeꞌe ‘IPFV.see’ in  ine 8 is 

not storyline either, as it is in an adverbial clause. The action begins on the secondary 

storyline with the imperfective verb saku e ‘IPFV.s ow’ in  ine 10  and it is fo  owed in 

line 12 with a perfective verb k chi ‘PFV.come.and.return’ on the  rimary story ine. The 

storyline action verbs that follow it, nd va ‘IPFV.jum ’ ( ine 12)  s ta ‘IPFV.throw’ ( ine 

13), and t ꞌvi ‘IPFV.break’ ( ine 15), seem at least as dramatic and important as the 

preceding perfective verb, but they are imperfective. This may mark the narrative peak. 

Peak has been described (Longacre 1981:351) as a “ one of turbu ence” in which verb 

forms occur in an unusual distribution. A Totonac text analyzed by Longacre (1981:355) 

contains a similar phenomenon, where at peak the usual mainline preterite verb forms are 

replaced by imperfect verbs. Another reason for thinking that lines 12-15 mark the 

narrative peak is the dramatic way they are spoken by the narrator (as heard in the audio 

recording).  

Following the peak, author commentary in lines 17-18 (possibly beginning in line 

16) intersect the flow of events. Again in lines 19 and 20 a scene is described (with 

imperfective verbs), and then the author comment about it in lines 21 and 22 uses 

perfective verbs. The storyline begins again with a primary storyline verb kaniꞌin 

‘PFV.gather’ in  ine 23. There fo  ows another descri tion of background in  ines 24-27, 

followed by another primary storyline verb kaꞌan ‘PFV.s eak’ in  ine 28. The two verbs of 

speech in 30 and 33 are on the secondary storyline, and the primary storyline reappears in 
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lines 34-35. The final storyline verb is nakoo ‘IPFV. eave’ in  ine 36; the rest of the 

narrative consists of author comment, summary, and closure. 

If the perfective verbs in this discourse are taken together with the imperfective 

verbs at the narrative peak in lines 12-15, they create an outline or framework of the 

principal events of the story, into and around which the other information is woven. The 

actions represented by the rest of the storyline imperfective verbs are dependent, less 

salient actions.  

The folktale in my corpus has a much higher proportion of imperfective to 

perfective storyline verbs and this correlation of perfective to primary storyline and 

imperfective to secondary storyline requires further modification to fit all of the data. 

This is elaborated on further in  6.4.6.1. It could be that genre has an effect on the 

proportion of perfective to imperfective verbs in narrative: that true-life stories are more 

tied to the here-and-now time frame of the teller in the same way that dialogue is, and so 

have a higher proportion of perfective verbs, while traditional tales are less tied to the 

here-and-now and thus are more stylized. It could also be the case that longer narratives 

have fewer perfective verbs because they contain more non-critical events. It would 

require a larger corpus to test either of these hypotheses. 

6.4 Discourse functions of verbs in imperfective aspect 

Imperfective verbs comprise more than half of the verb forms in my corpus. Their 

primary functions are: the habitual usage, described in  6.4.1; the progressive usage, 

described in  6.4.2, and the ongoing-state usage described in  6.4.3. Additionally, the 
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imperfective verb form is used in many contexts where one of the other verb forms might 

be expected, especially once the context has established what aspectual/modal reading the 

verb should receive. The use of imperfective verbs in irrealis contexts is discussed 

in  6.4.5. The use of imperfective on the narrative storyline and in other contexts that 

require a past-completed reading is discussed in  6.4.6.  

6.4.1 Habitual 

Imperfective is the verb form used for talking about habitual events and activities 

– things that take place repeatedly. These repeated activities may take place entirely in 

the past, continue into the present, or be hypothetical. 

One of the narratives in my corpus describes the founding of Jicaltepec by traders 

who habitually passed through the location on their journeys. All of the habitual activities 

are described with imperfective verbs, as shown by the two verbs in  (150). 

(150) ta  d ꞌ =     aꞌa  d o=ta_ru   x =ta_ru xini yuku_chaa=kan 
and all=just time IPFV.remain=PL_3N IPFV.sleep=PL_3N head New_Mountain=DD  
‘a d e ery t me t ey wo ld  tay a d  leep o  top of New Mo  ta  ’ 10.26 

In one of the hypothetical texts in my corpus, the speaker describes a hypothetical 

current situation – what Jicaltepec would be like if the road connecting it with Pinotepa 

Nacional had never been built. Many of the clauses describing this hypothetical state of 

affairs are verbless, but when hypothetical habitual activities are described, such as ch ka 

‘IPFV.walk’ in  (151), imperfective verbs are used. 
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(151) ta mani chiki     a=ta_ru mani chiki  d ꞌ           a chiki 
and only field IPFV.walk=PL_3N only field all people IPFV.walk=PL_3N field 
‘a d t ey wo ld o ly go to t e f eld , o ly to t e f eld , all t e people wo ld go to t e f eld ’  11.4 

Another habitual use of imperfective verbs occurs in generic statements and 

statements of general facts, such as  (152). 

(152) ta_cha kuati=yo  e   ꞌa=yo sat   =yo 
when small(PL)=1pl.incl IPFV.begin=1PL.INCL IPFV.work=1PL.INCL 
  
  vasi t  doꞌo     =yo 
 maybe trouble IPFV.feel=1PL.INCL 
‘W e  we beg   to wor  at a yo  g age, maybe we   ffer.’ 7.60-61 

As described in section  6.2.2, potential is the mainline verb form for procedural 

discourse, but even within procedural texts, imperfective verbs may be used in the 

introduction or conclusion of the discourse to tell the reader that the discourse is 

procedural rather than predictive in nature. In  (153), which is the introduction to a 

procedural discourse, the imperfective verb sav ꞌa ‘IPFV.make’ indicates that the  rocess 

of making chipil tamales is a repeated, habitual process that is still being practiced.  

(153) va- aꞌ=     ꞌ a cha  a  ꞌa=ndi suvi_yuva 
IR-POT.speak=1SG manner REL IPFV.make=1PL.EXCL tamal_chipil 
‘I w ll tell  ow we ma e chipil tamale .’ 5.1 

6.4.2 Progressive 

The imperfective verb form is also used for talking about progressive events, such 

as are shown in  (154) and  (155). Whether the imperfective form is being used with 

progressive meaning must be determined from contextual clues such as the adverb ni 
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‘sti  ’  the  rogressive auxi iary ku ꞌan ‘IPFV.go’, juxtaposition with the imperfective 

form of a motion verb or a position verb, and the semantics of the verb itself. In  (154), all 

three verbs are imperfective; however, the adverb ni ‘sti  ’ indicates that ch nu ‘IPFV.run’ 

is being used in a progressive sense as opposed to n na ‘IPFV.o en’ and k e ‘IPFV.go.out’  

which are storyline verbs.  

(154) ta ni        am    ta    a=ru y  eꞌe ta   e=ru 
and still IPFV.run truck and IPFV.open=3N door and IPFV.go.out=3N 
‘A d t e tr    wa   t ll mo   g a d   e ope ed t e door a d got o t!’  6.34 

In  (155), ku ꞌan ‘IPFV.go’ is used as an auxi iary verb to give ex  icit y  rogressive 

meaning to s ma ‘IPFV.change’. 

(155)   ta  iin uvi cientu uni cientu kuiya 
PFV.arrive one two hundred three hundred years 
 
  ta    ꞌa =  ma   ꞌ a cha   ꞌa =ta_ru cha=t ꞌ  _    . 
  and IPFV.go=IPFV.change manner REL IPFV.speak=PL_3N 3=Mixtec 
‘Two or t ree    dred year  pa  ed a d t e way t at t ey  po e M xte   ept   a g  g’ 10.65 

Other examples of imperfective verbs being used with progressive meaning are found in 

Appendix A. The motion verb v chi ‘IPFV.come’ in  ines 2  3  5  6  and 9 he  s to signa  

progressive meaning and to give a progressive interpretation to the imperfective verb 

ch nu ‘IPFV.run’ which is juxta osed with v chi in lines 5, 6 and 9. The word cha 

‘a ready’ in  ine 2 is another indication that the im erfective verbs in this  assage shou d 

be understood as progressive and that the entire section from lines 2 through 9 should be 

understood as describing the background activity that was going on at the time of the 

initial storyline verb sak ee ‘IPFV.brake’ in  ine 10. 
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6.4.3 Ongoing states 

The other usage for which only imperfective verbs are used is to describe ongoing 

states. These include the copula k u ‘IPFV.be’ as in  (156) and the verb of existence  yo 

‘IPFV.exist’ as in  (157), as well as other verbs that fall into the semantic category of states 

with meanings such as ‘think’  ‘desire’  and ‘see’. In exam  e  (158), k ni=yu 

‘IPFV.feel=1SG’ describes an ongoing state of be ief in the truth of the statement cha 

y ꞌa=ndi ian ‘we had a ready  assed there’. Likewise nd ꞌ=un ‘IPFV.see=2SG’ and k a 

‘IPFV.a  ear’ in  (159) are ongoing states. 

(156)   eꞌe    =chi  sava_takua  iin  kuendu 
this IPFV.be=3 like one story 
‘T       l  e a  tory.’  2.21 

(157)   aꞌa jaan  nduta   yo  ta chakan   d o=ta_ru   ꞌya 
much INTNS water IPFV.exist and so PFV.remain= PL_3N here 
‘T ere    a lot of water, a d  o t ey rema  ed  ere.’   10.49 

(158) cha  y ꞌa=ndi ian      =yu 
already PFV.pass.by=1PL.EXCL there IPFV.feel=1SG 
‘We  ad already pa  ed t ere, I t    .’ 6.3 

(159)  d ꞌ=un   ꞌ a cha   a  nduta  ꞌya 
IPFV.see=2SG manner REL IPFV.appear water here 
  
 ti  daꞌy  ndicha_kuii nduta ikan 
  COMP muddy truly water there 
‘Yo   ee  ow t e water  ere loo  , t at t e water t ere    all m ddy?’ 2.69 

Imperfective verbs may describe ongoing states not only in the real world, but 

also in hypothetical ones. In example  (160),  yo ‘IPFV.exist’ describes a state of affairs 

that is counterfactual, since there are ‘nice houses’ in the rea  wor d. In exam  e  (161) the 

situation is more like a generic if-then statement in which none of the states of affairs 
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described is asserted to exist. The imperfective verb t an ‘IPFV.quake’ in the re ative 

clause iin tundoꞌo cha t an ‘a troub e  ike an earthquake’ does not represent an ongoing 

state but rather a generic event, a usage covered in section  6.4.1. 

(160)  aꞌ   cha= yo   eꞌe   aꞌa  
none 3=IPFV.exist house good 
‘T ere wo ld be  o    e  o  e .’ 11.15 

(161) t  doꞌo   d =   ta_cha  yo iin t  doꞌo cha t a  
trouble IPFV.be.in=3PL when IPFV.exist one trouble REL IPFV.quake 
 
  a ndaa=ka cha     maa=chi 
  or what=more REL IPFV.be self=3 
‘T ey are    tro ble w e  t ere    a tro ble l  e a  eart q a e or w ate er  t may be.’ 4.17 

Generic statements of fact also employ imperfective verbs to talk about states, as 

in  (162) where  yo ‘IPFV.exist’ is used.  

(162) cha  kuati=yo   yo  tiempu  chi=yo   a   ꞌ =yo 
COMP small(PL)=1PL.INCL IPFV.exist time with=1PL.INCL  SBJV.study=1PL.INCL 
‘W e  we are  mall, we  a e t me to  t dy.’ 7.30 

6.4.4 Past states 

Past states – states which are no longer ongoing at speech time – are sometimes 

referred to with perfective verbs, but far more frequently are referred to with imperfective 

verbs. This is true for verbs describing mental states, such as t ꞌan_ini ‘IPFV. ike’ and 

verbs of being and existence such as  yo ‘IPFV.exist’ in  (163). (The one perfective verb 

n un ‘PFV.go.down’ is an event on the narrative main ine.) 
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(163)  a t ꞌa _ini=ta_ru ikan vati_cha   aꞌa jaan   t _  ꞌ  xaan  yo 
not IPFV.like=PL_3N there because much very wild_animal dangerous IPFV.exist 
 
  ta chakan     =ta_ru  ta   ta=ta_ru     _Kaan  ꞌya 
  and thus PFV.go.down=PL_3N and IPFV.arrive=PL_3N Jicaltepec here 
‘T ey d d  ot l  e  t t ere be a  e t ere were ma y da gero   w ld a  mal , a d  o t ey  ame 
dow  a d t ey arr  ed  ere at J  altepe .’  10.41-42 

This tendency for completed states to be described with imperfective verbs is 

 redicted.  o  er (1979:215) states  “One finds  in other words  a tendency for  unctua  

verbs to have perfective aspect (i.e., to occur in foregrounded sentences) and conversely 

for verbs of the durative/stative/iterative types to occur in imperfective, i.e. backgrounded, 

c auses.”  ecause states usua  y  resent backgrounded  non-sequential information, they 

usually occur in the imperfective aspect regardless of whether the state referred to is 

ongoing or completed.  

There are exceptions to this rule. The choice of perfective versus imperfective 

verbs to refer to past-completed states may simply be a choice of perspective – whether 

the narrator wishes to portray the state as completed and no longer in force, or as ongoing 

relative to some event or time frame – or it may reflect the same sort of perfective-

imperfective alternation that is found on the narrative mainline. In  (164), the event nd ꞌe 

‘IPFV.see’ is in the im erfective form whi e a stative verb k ni ‘PFV.want’ is found in the 

perfective form. In this case, the perfective form seems to serve to promote this clause to 

the primary storyline, marking it as an important event, while nd ꞌe is on the secondary 

storyline because it is simply a precursor to what happens in the following clause.  
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(164) ta  d ꞌe ma ra=Jo   chi ma  a=Mar a=kan cha   ꞌ  _ eꞌe= a 
and IPFV.see DET 3M=Jose OBJ DET 3F=Maria=DD COMP IPFV.be.pregnant=3F 
 
ta     =ra  vati va-nakoo=ra    ꞌ  = a 
and PFV.want=3M COMP IR-POT.leave=3M OBJ=3F 
‘A d Jo    aw Mar a, that she was pregnant, and he wanted to lea e  er.’  2.9-10 

In  (165), the use of the perfective form of the copula k u ‘PFV.be’ seems to em hasi e 

that the state described no longer holds.  

(165) ma   toꞌo_t   at      r =    oo  ꞌya 
only outsiders PFV.be 3N=IPFV.live here 
‘T e o e  l    g  ere were all o t  der .’ 10.62 

6.4.5 Hypothetical events 

Hypothetical events may be expressed with imperfective verbs in conditional 

clauses. Both examples below speak of hypothetical future conditions, but  (166) uses the 

potential form and  (167) uses the imperfective form. 

(166) tu  aꞌa  al   a     va-koo chi=ndo chi secundaria=ndo 
if good grades IR-POT.exist OBJ=2PL with secondary_school=2PL  
‘ f yo  get good grade      e o dary    ool’ 7.8 

(167) tu   ꞌ  =ndo tutu=ndo nuun  a   ꞌa=ndo  nivel_superior 
if IPFV.obtain=2PL paper=2PL where IPFV.study=2PL  college 
‘ f yo  get yo r d ploma w ere yo   t dy at t e  ollege le el’ 7.54 

Of the if-clauses in my corpus, twice as many use the imperfective verb form as 

use the potential form to describe hypothetical conditions. The results of those conditions 

are most likely to be described using the potential form; this use of the potential form is 

treated as a prediction in section  6.2.1. Hypothetical states, particularly those described in 
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if-clauses, employ imperfective verbs, potential verbs, and subjunctive verbs for 

seemingly parallel situations. There are not enough conditional sentences in my corpus to 

specify the conditions under which each verb form is employed in each kind of 

conditional clause. Conditional sentences merit further investigation using a larger corpus. 

6.4.6 Past-completed events 

The usages of imperfective verbs to refer to habitual events, progressive events, or 

states cover only 60% of the imperfective verbs in my corpus. A few imperfective verbs 

are used in the same way as potential verbs to describe hypothetical events, as shown in 

section  6.4.5. The remaining 36% of the imperfective verbs refer to storyline and off-

storyline past events. 

6.4.6.1 Storyline 

The majority of storyline verbs in narrative in my corpus are imperfective. I 

proposed in section  6.3.3.2 that the imperfective storyline verbs represent a secondary 

storyline which contains the less important events of the narrative. I here further propose 

that the auxiliary verb kech ꞌa ‘IPFV.begin’ serves to  romote im erfective verbs to the 

primary storyline.  

The verb kech ꞌa ‘IPFV.begin’ is found nineteen times in my cor us  and eighteen 

of those times it serves as an auxiliary verb. Every time kech ꞌa serves as an auxiliary 

verb, it is joined to an imperfective main verb and is on the narrative mainline. An 
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examination of some of the contexts in which it is used shows that it is unlikely that 

kech ꞌa is being used  rimari y for its  exica  meaning ‘begin’. One of the most common 

uses of the auxiliary kech ꞌa is as a quote introducer, as in  (168). 

(168) ta  e   ꞌa   t  ma r =   ꞌ a 
and IPFV.begin IPFV.say DET 3N=demon 
 
  vasi  a d ꞌy _ aꞌ=un chi=ndi 
  maybe IPFV.deceive=2SG OBJ=1PL.EXCL 
 
    t  ma r =   ꞌ a= a  chi ma r =teꞌ a= a  
  IPFV.say DET 3N=demon=DD OBJ DET 3N=mantis=DD  
‘A d t e demo   bega  to  ay, “Maybe yo  are de e    g   ,”  a d t e demo   to t e ma t  .’ 
2.81 

In  (169), some additional context is given in the free translation of the passage, 

enclosed in brackets. A  itera  trans ation says ‘the demons began to want to enter [the 

water]’ but this is somewhat problematic because only a few lines before, it says that the 

demons wanted to pass through [the water].  

(169) ta  e   ꞌa      ma r =   ꞌ a   ꞌ  =ru 
and IPFV.begin IPFV.want DET 3N=demon SBJV=enter=3n 
‘[A d t e demo   wa ted to pa   t ro g  a d t ey d d  ot dare to pa   t ro g  …  o t ey d d 
 ot pa   t ro g  t e water … ] a d t e demo   bega  to wa t to e ter.’     2.83 

In  (168) and  (169), kech ꞌa ‘to begin’ refers to states of affairs that are not interru ted or 

intersected by any other event or activity, and in  (169) it refers to a state of affairs that 

has already been introduced. I suggest that if kech ꞌa were being used primarily for its 

lexical meaning, these sentences would be pragmatically odd. Rather, kech ꞌa serves to 

mark the main verb as an important event, and promote it to the primary storyline. When 
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taken together, clauses with storyline perfective verbs plus clauses having storyline 

imperfective verbs marked with kech ꞌa ‘IPFV.begin’ form an outline of the narrative 

containing all of its essential events, although neither the storyline perfective verbs alone 

nor the kech ꞌa-marked imperfective verbs alone do so.  

The folktale in my corpus is the narrative text with the highest proportion of 

imperfective to perfective verbs on the storyline. Out of eighty-two storyline clauses – 

main clauses which describe sequential happenings that advance the narrative – sixty 

contain bare imperfective verbs. Of the remaining twenty-two clauses, ten contain 

perfective verbs and twelve contain kech ꞌa as an auxiliary verb. Taken separately, 

neither storyline perfective verbs alone nor kech ꞌa-marked verbs alone highlight all of 

the essential events of the folktale, but taken together, they do.  

Appendix B contains an entire episode excerpted from this narrative. The episode 

is introduced with an imperfective verb k u ‘IPFV.be’ in  ine 21 referring to a state which 

is ongoing relative to speech time. The following line, 22, contains five imperfective 

verbs on the storyline. The sixth imperfective verb on line 22 is juxtaposed with the 

motion verb preceding it,
41

 describing the manner-of-motion, and thus should probably 

not be considered storyline. A few lines prior to the beginning of this episode, the 

previous episode wraps up with a sentence containing the primary storyline perfective 

verb k e ‘PFV.go.out’  as shown in  (170). Since these same clauses ta k e= i ta 

                                                 

41
 Juxtaposed clauses are described in section  3.11.3. 
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ku ꞌan= i are repeated in line 22, they are not marked as primary storyline by a 

perfective verb in the repetitions, but are secondary storyline imperfective verbs.  

(170) ta chakan k ꞌin ma ra=Jo  =kan chi  a=Mar a k u  a  ꞌ =ra 
and thus IPFV.take DET 3M=Jo  =DD OBJ 3F=Mar a IFPV.be wife=3M 
 
  ta   e=    ta    ꞌa =   
  and PFV.go.out=3PL and IPFV.go=3PL 
‘A d  o Jo   too  Mar a a      w fe, and t ey left a d t ey we t.’ 2.18-19 

In lines 23-24, the imperfective verbs ku ꞌan ‘IPFV.go’ (twice) and ch nu soꞌo 

‘IPFV.f ee’ are  robab y secondary story ine verbs  but they cou d also plausibly be 

interpreted as progressive, backgrounded events. K ni ‘IPFV.want’ is a state  ongoing 

relative to narrative present. Line 25 contains subjunctive verbs which serve as object 

complements to k ni. In line 26 there are two perfective verbs on the narrative mainline – 

the only ones in this entire episode. The next two (secondary) storyline verbs, k ta 

‘IPFV.arrive’ in  ine 26  and k ti ‘IPFV.say’ in  ine 27  are im erfective.   ku 

‘IPFV.be.standing(PL)’ in  ine 26 is a stative  osition verb and describes an ongoing state. 

Lines 30, 31, and 32 contain direct quotes, and the quote closers are also imperfective 

verbs on the secondary storyline. Line 33 contains the auxiliary kechaꞌa marking the 

imperfective verb chiak u ‘IPFV.wander’ as an im ortant   rimary story ine event. The 

rest of the verbs in the episode are all imperfective, and are all on the secondary storyline 

except possibly ch ka ‘IPFV.wa k’ in the juxta osed manner-of-motion clause in line 35, 

which could be considered a backgrounded activity.  
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6.4.6.2 Off-storyline  

It is not only on the narrative mainline that imperfective verbs perform roles 

parallel to those of perfective verbs. In subordinate clauses, author commentary, and 

direct quotes, imperfective verbs can be found referring to completed, past-time activities 

and events just as perfective verbs do. In  (171) the imperfective motion verb v chi 

‘IPFV.come’ in the subordinate clause cha v chi ma ru=kuiꞌna=kan ‘that the demons 

were coming’ has progressive meaning, but both nd ꞌe ‘IPFV.see’ in the tem ora  

adverbial clause and the storyline verb k ꞌvi ‘IPFV.enter’ ex ress a  erfective   ast-

completed meaning.  

(171) ta hora cha  d ꞌe ma r =teꞌ a= a  cha       ma r =   ꞌ a= a   
and hour REL IPFV.see DET 3L=mantis=DD COMP IPFV.come DET 3N=demon=DD 
 
  ta   ꞌ    ma r =teꞌ a=a  tichi nduta 
 and IPFV.enter DET 3L=mantis=DD belly water 
‘A d w e  t e ma t    aw t at t e demo   were  om  g, t e ma t   e tered t e water.’ 2.59-60 

Likewise in the subordinate clause masi t ꞌvi ma ru=inun=kan ‘a though the g ass 

broke’ in  (172), a clearly punctiliar past-time event is referred to with an imperfective 

verb. 

(172) masi t ꞌ   ma ru=inun=kan so  aꞌ   t ꞌa =ta_ru 
although IPFV.break DET 3N=glass=DD but none PFV.encounter=PL_3N 
‘Alt o g  t e gla   bro e,  ot   g  appe ed to t em.’ 8.22 

Direct quotes are much more consistent than other sections of narrative in using 

perfective verbs to express past-completed ideas, but even within direct quotes, 
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imperfective verbs sometimes express past-completed ideas, as y ꞌa ‘IPFV. ass.by’ does 

in  (173).  

(173)   aꞌ   tiempu    a   =ndi  ꞌya ta yoni      y ꞌa  ꞌya 
old time IPFV.wander=1PL.EXCL here and no_one person IPFV.pass.by here 
‘ “For a lo g t me we  a e bee  wa der  g aro  d  ere, a d  o o e  a  pa  ed  ere.” ’ 2.46 

One possible explanation of this use of imperfective verbs outside of narrative 

storyline to describe past-completed events is that imperfective verbs describe past events 

which are in some way less salient than those described with perfective verbs, just as 

storyline imperfective verbs are less salient than storyline perfective verbs. Since 

imperfective verbs have so many non-storyline functions, it is the discourse context that 

indicates whether an imperfective verb is to be interpreted as referring to a past-

completed event or to an ongoing or habitual one.  

6.4.7 Imperfective verbs: Conclusion 

Imperfective verbs have many roles in discourse: they form a secondary storyline; 

they are used in the background-activity salience band to describe habitual or progressive 

actions that are not on the storyline; they are used in describing the setting of a narrative; 

and they are even sometimes used in the irrealis salience band to describe unrealized 

possibilities. With all of these disparate uses, the imperfective verb form itself cannot be 

the primary distinguishing characteristic of these threads of discourse. Rather, the 

aspectual form of each verb works together with the Aktionsart of the verb and also 

together with discourse particles, the grammatical structure of the surrounding clauses, 
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and the grammatical structure of the narrative as a whole to indicate the discourse 

meaning of the verb in context. A full elaboration of these interactions is outside the 

scope of this thesis and must await a more comprehensive study, but the manifold uses of 

the imperfective verb form make it clear that these other factors are critically important to 

interpreting a JM text or speech act.  

6.5 Discourse functions: Conclusion 

The main uses of each of the four verb forms in JM are shown in Table 20. 

Table 20: Main uses of each verb form 

Potential Subjunctive Imperfective Perfective 

plans 

predictions 

procedural 

discourse      

obligation 

hypothetical  

counterfactual 

mitigated 

commands      

direct commands 

indirect commands 

purpose clauses 

subordinate to a verb  

     of possibility,  

     feeling, or desire 

habitual events 

progressive events 

ongoing states 

past states 

secondary storyline  

     actions 

kech ꞌa auxiliary 

promotes 

     to primary storyline 

past-completed events 

hypothetically  

     completed events  

primary-storyline  

     actions 

flashbacks 

Some of the discourse functions of each verb form are well-defined. Subjunctive verbs 

are used for direct and indirect commands, they express purpose, and they are used in the 

object complement of verbs of feeling, desire, or possibility. Potential verbs express plans, 

predictions, obligations, procedures, and future-hypothetical and past-counterfactual 

states and events. Perfective verbs refer to past-completed events; imperfective verbs 

refer to progressive events, habitual events, and ongoing states. However, there is also a 

good deal of overlap. Both perfective and imperfective verbs describe past-completed 
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events on the narrative mainline. Potential, subjunctive, and imperfective verbs are used 

to describe present and future hypothetical situations in conditional clauses. Both 

potential and subjunctive verbs may be used in imperative clauses. These areas of overlap 

merit further investigation using a larger corpus to pinpoint the discourse factors that 

determine which form may be used in which contexts. 
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7 SPECIAL CLASSES OF VERBS 

There are two classes of Mixtec verbs which have received a different analysis in 

the literature than the one I have described in the preceding chapters. One class is motion 

verbs meaning ‘go’ and ‘come’. A though a number of  inguists working in  ixtec 

languages have analyzed these motion verbs as having more aspectual forms than other 

verbs,
42

 I analyze JM motion verbs as having the four aspectual/modal forms (perfective, 

imperfective, potential, subjunctive) that I described in the preceding chapter, plus a 

distinct im erative mood form. The “extra” verb forms that do not fit this paradigm I 

analyze as being the forms of a separate, defective verb rather than being extra aspects of 

the same verb. In section  7.1 I explain my analysis and why it is preferable for JM. 

The other class of verbs which has received a different analysis than mine is 

“ osition verbs” which describe the  hysica   osition of their subject(s).  rad ey’s 

(1970:27) analysis treated stative position verbs as the continuative (imperfective) form 

of inchoative position verbs. I treat stative position verbs as lexical items separate from 

the related inchoative verbs, and I show that the inchoative verbs have their own 

imperfective form. A description of my analysis is found in section  7.2.       

                                                 

42
 These other analyses are described in  4.3. 
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7.1 Motion verbs 

Unlike motion verbs in several other Mixtec languages, JM motion verbs do not 

distinguish between motion re ative to a “base”  ocation and re ative to a “non-base” 

location. However, they do distinguish between motion toward the place of the 

 ocutionary act (verb forms meaning ‘come’) and motion in an uns ecified direction or 

away from the   ace of the  ocutionary act (verb forms meaning ‘go’). They a so 

distinguish between one-way travel and round-trip travel. 

7.1.1 ‘Go’ 

 y ana ysis of the various verb forms meaning ‘go’ is shown in Table 21. Note 

that the irrealis forms (potential, subjunctive, and imperative)
43

 do not distinguish 

between one-way and round-trip motion; only the realis forms make this distinction.  

Table 21:  ontrasting forms of verbs meaning ‘go’ 

 perfective imperfective potential subjunctive imperative imperative 1PL 

one-way ku ꞌan ku ꞌan 
va-kuꞌun k ꞌ n ku ꞌ n koꞌo 

round-trip ch ꞌan ch ꞌan 

This analysis follows the pattern of other JM verbs which I describe in  5.1 in that it posits 

only the four basic aspect/mood forms found in other verbs, plus two special imperative 

forms. However, it differs significantly from previous analyses of Mixtec motion verbs. 

The ana ysis of ‘go’ given in  rad ey (1970:27) inc udes three verb forms: ch ꞌan 

                                                 

43
 In most verbs, the subjunctive form is used in imperative clauses. Only three verbs – ‘go’  ‘come’  and 

‘take’ – have special imperative forms.  
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‘PFV.go.and.return’, ku ꞌan ‘IPFV.go’, and va-kuꞌun ‘POT.go’, while my analysis includes 

five additiona  verb forms that mean ‘go’  inc uding two that mean ‘go and return’.  

An ana ysis of ‘go’ which corres onds to that of  acau ey (1985) and  ickford & 

Marlett (1988) would split the imperfective aspect into two aspects, ku ꞌan 

‘PROGRESSIVE.go’ and ch ꞌan ‘HABITUAL.go’ rather than s  itting ‘go’ into two verbs  a 

one-way verb and round-trip verb. However, that analysis does not account for the two 

perfective forms ku ꞌan and ch ꞌan. By differentiating between ku ꞌan expressing one-

way motion and ch ꞌan expressing round-trip motion, I explain the existence of two 

perfective forms. Moreover, by regarding the two low-tone forms (ku ꞌan and ch ꞌan) as 

imperfective forms of two separate verbs rather than as progressive and habitual aspect 

forms of a single verb, I can better account for data such as  (174). 

Example  (174) is taken from a text describing the repeated journeys of traders 

who came from the highlands, passed through Jicaltepec, went to the seashore, and 

returned to the highlands passing through Jicaltepec again on their way back. Because the 

actions described are repeated, the use of ch ꞌan rather than ku ꞌan for ‘go’ is  redicted if 

ch ꞌan is the habitual aspect form and ku ꞌan is the progressive aspect form of a single 

verb ‘go’. However, because the distinction between ch ꞌan and ku ꞌan is one of round-

trip motion versus one-way motion, the use of ku ꞌan in  (174) is explained. 

Ku ꞌan=ta_ru ‘they wou d go’ describes the one-way trip from Jicaltepec to the seashore, 

while ta v chi ndiko=ta_ru ‘and they wou d come back’ s eaks of the return journey 

from the seashore to Jicaltepec.  a ku ꞌan ndiko=ta_ru ‘and they wou d go back’ refers 
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to the journey from Jicaltepec back to the highlands where they had come from. All of 

these verbs use imperfective aspect to indicate habitual action. 

(174) ta inka kivi=an    ꞌa =ta_ru ta       ndiko=ta_ru 
and another day=DD IPFV.go=PL_3N and IPFV.come back=PL_3N 
 
  ta    ꞌa  ndiko=ta_ru va-x   =ta_ru 
 and IPFV.go back=PL_3N IR-SBJV. sell=PL_3N 
 
  cha=  a=ta_ru       =ta_ru 
  3=IPFV.carry=PL_3N IPFV.come=PL_3N 
‘A d t e  ext day t ey wo ld go a d t ey wo ld  ome ba   a d t ey wo ld go ba   to  ell w at 
t ey  ame  arry  g.’  10.23 

 y ana ysis of ‘go’ resemb es that of Kui er &  errifie d (1975) in that it divides 

the verb forms into those that describe one-way motion and those that describe round-trip 

motion, but it also differs from Kuiper & Merrifield in that it rejects the idea that motion 

verbs are inherent y “momentary” or  uncti iar.  y data indicate that in     the 

imperfective form ku ꞌan can be used with progressive meaning, which is incompatible 

with a punctiliar analysis. An example of ku ꞌan expressing progressive motion is shown 

in  (175), where it appears both in a relative clause describing  a  uꞌu ‘a gir ’ and in the 

matrix clause.  
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(175) ta   a_l ꞌ     ꞌa  ch=i caseta ian 
and girl IPFV.go with=1SG cab there 
 
  hora cha   t=i chi=ru na     =ru 
  time REL IPFV.say=1SG OBJ=3N DNT IPFV.go.down=3N 
 
  chicha    x =ru    ꞌa =ru 
  intensely IPFV.sleep=3N IPFV.go=3N 
‘A d a g rl w o wa  go  g w t  me t ere    t e  ab, w e  I  a d to  er t at   e   o ld get dow , 
  e wa  go  g alo g  o  d a leep.’ 6.29 

One piece of evidence that brings into question the analysis of ch ꞌan as a round-

trip verb and ku ꞌan as a one-way verb is found in  (176). 

(176) suvi=ni maa=ta_ru    ꞌa  ndiko  yo ndiko=ta_ru  o o=kan 
same=just self=PL_3N IPFV.go.and.return back IPFV.exist back=PL_3N Pinotepa=DD 
‘It was they themselves who went also to live also    P  otepa.’  10.69 

In  (176) the motion involved in going to another town and staying there to live 

seems like it should be described with a one-way motion verb, but instead it is described 

with ch ꞌan. Further research on the semantics of JM motion verbs may shed more light 

on this issue; however, there is textual evidence for thinking that this use of ch ꞌan may 

be an error on the part of the speaker. This selfsame motion is referred to in this text in 

four separate sentences, of which the one in  (176) is the first. In each subsequent 

reference, the motion is described with ku ꞌan, as seen in  (177), rather than with ch ꞌan. 

(177) so suvi=ni maa r =              _Kaan  ꞌya 
but same=just self 3N=people town Jicaltepec here 
 
     ꞌa  ndiko  yo  o o=kan 
  IPFV.go back IPFV.exist Pinotepa=DD 
‘B t  t wa  t e  ery people of t e tow  of J  altepe  w o we t al o to l  e    P  otepa.’ 10.79  
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7.1.2 ‘Come’ 

 y ana ysis of the various verb forms meaning ‘come’ is shown in Table 22. 

Here also, the irrealis forms (potential, subjunctive, and imperative) do not distinguish 

between one-way and round-trip motion; only the realis forms make this distinction. 

There is no one-way perfective form; to describe the motion of someone who has 

completed coming and has not yet begun to go away, the word keta ‘arrive’ is used. 

Table 22:  ontrasting forms of verbs meaning ‘come’ 

 perfective imperfective potential subjunctive imperative 

one-way – v chi 
va-kichi k ch  naꞌan 

round-trip k chi k chi 

This ana ysis  ara  e s my ana ysis for ‘go’. It differs from that of Bradley 

(1970:27) in that it inc udes three verb forms meaning ‘come’ in addition to the three 

(k chi ‘PFV.come.and.return’  v chi ‘IPFV.come’, and va-kichi ‘POT.come’) covered by 

Bradley, and it differs from that of Macauley (1985) and Bickford & Marlett (1988) in 

that it treats v chi and k chi as the imperfective aspect forms of two different lexemes, 

rather than treating them as two different aspects (progressive and habitual) of the same 

lexeme. 

In chapter  6 and in glossing, I follow the analysis described here and treat v chi 

‘IPFV.come’  ku ꞌan ‘PFV.go’ and ku ꞌan ‘IPFV.go’ as being defective verbs that refer to 

one-way motion, rather than being additional aspect/mood forms of the round-trip motion 

verbs. This analysis has simplified the description of the discourse functions of each 
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aspect/mood form, because the uses of each aspect/mood form of the motion verbs is 

consistent with the uses of the same aspect/mood form of non-motion verbs.  

7.2 Position verbs 

Position verbs constitute another class of verbs in Mixtec with distinctive 

properties. They are described in this section along with certain other verbs which pattern 

similarly.  

There are two kinds of position verbs: stative and inchoative. There are about a 

dozen pairs of stative and inchoative position verbs in JM. Stative position verbs refer to 

being in a particular position. They are defective verbs which occur only in the 

imperfective (low tone) form. A few common stative position verbs are shown in Table 

23. 

Table 23: Stative position verbs 

meaning imperfective 

be.standing  nda 

be.in  ndi 

be.horizontal s ndi 

be.sitting nd a 

be.closed nd si 

Inchoative position verbs refer to the event of getting into the position named. The 

inchoative position verbs are formed by adding cha- and ku- inchoative prefixes to the 

stative position verbs. The usual tonal differences indicate each of the four aspect/mood 

forms. Table 24 shows the inchoative position verbs that correspond to the stative 

position verbs in Table 23. 
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Table 24: Inchoative position verbs 

meaning perfective imperfective potential subjunctive 

stand cha-ku- nda cha-ku- nda va-ku-inda ku- nd  

get.in cha-ku- ndi cha-ku- ndi va-ku-indi ku- nd  

become.horizontal cha-ku-s ndi cha-ku-s ndi va ku-sundi ku-s nd  

sit.down cha-k -nda cha-k -nda va-ku-nda k -nd  

close cha-ku-nd si cha-ku-nd si va-ku-ndasi ku-nd s  

Stative position verbs occur frequently in my corpus, but they do not appear on 

the storyline. They are used for backgrounded states of being which remain unchanged 

for the duration of the period under consideration. Stative position verbs are frequently 

used in conjunction with locative noun phrases, as described in  3.9.8.3. Inchoative 

position verbs occur less frequently in my corpus than stative position verbs. In these 

texts, no inchoative perfective, potential, or subjunctive position verbs occur, and 

inchoative imperfective position verbs occur in only three places. They are used for 

events which are not backgrounded but rather are on the narrative mainline. 

The discourse uses of stative and inchoative position verbs are illustrated in  (178) 

and  (179) respectively. In  (178), the stative position verb  nda ‘IPFV.be.standing’ 

describes the state the truck is already in when the storyline actions k chi 

‘PFV.come.and.return’ and nd va ‘IPFV.jum ’ take   ace. In contrast  in  (179), the 

inchoative verb chaku nda ‘IPFV.stand’ from the stative root  nda is a storyline verb 

describing one action in a sequence.
44

 (Also in  (179) the stative position verb  ndi 

‘IPFV.be.in’ describes the state of affairs that was going on in the background when the 

narrative mainline intersected with it.) 

                                                 

44
 This use of the inchoative chakuinda ‘IPFV.stand’ to mean ‘to come to a sto ’ may be inf uenced by the 

Spanish use of pararse ‘to stand’ to mean ‘to come to a sto ’.  
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(178) taxi cha   da ru= am   =kan ta        ma ru=caballu=kan 
quiet already IPFV.be.standing 3N=truck=DD and PFV.come.and.return DET 3N=horse=DD 
 
  ta  d  a=ru xini ma ru= am   =kan 
  and IPFV.jump=3N head DET 3N=truck=DD   
‘T e tr    wa  already  ta d  g  t ll w e  t e  or e  ame a d   mped o  top of t e  ab.’ 8.11 

(179) ta   a    da=ru ni ta    ꞌ=in ch =nd ꞌ=i 
and IPFV.stand=3N TAG and PFV.go.and.return=1SG IPFV.go.and.return=SBJV.see=1SG 
 
  a_kaa   d   ma   _kuati=kan 
  how IPFV.be.in DET young.people=DD 
‘A d  t  topped a d I we t to  ee  ow t e yo  g people were.’ 6.26-27 

Table 24 shows how inchoative position verbs are derived from the stative 

position verbs in Table 23. There are various other pairs of verbs that do not primarily 

refer to the position of an object, but follow the same pattern; they consist of a defective 

stative verb existing only in the imperfective form and a derived inchoative verb existing 

in all four forms. The stative verb is a basic disyllabic root, and this root combines with 

an inchoative prefix to form an inchoative verb that describes the event of getting into 

that state. Table 25 and Table 26 show a few such verbs. 

Table 25: Stative verbs that pattern like position verbs 

meaning stative 

verb 

be.holding n a 

be.named n ni 

remember   ꞌun_ini 

be.wearing nd chi 

Table 26: Inchoative verbs that pattern like position verbs 

meaning perfective imperfective potential subjunctive 

hold cha-ku-n a cha-ku-n a va-ku-naa ku-n   

become.named cha-ku-n ni cha-ku-n ni va-ku-nani ku-n n  

recall cha-ku-  ꞌun_ini cha-ku-  ꞌun_ini va-ku- uꞌun_ini ku-  ꞌ n_ini 

put.on (clothing) cha-ku-nd chi cha-ku-nd chi va-ku-ndichi ku-nd ch  
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The foregoing analysis differs from the one presented in Bradley (1970:27) 

because it treats stative verbs and inchoative verbs as separate lexemes.
45

 

                                                 

45
 There are two verbs listed in Bradley (1970:27) that also seem to consist of one verb existing only in the 

imperfective form, paired with a related verb that occurs in all four forms. The verb existing only in the 

imperfective form is disyllabic and begins with a nd- sound. The related verb does not take the inchoative 

cha- and ku- prefixes; rather, it looks like a disyllabic two-stem verb, beginning with ch- in the perfective 

and imperfective forms and with k- in the potential and subjunctive forms. While the verb pairs seem to be 

derivationally related, synchronically there very little difference in meaning between the verb forms ndiso 

‘ho d’ and ndatu ‘wait’  and the re ated verb forms chiso/kuiso ‘ho d’ and chatu/kuatu ‘wait’. Of these verb 

forms, only one, ndiso ‘ho d’  is found in my cor us. Further investigation of these verbs is warranted. 
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8 CONCLUSION 

In this thesis, I have described the aspect/mood system of Jicaltepec Mixtec. In 

chapter  1 I explain the focus of this thesis and the concepts upon which it is built. In 

chapter  2 I describe the methodology I employed to gather and analyze my text corpus. 

Chapter  3 provides a description of the orthography used in this thesis, the tone patterns 

that indicate verb aspect/mood, and the morphology and syntax of the language. I review 

other published analyses of Mixtec aspect/mood verb forms and their use in discourse in 

chapter  4. In chapter  5 I describe my own model for JM in answer to my first research 

question  “In what ways does  ica te ec  ixtec overt y mark as ect/mood categories in 

the verb  hrase?” I  osit four as ect/mood verb forms in JM, which are indicated 

primarily by tone in conjunction with the irrealis prefix va- and the preverbal particle na. 

I also illustrate the use of the progressive auxiliary verb. Chapter  6 is the central chapter 

of the thesis  answering my second research question  “ ow do s eakers of  ica te ec 

Mixtec employ these overtly-marked aspect/mood categories in various types of 

discourse? It describes in turn the discourse functions of the subjunctive, potential, 

perfective, and imperfective verb forms as well as the ways that these interact with 

prefixes, auxiliary verbs, and particles. In chapter  7 I describe two special classes of 

verbs, motion verbs and position verbs, and explain why I analyze these verbs in the 

same way as the other verbs in my corpus.  
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This investigation of aspect and mood in Jicaltepec Mixtec sheds light on the 

meaning of each verb form by showing how it is used in natural-language discourse, and 

in so doing lays a foundation for further research into Jicaltepec Mixtec discourse, 

particularly salience structure in narrative and comparisons between monologue and 

dialogue. It also raises interesting questions regarding the interaction between Aktionsart 

and viewpoint aspect in defining the meaning of each verb form.    
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APPENDIX A: NARRATIVE (TEXT 8) 

The following is a secondhand account of an automobile accident narrated by Virginia 

Hern ndez Tello on November 27, 2012. 

(1) ta …     ꞌa =ta_ru  kuenda   e  ꞌ   
a d …  PFV.go.and.return=PL_3N  on.account.of  church 
‘A d … t ey we t o  a  o  t of    r  ’ 

(2) ta_cha  cha         ndiko=ta_ru   hora  chakuaa 
when already IPFV.come again=PL_3N time nighttime 
‘a d w e  t ey were  om  g ba   at   g t’ 

(3) vasi  ka  uvi       ru       =ta_ru   ti 
maybe  hour two  IPFV.be  3N  IPFV.come=PL_3N RPT46 
‘- it was around 2am that they were coming -’ 

(4) ta        jaan  iin  caballu  
and IPFV.run INTNS one horse  
‘a d a  or e wa  r     g fa t’ 

(5) ta     d    iin  ma ra _  aꞌ  = a   chata  ma ru=caballu=kan 
and IPFV.be.horizontal one DET man=DD  back DET 3N=horse=DD 
‘a d a ma  wa    tt  g o  t e  or e’  ba  ’ 

(6) ta   ꞌ         ma ru=caballu=kan      =ru 
and strong IPFV.run DET 3N=horse=DD IPFV.come=3N 
‘a d t e  or e wa   om  g r     g fa t’ 

(7) ta   ꞌ          taꞌa   ma ru= am          =ru 
and strong IPFV.run also  DET 3N=truck  IPFV.come=3N 
‘a d t e tr    wa  al o  om  g r     g fa t’ 

(8) ta nuun  d ꞌe ma ru=hermano=Miliu cha 
and when IPFV.see DET 3N=brother=Emilio COMP 
‘a d w e  Brot er Em l o  aw t at’ 

                                                 

46
 The particle ti ‘RPT’ marks information as having been  revious y conveyed  whether by the same 

speaker or another speaker. 
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(9)   ꞌ   jaan       ma ru=caballu=kan      =ru 
strong INTNS IPFV.run DET 3N=horse=DD IPFV.come=3N 
‘t e  or e wa   om  g r     g  ery fa t’ 

(10) ta  a   e ma ru=Miliu=kan chi ma ru= am   =kan 
and IPFV.brake DET 3N=Emilio=DD OBJ DET 3N=truck=DD 
‘t e  Em l o  lowed t e tr   .’ 

(11) taxi cha   da ru= am   =kan 
still already IPFV.stand 3N=truck=DD 
‘T e tr    wa   ta d  g  t ll’ 

(12) ta       ma ru=caballu=kan ta  d  a=ru xini ma ru= am   =kan 
and PFV.come.and.return DET 3N=horse=DD and IPFV.jump=3N head DET 3N=truck=DD 
‘w e  t e  or e  ame a d  t   mped o  top of t e tr     ab’ 

(13) ta   ta=ru  chi ma ra_  aꞌ  = a   
and IPFV.throw=3N OBJ DET man=DD   
‘a d  t t rew t e ma  off’ 

(14) nda xini  am    
until head truck 
‘o to t e tr     abꞌ 

(15) t ꞌ    xini ma ra_  aꞌ  = a  ti 
IPFV.break head DET man=DD  RPT 
‘T e ma ’   ead bro e,’ 

(16) ta ma ru=caballu=kan  d o=ru     di=ru  
and DET 3N=horse=DD IPFV.remain=3N IPFV.be.horizontal=3N 
 
  siki ma ru=cabina=kan 
 atop DET 3N=cab=DD 
‘a d a  for t e  or e,  t wa   t    o  top of t e  ab,’ 

(17) ta  d ꞌ  inun=ru  t ꞌ     t =ta_ru  
and all glass=3N PFV.break IPFV.say=PL_3N 
‘a d all of  t  w  dow  bro e, t ey  a d.’ 

(18) avi,  d ꞌ  inun=ru  t ꞌ   
yes all glass=3N IPFV.break 
‘Ye , all of t e w  dow  bro e,’ 

(19) ta ikan  d a uvi taꞌa        aꞌa   
and there IPFV.sit two precisely person woman  
‘a d two wome  were   tt  g t ere’ 
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(20)  d  o  eꞌe ti 
IPFV.carry child RPT 
‘– carrying children –’ 

(21) ta  ra=Ndioo t  d e ti  aꞌ   t ꞌa  ve_kuati=kan  
and 3M=God PFV.help because nothing PFV.encounter 3D_small(PL)=DD 
 
 aꞌ    t ꞌa =ta_ru  
nothing PFV.encounter=PL_3N 
‘a d God  elped, be a  e  ot   g  appe ed to t e l ttle o e ,  ot   g  appe ed to t em.’ 

(22) masi t ꞌ   ma ru=inun=kan jo  aꞌ   t ꞌa =ta_ru   ti 
although IPFV.break DET 3N=glass=DD but nothing PFV.encounter=PL_3N RPT 
‘E e  t o g  t e w  dow  bro e,  ot   g  appe ed to t em.’ 

(23) ta  a  ꞌ  =ta_ru  chi ma ra_  aꞌ  = a  
and PFV.gather=PL_3N OBJ DET man=DD 
‘A d t ey p   ed  p t e ma ,’ 

(24) ta ma ra_  aꞌ  = a  ti … t ꞌ   xini=ru 
and DET man=DD because IPFV.break head=3N 
‘a d t e ma ,     e      ead wa  bro e ,’ 

(25)   aꞌa         t  xini=ru ti  
much blood PFV.spill head=3N RPT   
‘     ead wa   p ll  g a lot of blood,’ 

(26) ta      =ru  ti 
and  IPFV.be.drunk=3N RPT 
‘a d  e wa  dr   ꞌ 

(27) ta  a  to ma ru=hermano tikan    ꞌ  =r  
and IPFV.know DET 3N=brother there OBJ=3N 
‘a d t e brot er from t ere   ow    m’ 

(28) ta chakan   ꞌa =ta_ru chi=ru 
and thus PFV.speak=PL_3N OBJ=3N 
‘a d  o t ey  po e to   m’ 

(29) kuenda_cha  d yo_  ꞌ   inun nuun  am    
because IPFV.be.damaged glass face truck 
‘abo t t e w  d   eld be  g damaged’ 
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(30) ta   t =ru ti  a   ꞌ  =ru x ꞌ   
and IPFV.say=3N COMP not IPFV.obtain=3N money 
 
    t =ru chi ma ru=inun=kan 
 SBJV.buy=3N OBJ DET 3N=glass=DD 
‘a d  e  a d t at  e  o ld  ot obta   t e mo ey to b y t e w  d   eld’ 

(31) ti       daꞌ   jaan      taꞌa =r  
because person poor INTNS IPFV.be also =3N 
‘be a  e  e wa  al o  ery poor’  

(32)   a … kuenda_cha    ꞌ =ru  ni 
COMP because  IPFV.drink=3N TAG 
‘t at … be a  e  e dra  , yo    ow,’ 

(33) ta chakan  a   ꞌ  =ru x ꞌ   
and thus not IPFV.obtain=3N money 
 
    t =ru  chi ma inun=kan kati=ru 
  SBJV.buy=3N OBJ DET glass=DD IPFV.say=3N 
‘a d  o  e  o ld  ot obta   mo ey to b y t e w  d   eld,  e  a d,’ 

(34) ta    a ma ru=hermano Miliu  a   ꞌa =ru    ta maa=ru 
and PFV.abandon DET 3N=brother Emilio not IPFV.speak=3N PFV.buy self=3N 
‘a d brot er Em l o left  t at t at. He d d  ot prote t. He   m elf bo g t [part ],’ 

(35) t  ꞌ   ndiko maa=ru nuun   a o o_ aꞌa  am   =ru ti 
PFV.pay again self=3N where IPFV.be.repaired truck=3N RPT 
‘ e   m elf pa d ba   t e pla e w ere     tr    wa  repa red,’ 

(36) ta  a  o=ta_ru   chi  ma  am    
and IPFV.leave=PL_3N OBJ  DET truck 
 
 a    t=e ndaa  a  o=ta_ru  chi ma  am   =kan   t  Hugo 
not IPFV.know=1SG where IPFV.leave=PL_3N OBJ DET truck=DD IPFV.say Hugo 
‘a d t ey left t e tr    – I do not know where Hugo said they left the truck– ’ 

(37) ti  a     ka      =ru  am    
because not PFV.be.possible more SBJV.carry=3N truck 
 
 cha cha t ꞌ   inun=ru 
  because already IPFV.break glass=3N 
‘be a  e  t wa   o lo ger po   ble for   m to ta e     tr        e  t  w  dow  were bro e ’ 
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(38) ta   a a  …  a   ꞌ  _in=i ndaa  a  o=ru chi  ma  am    tikan 
and thus not IPFV.remember=1SG where IPFV.leave=3N OBJ DET truck there 
 
   t  Hugo 
 IPFV.say Hugo 
‘a d  o … I do  ot remember w ere o er t ere H go  a d  e left t e tr   .’ 

(39)   ꞌ a= a  t ꞌa  taꞌa  ru=hermano Miliu t  doꞌo nuun    a   =ru 
manner=DD IPFV.encounter also 3N=brother Emilio trouble where IPFV.wander=3N 
‘T at     ow brot er Em l o al o e  o  tered tro ble w ere  e goe .’ 

(40) cha t  d e ra=Ndioo tioo  aꞌa  yo=r  …   aꞌa… 
because IPFV.help 3M=God RPT good IPFV.exist=3N good 
‘[W t ] God’   elp,  e    f  e… f  e…’ 

(41)  aꞌ     a= daꞌ       =ru     ꞌa ra=Ndioo tundee_ini ta  at   =ru 
none 3=poor IPFV.feel=3N IPFV.give 3M=God strength and IPFV.work=3N 
‘He     ot at all  ad. God g  e    m  tre gt  a d  e    wor   g.’ 
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APPENDIX B: FOLKTALE (TEXT 2 PORTION) 

The following is an excerpt from a folktale narrated by Juan de la Cruz Garc a P rez on 

December 21, 2012. 

(21) so   eꞌe    =chi  sava_takua  iin  kuendu 
but this IPFV.be=3 like  one story 
‘… b t t       l  e a  tory:’   

(22) ta   e=   ta    ꞌa =   ta   a  y  o  a=Mar a burru l ꞌ  
and IPFV.go.out=3PL and IPFV.go=3PL and IPFV.ride 3F=Mar a donkey small(SG) 
 
  ta   e=     ta    ꞌa =       a=   
   and IPFV.go.out=3PL and IPFV.go=3PL IPFV.walk=3PL 
‘A d t ey left a d t ey we t a d Mar a rode a l ttle do  ey a d t ey left a d t ey we t 
wal   g.’ 

(23) kani    ꞌa =  _ta_   inka         ꞌa =   
distant IPFV.go=3PL  other town IPFV.go=3PL 
‘Far away t ey we t. To a ot er tow  t ey we t,’ 

(24) ta       _ oꞌo=   chi ma r =   ꞌ a= a   
and IPFV.flee=3PL OBJ DET 3N=demon=DD  
 
  vati      ma r =   ꞌ a= a  
  because IPFV.want DET 3N=demon=DD 
‘a d t ey fled from t e demo   be a  e t e demo   wa ted’ 

(25) k = d   =ru  chi  ma  a=Mar a=kan 
SBJV.go=SBJV.chase=3N OBJ DET 3F=Maria=DD   
  
 ta   a d y _  ꞌ  =ru     ꞌ  = a  chi   eꞌe= a 
  and SBJV.cause.harm=3N OBJ=3F OBJ child=3F 
‘to go   a e Mar a a d  a  e  arm to  er a d to  er  o ’ 

(26) ta chakan       ra=Jo   ta    ꞌa =ra 
and thus PFV.run 3M=Jo   and PFV.go=3M 
‘a d  o Jo   ra  a d  e we t’ 
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(27) chi  a=Mar a inka   ꞌ   
with 3F=Maria  other land  
‘w t  Mar a to a ot er la d’ 

(28) ta   ta=    iin nu=t     ri=luku kuati 
and IPFV.arrive=3PL one place=IPFV.be.standing(PL) 3L=luku small(PL) 
‘a d t ey arr  ed at a pla e w ere l ttle l   -b rd  were  ta d  g aro  d’ 

(29) ta   t  ma ra=Jo  =kan chi ma ri=luku=kan vati 
and IPFV.say DET 3N=Jo  =DD OBJ DET 3L=luku=DD COMP 
‘a d Jo    a d to t e l   -b rd , ’ 

(30) tu  y ꞌa  iin ra= d   _t ꞌ   chi=ndi  ꞌya 
if IPFV.pass.by one 3M=IPFV.ask OBJ=1PL here 
‘”If  omeo e pa  e  by  ere a    g for   ,’ l teral: ‘“If a  a  er-for-   pa  e  by  ere,’ 

(31)  a va-kati=un chi=ru ndaa iti    ꞌa =ndi 
not IR-POT.say=2SG OBJ=3N where path PFV.go=1PL.EXCL 
 
  t   ma ra=Jo  =kan chi ma ri=luku kuati=kan 
IPFV.say DET 3N=Jo  =DD OBJ DET 3L=luku small(PL)=DD  
‘“do  ot tell t em w     way we we t,” Jo    a d to t e l ttle l   -b rd , ’ 

(32) ta  aꞌa   t  ma ri=luku kuati=an 
and good IPFV.say DET 3L=luku small(PL)=DD 
‘a d “O ay!”  a d t e l ttle l   -b rd ,’ 

(33) ta  e   ꞌa c  a    ma ri=luku=an=ta_ri nu= a a 
and ipfv.begin ipfv.wander DET 3L=luku=DD=PL_3L place=dusty 
‘a d t e l   -b rd  bega  to wal  aro  d    t e d  t’ 

(34) ta   e ma ra=Jo    ta    ꞌa =ra 
and IPFV.go.out DET 3M=Jo   and IPFV.go=3M  
‘a d Jo   left a d  e we t’ 

(35) ta    ꞌa  ka=ra     a=ra chi  a=Mar a 
and IPFV.go more=3M IPFV.walk=3M with 3F=Maria 
‘a d  e  o t   ed wal   g w t  Mar a…’
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APPENDIX C: HYPOTHETICAL (TEXT 4) 

The following is a response to the question  “What wou d you have done if you had been 

mayor when the earthquake ha  ened?” narrated by Anonymous on December 20  2012. 

(1) tu_cha y ꞌ      agente     =ya   
if 1SG PFV?.be mayor town=this  
‘If I  ad bee  t e mayor of t    tow ’ 
 

(2) kivi cha t a   si   a=  ꞌ a_       
day REL PFV.quake  AF 3=first  
‘o  t e day t ere wa  a  eart q a e, f r t t   g,’ 

(3) va-kat=i  chi ma     =an    
IR-POT.say=1SG OBJ DET  people=DD   
‘I wo ld  a e  a d to t e people’ 

(4) na   d   =       ꞌ a cha  a    y ꞌ  =   ni 
DNT SBJV.seek=3PL manner  REL not IPFV?.be.afraid=3PL TAG 
‘t at t ey   o ld try to  ot be afra d’ 

(5) ta  a … tu_cha  aa  d ꞌ  cha= d yo_  ꞌ   tichi     =ya  
and t e  … if  what all 3=PFV.be.damaged belly town=this  
‘a d t e  …  f t ere were a yt   g, e eryt   g t at  ad bee  damaged  ere    t e tow ’ 

(6) si  a-  ꞌ  _t         =   
AF IR-SBJV?.take name=3PL 
‘[I] wo ld  a e ta e  dow  t e r  ame ’ 

(7) tu_cha  yo   aa iin   ꞌ a cha  a-t  dee_t       ꞌ  =   
if  IPFV.exist what one manner REL IR-POT.help_work OBJ=3PL  
 
  a  va- o o_ aꞌa ndiko  eꞌe=   
  whether IR-POT.repair again house=3PL 
‘ f t ere were any way to  elp t em, to repa r t e r  o  e ’ 
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(8) ta   at _  ꞌ a=   cha  d yo_  ꞌ   masi  
and things=3PL  REL PFV.be.damaged perhaps  
‘a d t e r t   g  t at were damaged, per ap .’ 

(9) chakan        a= a-t  dee_t    
thus IPFV.be 3=IR-POT.help_work 
‘T at    w at wo ld  elp.’ 

(10)  a-  t   _ini ma ra … ma=i tu_cha ma=i      agente  
IR-POT.take.responsibility DET 3M DET=1SG if  DET=1SG IPFV.be mayor 
 
  va-  t   _ini=yu   ta va- deꞌ= =    
  IR-POT.take.responsibility=1SG  and IR-POT.see=1sg=3 
‘He wo ld  a e ta e  re po   b l ty … I,  f I  ad bee  mayor, I wo ld  a e ta e  re po   b l ty 
a d I wo ld  a e  ee  to  t’ 

(11) ti           =yu    =     
because people town=1SG IPFV.be=3PL  
 
   a va-kuu  t   _nda=i    ꞌ  =   
  not IR-POT.be.able SBJV?.ignore=1SG OBJ=3PL 
‘be a  e t ey are people of my tow , I  a ’t  g ore t em’ 

(12) ti  chakan     iin   a= aꞌa va- a aꞌ=   
because thus  IPFV.be one 3=good IR-POT.do=1SG  
 
  tu_cha y ꞌ      agente     =ya 
  if  1SG IPFV.be mayor town=this 
‘be a  e t at    a good t   g t at I wo ld  a e do e  f I were mayor of t    tow ’ 

(13) iin  cha=nini   jaan     =chi   d ꞌ    a= d ꞌe=yo   cha  
one 3=necessary  INTNS IPFV.be=3 all 3=IPFV.see=1PL.INCL COMP 
 
       _  ꞌ     d ꞌ       _taꞌa =yo 
 IPFV.need all person_sibling=1PL.INCL 
‘O e of t e mo t  mporta t of all t e t   g  we  ee    t at all of o r fellow-people  a e  eed ,’ 

(14)  si  taꞌa =     cha va-  ꞌ a=yo    iin   daꞌa    ꞌ  =    
 AF IPFV.be.fitting=3 COMP IR-POT.give=1PL.INCL one hand OBJ=3PL 
‘ o we o g t to g  e t em a  a d.’ 

(15) cha  va-tindee=yo    =       chakan 
COMP  IR-POT.help=1PL.INCL OBJ=3PL IPFV.be thus 
‘   order to  elp t em.’ 
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(16) va-tindee=yo  va-tindee=yo     =   
IR-POT.help=1PL.INCL IR-POT.help=1PL.INCL OBJ=3PL 
 
  nda iin cha=masi  a   cha=  aꞌa jaan k u=chi 
  until one 3=although not 3=much INTNS IPFV.be=3 
 
  jo si va-tindee=o     ꞌ  =   
  but AF IR-POT.help=1PL.INCL OBJ=3PL 
‘We help, we help them with whatever even if  t’   ot m    b t we  elp t em’ 

(17) ti     … ti t  doꞌo   d =    
because o e… because trouble IPFV.be.in=3PL  
 
  ta_cha  yo iin t  doꞌo   a=t a   
 when IPFV.exist one trouble 3=IPFV.quake 
 
  a nda_ka  cha     maa=chi 
  or whatever_else REL IPFV.be self=3 
‘be a  e a … be a  e t ey are    tro ble w e  t ere    a tro ble l  e a  eart q a e or w ate er 
 t may be’ 

(18) so   ꞌ a= a  va- deꞌe=y  
but manner=DD IR-POT.see=1SG 
‘b t t at     ow I wo ld  ee [to t   g ]’ 

(19) tu_cha  y ꞌ      agente  municipal  
if  1SG IPFV.be mayor  municipal 
 
va- deꞌ=   va-tinde=i chi ma          =kan 
IR-POT.see=1SG IR-POT.help=1SG OBJ DET people town=DD 
‘ f I were t e mayor. I wo ld  ee to  t a d I wo ld  elp t e people of t e tow .’ 

(20) chakan       a=     a  ꞌ=i 
thus  IPFV.be 3=IPFV.be.able SBJV.do=1SG 
‘T at    w at I wo ld do.’
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APPENDIX D: PROCEDURAL (TEXT 3) 

The fo  owing is a descri tion of how  ixtec women used to make their husbands’ 

clothes, narrated by Anonymous on November 26, 2012. 

(1)   ꞌ a cha  a  ꞌa       aꞌma ii=     ꞌ a_ a tiempu   aꞌ   
manner REL PFV.do people cloth husband=3PL formerly time old 
‘How people   ed to ma e t e r    ba d ’  lot e  before,    t e old t me :’ 

(2) t …  t       =   tukati 
because PFV.sow husband=3PL cotton.plant 
‘S   e … T e r    ba d  pla ted  otto  pla t ’ 

(3) ta va-koo  kati=kan 
and IR-POT.exist cotton=DD 
‘a d t e  otto  wo ld appear’ 

(4) ta va-suku   =   chi ma kati=kan 
and IR-POT.pick husband=3PL OBJ DET cotton=DD 
‘a d t e r    ba d  wo ld p    t e  otto ’ 

(5) ta  a- a a=  =chi 
and IR-POT.gin=3PL=3 
‘a d t ey wo ld p ll t e f ber .’ 

(6)   ꞌ a_      a- a a=  =chi 
first  IR-POT.gin=3PL=3 
‘F r t t ey wo ld p ll t e f ber ’ 

(7) ta sa  a- a  =  =chi iin nuun yuvi 
and then IR-POT.hit=3PL=3 one face palm.mat 
‘a d t e  t ey wo ld po  d t em o  a palm mat’ 

(8) ta va-kee=chi cha    =chi iin bola 
and IR-POT.go.out=3 COMP IPFV.be=3 one ball 
‘a d t ey wo ld e d  p be om  g a ball’ 

(9) ta sa  a-ta  =  =chi 
and then IR-POT.spin=3PL=3 
‘a d t e  t ey wo ld  p    t’ 
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(10) ta nu= a-ta  =  =chi ikan va-kee y ꞌ a 
and place=IR-POT.spin=3PL=3 there IR-POT.go.out thread 
‘a d w ere t ey wo ld  p    t    w ere t e t read wo ld  ome o t’ 

(11) ta chi y ꞌ a= a   a- a aꞌa=   koto   =   chatu   =   
and with thread=DD IR-POT.do=3PL shirt husband=3PL pants husband=3PL 
‘a d w t  t e t read t ey wo ld ma e t e r    ba d ’    rt  a d pa t .’ 

(12) ti   ꞌ a_ a  aꞌ   y ꞌ a   aꞌ   tienda  yo          _Kan  ꞌya 
because formerly none thread IPFV.be.sold store IPFV.exist town Jicaltepec here 
‘Be a  e formerly, t ere wa   o  tore-bought thread here in Jicaltepe ;’ 

(13) mani maa=    a  ꞌa  aꞌma   =   chi ma y ꞌ a= a  
only self= 3PL IPFV.do cloth husband=3PL with DET thread=DD 
‘t ey alo e made t e r    ba d ’  lot e  w t  t e t read.’ 

(14) chakan   a  o chi      tiempu   aꞌ   cha  a   ta=    y ꞌ a 
thus PFV.exist with people time old  COMP not PFV.buy=3PL thread 
 
  ti mani  a aꞌa maa=     aꞌma   =    chi kati 
  because only IPFV.do self=3PL cloth husband=3PL with  cotton 
‘T at’   ow  t wa  w t  people    t e old t me , t at t ey d d  ot b y t read be a  e t ey o ly 
made t e r    ba d ’  lot e  t em el e  w t   otto .’ 
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APPENDIX E: HORTATORY (TEXT 7 PORTION) 

The following is an excerpt from an exhortation from Virginia Hern ndez Tello to her 

young relative(s) on November 27, 2012, encouraging them to study hard in school. 

(16) ti ta_cha cha  aꞌ  =yo  
because when already big(PL)=1PL.INCL 
 
  ta ta_cha cha   =o iin        aꞌ   
  and when already IPFV.be=1PL.INCL one people old 
‘be a  e o  e we are grow  a d o  e we are old people’ 

(17) ta       taꞌa =yo saku ꞌ =yo 
and IPFV.want also=1PL.INCL IPFV.study=1PL.INCL 
 
        taꞌa =yo   t =yo iin cha=ii 
  IPFV.want also=1PL.INCL IPFV.know=1PL.INCL one 3=difficult 
‘we al o wa t to  t dy, we al o wa t to   ow  omet   g d ff   lt’ 

(18) ta  a       t   _ini=yo  tu  a  a   ꞌa=yo 
and not IPFV.be.possible SBVJ.understand=1PL.INCL if not PFV.study=1PL.INCL 
‘a d we  a   ot   der ta d  f we d d  ot  t dy’ 

(19) ta  chakan  aꞌa  jaan  tu t ꞌ =ndo gana  ta   a   ꞌ =ndo 
and thus good INTNS if IPFV.put.in=2PL desire and SBJV.study=2PL 
‘a d t erefore  t    good  f yo  wor   ard a d  t dy.’ 

(20) tu  d o tarea tu  d o    ꞌ  = do 
if IPFV.remain homework if IPFV.remain OBJ=2PL 
‘If yo  are g  e   omewor ,’ 

(21)  a  ꞌ =ndo tarea=ndo  d   _t ꞌ  = do 
SBJV.do=2PL homework=2PL SBJV.ask=2PL  
‘do yo r  omewor . A  ’  

(22) chi      cha ch to   ꞌ   
OBJ people REL IPFV.know a.little.more 
‘people w o   ow a l ttle more’ 
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(23) yoso   ꞌ a       a  ꞌ =ndo tarea=ndo  
what manner IPFV.be.possible SBJV.do=2PL homework=2PL  
 
  ta va- ee_ aꞌa=    
  and IR-POT.exit_good=3 
‘ ow to do yo r  omewor , a d  t w ll t r  o t well’ 

(24) takan   a-   _ aꞌa   al   a    = ndo  
thus IR-SBJV.exit_good grade=2PL 
‘T at way yo r grade  w ll t r  o t well.’ 

(25) a tu  aa iin   a=   ꞌa maestru chi=ndo cha na  a   ꞌ =ndo,  
or if what one 3=IPFV.give teacher OBJ=2PL REL DNT SBJV.study=2PL  
 
  a   ꞌ =ndo 
 SBJV.study=2PL 
‘Or  f t ere     omet   g t at t e tea  er g  e  yo  to  t dy,  t dy!’ 

(26) kundichi  a   ꞌ =ndo, chakuaa  a   ꞌ =ndo,  
morning SBJV.study=2PL nighttime SBJV.study=2PL 
 
takan ta va-ndoo=chi  xini tu maa=ndo  
thus and IR-POT.remain=3 head ? self=2PL  
‘St dy by mor   g,  t dy by   g t, t     t w ll rema      yo r  ead .’ 

(27)   ꞌ a= a  ta_cha       examen chi=ndo 
manner=DD when IPFV.come exam OBJ=2PL 
‘I  t at way w e  yo   a e a te t  om  g  p’ 

(28) ta kii=ni        a  ꞌ  _   = do  d ꞌ    a= a   ꞌa=ndo 
and quickly=just IPFV.be.possible IPFV.remember=2PL all 3=IPFV.study=2PL 
 
  ta chakan  aꞌa cha  a   ꞌa=ndo 
  and thus good COMP IPFV.study=2PL 
‘yo  w ll be able to q    ly remember all t at yo   t d ed, a d  o  t    good for yo  to  t dy.’ 

(29) chakan  a   ꞌ =ndo ta ni  yo tiempu 
thus  SBJV.study=2PL and still IPFV.exist time 
‘So,  t dy w  le there is still time.’
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